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GEOGRAFIE - SBORNIK CESKE GEOGRAFICKE SPOLECNOSTI 
ROK 2008 • CISLO 3 • ROCNIK 113 

BRETISLAV BALATKA, JAN KALVODA 

EVOLUTION OF QUATERNARY RIVER TERRACES 
RELATED TO THE UPLIFT OF THE CENTRAL PART 

OF THE BOHEMIAN MASSIF 

B. B a I at k a, J. K a I v 0 d a: Evolution of Quaternary river terraces related to the 
uplift of the central part of the Bohemian Massif. - Geografie-Sbornik eGS, 113, 3, pp. 
205-222 (2008). - Fluvial sediments in the Vltava, Berounka, Sazava and Labe valleys are 
preserved as extensive river terrace sequences. These accumulation terraces originated 
from an interaction of climate-morphogenetic and neotectonic processes in the late 
Cenozoic. The palaeogeographical history of the central part of the Bohemian Massif is 
described. Geomorphological analysis of late Cenozoic fluvial sediments preserved in the 
Bohemian Massif confirm that in total 7 main terrace accumulations with several 
secondary levels can be differentiated. A chronostratigraphical scheme of erosion and 
accumulation periods and their relations to variable uplift rates in the late Cenozoic is 
suggested. The relative height of the oldest fluvial terraces above the present-day bottoms 
of river valleys is more than 100 m which indicates the approximate depth of erosion in the 
Quaternary. 
KEY WORDS: palaeogeographical history - Quaternary geomorphology - river terraces -
Bohemian Massif. 

The paper was completed in the framework of physical geography themes of the research 
project of the Faculty of Science, Charles University in Prague, MSM 0021620831 
"Geographical systems and risk processes in the context of global changes". 

Introduction 

The record of river terraces and related fluvial deposits along the Labe and 
Vltava rivers in Czechia is traditionally used as the basis for the Quaternary 
stratigraphy of the region. It is also realised that the terrace system, which is 
widespread along the major rivers, has developed its form because of uplift of 
the region. When studying the terrace system and evolution of river valleys, 
the following procedures have been applied (Balatka, Sladek 1962a, b; 
Balatka, Louckova 1992; Balatka, Kalvoda 1995): a) evaluation of the existing 
regional literature, b) analysis of longitudinal profiles of rivers, c) a detailed 
geomorphological survey of valleys, d) reconstruction of river terraces in both 
long and transverse valley profiles, e) fitting the established terrace system in 
the studied valley into the regional terrace system; D an outline of the main 
stages of the valley evolution during the Upper Cenozoic. The results of 
geomorphological research allow one to establish the longitudinal profiles of 
fluvial terrace accumulations and Neogene sediment localities, the structure 
of transverse profiles of river valleys and important occurrences of planation 
~urfaces (e.g. Zaruba et al. 1977; Tyracek 2001; Tyracek et al. 2004; Balatka, 
Stepancikova 2006; Balatka 2007). Moreover, the downvalley profiles 
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demonstrate the positions of pronounced valley margins of straight valley 
reaches. 

Problems of late Cenozoic evolution of the Labe valley in Saxony in relation 
to Neogene sediments, fluvial terraces and deposits of continental glaciations 
were explored by German authors at the end of the 20th century (e.g. 
Eissmann 1975, 1995; Wolf 1980). A correlation with the terrace system of the 
Labe in the Czech territory has also been suggested (Eissmann 1997; Wolf, 
Schubert 1992; Tyracek et al. 2004). In the same period, attempted 
comparisons of the river terraces and evolution of valleys in the Bohemian 
Massif and the Carpathian region was published (Zeman 1974, Balatka 
1992). Analysis of the structure of main terrace systems of the eastern margin 
of the Bohemian Massif and the western part of the Carpathian region 
indicated the existence of 12 river terraces and levels of fluvial sediments. 
From these accumulation landforms are 6 higher terraces of Pliocene age 
(70-120 m above river level) and the surface of the oldest Quaternary terrace 
is documented 60 m above present-day valley bottoms. 

In this paper, the main features of the palaeogeographical history of the 
central part of the Bohamian Massif are presented in relation to global 
climatic changes and neotectonic processes during the Cenozoic. Sedimentary 
and morphological records of the evolution of antecedent valleys and river 
accumulation terraces in the central part of the Bohemian Massif are 
correlated with regional chronostratigraphical stage divisions of the 
Quaternary. 

Palaeogeographical history of the central part of the Bohemian 
Massif 

Variscan orogenetic processes shaped the Bohemian Massif as a 
structurally complicated unit, the central part of which is formed by collision
deformed and metamorphosed crystalline rocks of the Moldanubicum (Buday 
et al. 1961, Chlupac et al. 2002). In the late Permian, the relief of the central 
part of the Bohemian Massif had the appearance of a post-Hercynian 
planation surface denuded in a semi-arid and very warm climate. Continental 
Triassic sediments are of kaolinitic type, which gives evidence of warm and 
wet climate. The Jurassic sea in the Bohemian Massif was a narrow and 
shallow strait connecting the German and Carpathian seas. During the 
Cretaceous, intensive weathering under a humid tropical climate resulted in 
the origin of a thick tropical mantle of kaolinitic and lateritic regoliths 
(Demek 2004). The altitude of this planation surface was up to 200 m above 
sea level. The post-Hercynian planation surface was covered by kaolinitic and 
lateritic regoliths and it is situated beneath the Upper Cretaceous sediments 
of the Bohemian Cretaceous Basin (e.g. Engel, Kalvoda 2002). The uplift of 
the Bohemian Massif at the end of the Santonian resulted from the ongoing 
Alpine and Carpathian orogenesis and marked the retreat of the Upper 
Cretaceous epicontinental sea. 

Neotectonic rejuvenation of the Bohemian Massif occurred during the 
Laramide faulting phase some 65 million years ago. The Bohamian Massif 
was uplifted and a system of graben structures and diagonal tectono-volcanic 
zones was formed. At the beginning of the Tertiary, the climate in the 
Bohemian Massif was humid and tropical, with a mean annual temperature 
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Fig. 1 - Neovolcanic hill of Rip (461 m) is composed by a 
selectively denuded nephelinitic diatreme. It is surrounded by 
the Quaternary system of river accumulation terraces in a 
larger area of the Labe and Vltava revers confluence. Photo 
B. Balatka. 

of up to 26 °C and a 
mean annual rainfall 
of 2,000-3,000 mm 
(Malkovsky et al. 
1985). In the Oligocene 
the temperature fell to 
16 °C with a climate of 
savannah type with 
dry winters, and a 
very dry climate 
prevailed also in the 
Middle Oligocene. The 
late Oligocene was 
characterised by a 
permanently wet and 
warm climate, with 
subtropical rain 
forests spreading and 
remaining until the 
Middle Miocene. The 
planation surface was 
already developed 
before the Oligocene. 

This is evidenced by duricrust relics in western and central Bohemia (Demek 
2004). At the end of the Oligocene, planation of the relief of the Bohemian 
Massif was interrupted by tectonic movements (e.g. Malkovsky 1979, Ivan 
1999, Chlupac et al. 2002), accompanied in its western and northwestern part 
by volcanic activity 35-17 million years ago (Fig. 1). 

The initial impulse towards the morpho graphical distinctiveness of 
geomorphological units was given in the Lower Miocene (Aquitanian to 
Burdigalian), when tectonic disintegration of the planation surface 
occurred. The granular character of some fluvial and lacustrine sediments 
from that time shows that certain morphostructural units were already 
quite distinctive. The progressive subsidence of the southern and 
southeastern parts of the Bohemian Massif in the Middle Miocene enabled 
the sea to penetrate into these regions (Malkovsky 1975, 1979). 
Depressions in the region of the Ohfe rift and differential movements of the 
main fault zones in the Bohemian Massif were also morphotectonically 
significant. Moreover, the evolution of the relief of the Bohemian Massif 
was influenced by two neotectonic stages of volcanic activity in the late 
Miocene (between 9.0 and 6.4 Ma) and from the late Pliocene to the 
Pleistocene (between 3.0 and 0.17 Ma, Wagner et al. 1998). The granular 
character of Pliocene river sediments is similar to those of Lower 
Pleistocene terrace deposits which indicates that the orographic situation 
of the Bohemian Massif was roughly similar to that of today (Balatka 2006; 
Kalvoda, Balatka 2006). Neotectonic movements (mainly uplifts) and 
erosional-denudational processes in the Quaternary only emphasized the 
morphographical features of geomorphological units. 

During the early Miocene, a tropical humid climate with dry periods 
prevailed in the Bohemian Massif, which later changed to a subtropical wet 
climate in the late Miocene. Periods of humid climate in the Neogene were 
characterised by very extensive erosion and denudation of the kaolinitic and 
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Fig. 2 - Antecedent valley of the Labe river near 
Litomefice town is cut through an uplifted horst of 
crystalline roc.ks which is an underlier of neovolcanic 
rocks in the Ceske stredohofi Low mountain range. 
Photo B. Balatka. 

lateritic weathering mantle, 
down to the basal weathering 
surface. Since the end of the 
intensive volcanic activity at 
the end of the Lower Miocene 
a "post-volcanic" planation 
surface developed. It was 
formed under warm, per
manently wet or, in some 
seasons, humid climatic 
conditions from the Middle 
Miocene, through the whole 
Pliocene period (5.3-2.6 Ma) 
to the lowest Early Pleisto
cene. The morpho structural 
features and the internal 
differentiation of this plana
tion surface of Neogene age 
were dependent on the rock 
resistance to weathering 
under a tropical or subtro
pical climate. 

In the Oligocene and the 
Miocene, the main European 
watershed between the 
epicontinental sea in the 

north-west and the basins of the Para-Tethys in the south-east crossed the 
Bohemian Massif approximately along the north-western margin of the 
~entral Bohemian pluton, then turned to the northern part of the 
Ceskomoravska vrchovina Highlands, and from there it continued to the 
north (Chlupac et al. 2002). The oldest indications of the disposition and 
changes of the river network of the Bohemian Massif are preserved in the 
sedimentary record of the Miocene. In the Middle and late Miocene, southern 
Bohemia was still drained to the south, which is corroborated by both relics 
of fluvial and lacustrine sediments and secondary finds of river-transported 
moldavites in the adjacent part of Austria. The period of their impact is 
radiometrically dated as 14.3 million years. In the late Cenozoic, the 
regionally differentiated tectonic uplift and changes of the European climate 
are the evolution of the fluvial network of the Bohemian Massif. Important 
changes in its overall system occurred with significant manifestations of 
epigenetic and antecedent evolution of river valleys (Fig. 2) through deep, 
lateral and headward erosion, as well as related reconstruction of the large 
area of fluvial sedimentation. 

River terraces related to uplift of the Central Bohemia during the 
Quaternary 

The reconstruction method adapted in characterising the terrace system 
was based on the assumption that the main terrace elements, i.e. the base
level and the topographic surface, form stable gradients of their long profiles 
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Tab. 1 - Chronostratigraphical correlation of river terraces in the central part of the 
Bohemian Massif related to North West Europe stratigraphical stages of the Quaternary 

Regional stratigraphical SAzAVA BEROUNKA VLTAVA-LABE VLTAVA VLTAVAand 
stage/substage divisions j;lalatka, Balatka, confluence area Zaruba et LABE system 
of the Quaternary SrepanCikova, Louekova Balatka, Sladek al. (1977) Tyraeek (2001), 
(Gibbard et al. 2004) (2006); Balatka (1992) (1962) Tyraeek et al. 

(2007); Kalvoda (2004) 
(2oo7a) 

Late Pleistocene Pikovice Terrace Lipence Hostin Terrace Maniny Maniny Terrace 
Weichselian (VII) Terrace (VIla) (VIla, b, c, d) Terrace (Weichselian) 

Dobfichovice (VII) Hostin 1 
Terrace (VIIb) Terrace 

Middle Pleistocene Ponei Kazin Mleechvosty Veltrusy Veltrusy 
Saalian (Warthe) Terrace (VI) Terrace(VI) Terrace (VIa, b, c) Terrace Terrace 

(VI) (Warthe) 

Middle Pleistocene Mestecko Liblin Citov Terrace Dejvice Dejvice 1 and 2 
Saalian (Drenthe) Terrace (V) Terrace (Va) (Va, Vb) Terrace Terrace 

PouCnik (V) (Drenthe) 
Terrace (Vb) 

Middle Pleistocene TYnec Zbraslav Hnevice Hill Letna Letmi Terrace 
Saalian (Fuhne) Terrace (IV) Terrace (IVa) Terrace (IV) Terrace (Fuhne) 

Hyskov (IV) 
Terrace (!Vb) 

Middle Pleistocene Buda Terrace Srbsko Vinohrady Vinohrady 
Elsterian (1I1b) Terrace (1I1b) (1I1b) Terrace Terrace (Elster) 

(IIIB) 

Middle Pleistocene Chabefice Tetin Straskov Terrace Kralupy Kralupy 
Cromerian complex Terrace (IlIa) Terrace (IlIa) (lIla) Terrace Terrace 
(Glacial c) (lilA) (Cromerian C) 

Middle Pleistocene CeskY Sternberk Pohorelec LedCice Terrace (II) Pankrac Pankrac 
Cromerian complex Terrace(1I) Terrace (Ila) Terrace Terrace 
(Glacial c) mince Terrace (II) (Cromerian C) 

(lib) 

Middle Pleistocene Hvezdonice Revnice Suchdol Suchdol Terrace 
Cromerian complex Terrace (Ib) Terrace (Ib) Terrace (Cromerian B) 
(Glacial b) (lB) 

Middle Pleistocene Stfechov Skryje KrabCice Terrace (I) Lysolaje Lysolaje 
Cromerian complex Terrace (Ia) Terrace (la) Terrace Terrace 
(Glacial a) (IA) (Cromerian A) 

Early Pleistocene Rovne Terrace Rovne 
Bavelian (Dorst) Terrace (Dorst) 
Menapian Vraz Terrace 

(Menapian) 

Early Pleistocene NiveauB NiveauB Zdiby Zd.iby Terrace 
Eburonian - Menapian Radvanice Stadium (Eburonian -

(Pliocene) Menapian) 

Early Pleistocene Sthbmiky 
Tiglian Terrace (upper 

Tiglian) 

Neogene NiveauA NiveauA Klinec 
Bojisre Stadium 
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corresponding to the so-called equilibrium profile. Under these conditions, the 
mean water volume of the stream is in equilibrium with its transportation 
capacity and the river neither erodes nor accumulates sediment but applies 
all its energy to the transfer of transported material (Novak 1932; Krejci 
1939; Zaruba-Pfeffermann 1942; Zaruba et al. 1977). The equilibrium state 
may be disturbed by differentiated tectonic movements and discharge 
oscillation, also by an increased quantity of transported matter brought to the 
river by intensive cryogenic processes during the Pleistocene. Then a huge 
accumulation (so-called "climatic aggradation") occurred and the channel 
occupied a new equilibrated profile. Formation of huge aggradations was 
largely influenced by marked steps in the gradient of the stream; these 
represent the front of backward erosion which proceeded upstream during the 
valley downcutting phase. They also represent places reached by the 
accumulation stage of the respective terrace. 

The oldest river terrace accumulations in central Bohemia are situated 
above the margins of the canyon-like valleys of the Vltava, Berounka and 
Sazava Rivers (e.g. Zaruba et al. 1977, Kovanda et al. 2001). Relics of Miocene 
gravels and sands at the Sulava locality, near Radotin town have their 
surface lowered by erosion at 358 m a. s. 1. and their base at 314 m a. s.l., i.e. 
163 m or 119 m above the Berounka level. Other relics of these sediments of 
Miocene and Pliocene ages are recorded from the neighbourhood of Slivenec, 
near Suchomasty and on Bila Hora (380 m a. s. 1.). The surface of Early 
Pleistocene sands and gravels up to 40 m thick, between Kobylisy and Sedlec 
on the Zdibska plosina Plateau, is situated at 300 to 325 m a. s. 1., i.e. 125 to 
150 m above the Vltava level, and 35-60 m below the Ladvi touchstone ridge 
(359 m a. s. 1.). Northwards from these Pliocene spreads on the Zdibska 
plosina Plateau, up to 20 m thick sediments (with their surface 112 m above 
the Vltava level) are present, dating, within the so-called Lysolaje group of 
terraces, from the Pleistocene (for stratigraphical positions see Tab. 1). They 
also include rounded pebbles and boulders of crystalline rocks from the 
regions of Kutna Hora, Ricany and Kounm towns (Zaruba-Pfeffermann 1941). 

In the Early Pleistocene, the Vltava and its aflluents were still freely 
meandering in shallow and large valleys formed on Neogene planation 
surfaces. Even as late as in the Middle Pleistocene, the lower limit of which 
is the Matuyama / Brunhes palaeomagnetic boundary 780,000 years ago, new 
terrace steps were being progressively formed (70 to 100 m above the present 
water courses) together with a relatively rapid epigenetic and antecedent 
deepening of the river network. For example, the Suchdol Terrace is situated 
up to 2 km west of, and 96 m above the Vltava valley (Tab. 1). 

The Straskov (IIIb) Terrace of Balatka, Sladek (1962a, b) is now ca 70 m 
above the Vltava river near Racineves in the neighbourhood of Rip mountain. 
It is described by Tyracek (2001) as the Straskov 2 Terrace and as an 
equivalent of the Vinohrady Terrace in Prague (Tab. 1). During aggradation 
of the Straskov ~ Terrace, the Vltava flowed west of the Oligocene - Miocene 
~olcanic neck of Rip, subsequently diverting to its present-day position east of 
Rip. The fluvial deposits of the Straskov Terrace are comprised of a coarse 
lower unit and a finer upper unit (Tyracek et al. 2004). It is overlain by loess 
and slope deposits that include palaeosols representing probably two warm 
stages. The 12-14 m thick lower fluvial units with stratified sands and 
gravels indicate a cold-climate braided-channel environment. The 0.5-2 m 
thick upper fluvial unit is composed of sand and fine sandy gravel, disturbed 
by cryoturbation. It has yielded thermophilous mammals, interglacial 
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Fig. 3 - Position of river accumulation terraces in the Vltava valley between mounths of the 
Sazava and Berounka rivers (adapted from Balatka, Stepancikova 2006 and Balatka 2007). 
Stratigraphical correlation of accumulation terraces are demonstrated in Table l. 

molluscs and archaeological material. 
The Vltava terrace sequence (Fig. 3) can be subdivided longitudinally into 

two reaches. Downstream of its confluence with the Sazava river the terraces 
are subparalled to each other and to the modern channel gradient of ca 
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Unetice, Prague 

~ f~~~1 ~2 it4t13 ~4 Bs 
~6 ~7 ~8 ~9 Iini;;J 10 tttJ.U11 
l~kl1ll12 1IGIl13 .14 ~15 _16 EE17 

Fig. 4 - Cross-section through the Suchdol Terrace of the Vltava river (near Unetice) of the 
Pleistoce age (adapted from Zaruba et al. 1977 and Tyracek et al. 2004). Explanations: K -
Proterozoic lydite, 1 - gravel of the Suchdol Terrace, 2 - floodplain clay, 3 - calcareous 
channel deposits, 4 - brown decalcified floodplain soil, 5 - grey freshwater marl, 6 - dark 
humic gley soil intercalation, 7 - rusty brown gley soil intercalation, 8 - slopewash derived 
from Cretaceous sandy limestones, 9 - clayey slopewash, 10 - loose calcareous tufa, 11 -
slopewash containing Cretaceous debris, 12 - debris of Proterozoic lydite, 13 - loess, 14 -
parabraunerde soil, 15 - reworked older chernozem, 16 - post-glacial chernozem soil, 17 -
possible magnetostratigraphical boundary of Matuyama and Brunhes chrons (after 
interpretation by Zaruba et al. 1977). 

0.4 m.km-I. Further upstream, the channel gradient is more variable, but 
typically steeper than the terraces, which thus converge towards the source of 
the river (Balatka, Sladek 1962a). An estimation of the values of the 
antecedent deepening of the Vltava river according to the position of relics of 
river accumulation terraces is influenced by a series of uncertainties such as 
terrace surfaces being irregularly lowered by erosion (comp. Fig. 4) and 
destruction of their base. However, the results of the estimation are an 
example of the dynamics of fluvial incision into bedrock and the 
transportation of weathered material in the region of central Bohemia during 
the Quaternary (Kalvoda, Balatka 2006): a) Middle Miocene to Pliocene: rate 
of deepening about 2-4 cm/l,OOO years, b) Early Pleistocene: 
6-12 cm/l,OOO years, c) the younger part of the Middle Pleistocene: 
6-8 cm/IOO years, d) a part of the Late Pleistocene (40 to 20 ka): 
2-4 cm/l,OOO years, e) Holocene: mostly recycling of gravels, sands and slope 
accumulations in the valley bottom. The rate of downward erosion of the 
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Vltava probably reached its maximum of between 6 and 10 cm/100 years at 
some time during the Middle Pleistocene (Kalvoda, Balatka 2006; Kalvoda 
2007a, b). 

The deepening of the river network in the late Cenozoic is also indicated by 
landform evolution in the area of theJegional base level of erosion of the 
Bohemian Massif (respectively of the Ceska vysocina Highlands), i.e. in the 
Decinska vrchovina Hilly Land. Between Decin and Hfensko, erosion by the 
river Labe reached at least 50 m in the Pliocene and 180-200 m in the 
Quaternary (Balatka, Kalvoda 1995; Kalvoda, Balatka 1995; Kalvoda et al. 
2004). Besides the system of river accumulation terraces, wind-blown sands, 
loess loams and loess (e.g. Demek et al. 1965, Czudek 1997) provide valuable 
sedimentary evidence of the evolution of landforms in the Quaternary 
(Figures 1 and 4). They have survived in a stratigraphicJllly significant 
thickness in depressions or on lower plateaux of the Ceska vysocina 
Highlands. 

A very important secular process related to the dynamics of fluvial events 
in the Quaternary is the oscillation of the surface of oceans due to climatic 
changes. An example from the Late Pleistocene of the recent geodynamics of 
the European area may be the difference of levels of the world ocean between 
the Eemian interglacial stage and the Vistulan glacial. In the Eemian 
(130,000-116,000 years ago), the ocean flooded the English Channel and, on 
the contrary in the Vistula glacial (60,000-13,000 years ago), when the 
Scandinavian continental ice sheet moved to the Berlin region 28,000 years 
ago, the level of the world ocean was about 120 m lower than it is today. 

Sazava valley evolution: an example of the interaction of 
neotectonics and climate changes during the late Cenozoic 

The Sazava valley was formed by integration of several Miocene individual 
catchment areas with different drainage directions accomplished by captures. 
According to Novak (1932), these were the western part of the upper course 
orientatedJrom Svetla nad Sazavou northwards in the direction of the today's 
Sazavka, Zelivka and Blanice rivers directed as individual streams to the 
middle Labe region and to the lower course basin either northwards or 
westwards to Klinec and lower Berounka (Malkovsky 1975). 

The genesis and structure of the terrace system and valley evolution within 
the 225 km longitudinal profile of the stream was largely influenced by two 
marked steps (bends) of increased water surface incline (Figures 5 and 6): the 
upper one in the Melechov granite massif (between the river kilometres 139.5 
and 135.4) and the lower one (river kilometres 18-5). While in these reaches 
the mean gradient is 5.7 %0 and 3.9 %0 respectively, the 108 km long reach 
between two steps shows a mean gradient of only 0.88 %0 (Balatka 2007). The 
incline in the reach upstream of the Melechov step is also constant (between 
river km 168-135 in average 1.3 %0). This upstream reach is situated in a 
hanging position (approximately 25 m) above the valley bottom of the middle 
course. 

Danes (1913) introduced the concept of a Central Bohemian Oligocene 
peneplain and suggested the possibility of drainage of the middle Sazava to 
the north, in the direction of Koufim. The fundamental paper on terraces and 
both valley and catchment evolution is the monograph by Novak (1932), 
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Fig. 5 - The longitudinal profile of the Sazava river terraces between Havlickiiv Brod and 
Cesky Sternberk (adapted from Balatka 2007). Explanations: Bedrock (1--6): 1 -
Moldanubic paragneiss and migmatites, 2 - Moldanubic paragneiss with amphibolite body, 
3 - metamorphosed volcanites of the Jilove Zone and metamorphosed Upper Proterozoic 
rocks, inclusive insular zone: rhyolites, dacites, andesites, bazaltes, amphibolite slates and 
hornstones, 4 - metamorphosed Upper Proterozoic rocks: siltstones, slates and greywackes, 
5 - Upper Palaeozoic Plutone: granite, granodiorites, tonalites and diorites, 6 - Ordovician 
slates, greywackes and sandstones; A, B - Neogene sediments, I-VII - Quaternary terraces 
( - - surface, - base), = valley edges, n - surface of flood plain, h - river level, I -
boreholes. 

which was accepted by Zaruba, Rybaf (1961). These models proved the 
existence of relics of abandoned Pleistocene valley reaches filled by up to 25 m 
of terrace sediments in the larger neighbourhood of Zruc nad Sazavou. 
Today's Sazava valley was probably initiated in the Pliocene as a result of 
tectonic movements of anticlinal and synclinal character (Moschelesova 
1930), which interrupted the original Tertiary drainage v of the basin to the 
north (Novak 1932). If the Lower Miocene Sazava (with Zelivka) flowed from 
the Melechov ridge already westwards, it captured the upper part of the 
valley to its course probably at the turn of the Miocene and Pliocene. Valley 
meanders and bends, characteristic for parts of the middle course of the 
Sazava river, were formed probably as bends on the bottom of the Pliocene 
wide valley. The present landforms appeared during a phase of Quaternary 
deepening of the valley, mainly by the development of larger bends with 
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Fig. 6 - The longitudinal profile of the Sazava river terraces between Cesky Sternberk and 
the confluence with the Vltava river (adapted from Balatka 2007). For explanations see 
fig. 5. 

terraces. The valley meanders with a narrow neck, indicate only small shape 
changes, with the exception of the most exposed extreme parts of concave 
scarps. 

In the Sazava valley, seven main terrace surfaces with several secondary 
surface levels have been distinguished. The genesis and structure of the 
terrace system and the valley evolution were influenced by two pronounced 
incline steps of the river surface - the upper in the middle course and the 
lower in the lowermost course just before its junction with Vltava River 
(Balatka 2007). These incline steps caused huge fluvial accumulation in the 
lower reaches: the lower step mainly in the Vltava River valley, the upper 
step in the adjacent part of the middle course. Downstream the upper step (in 
the Melechov granite massif) a huge accumulation (aggradation) of sediments 
underlying the IIIrd (Chabence) terrace was formed (Fig. 5) which, because of 
its extraordinary thickness of about 25 m, levelled to this incline step. 

The Sazava valley includes several remarkable geomorphological 
characteristics (Balatka, Sladek 1962a; Stepancikova 2003; Balatka, 
Stepancikova 2006; Balatka 2007): a) reaches with closed transverse profiles 
alternate with wider vales; b) the highest planation plateau surfaces of 
etchplain and pediplain type are situated mostly at 140-190 m above the 
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river surface. Lower levels of denudational plateaux, generally of smaller 
dimensions, are situated at relative heights of mostly between 90 and 130 m, 
and that in two to three height levels situated in the largely open vale valley 
depression; c) upper edges of canyon-like valley reaches displaying the levels 
of Quaternary downcutting are situated mostly at 60-85 m (rarely at 40 m) 
above the present river surface. 

Relics of Miocene sediments are found in two areas of th~ planation relief, 
i.e. in the morpho structural depressions of the Sazava - Zelivka interfluve 
and the Sazava - Labe watershed. They represent relics of accumulation fills 
of old river channels as well as denudational relics of areal cover. They are 
fluvial to fluvial-lacustrine sediments, about 10 m thick, situated above the 
canyon-like valley cutting, with their surface at 110-135 m above the river 
(prevailing level A). Their present occurrences demonstrate either Sazava 
drainage from the Sazava town to the north (Novak 1932), or, according to 
Malkovsky (1975, 1976; 1979; Lozek et al. 2004), Neogene drainage to the 
west, i.e. in the direction of the present cou:r:,se. Largely oscillating absolute 
heights of Neogene localities in the Sazava - Zelivka interfluve could indicate 
their smaller tectonic disturbance reaching about 20 m. 

Lower localities situated near the Sazava Town and upstream the 
confluence with the Blanice situated along the valley cutting belong 
undoubtedly already to the drainage in the present direction, i.e. to the west. 
Neogene sediments near Jesenice, southward from Prague, filling deep 
channels near the Sazava - Vltava watershed (Kovanda et al. 2001) indicate 
traces of drainage of the lower Sazava catchment to the north. It is indirectly 
proved also by the prevailing meridional orientations of Sazava tributaries in 
the larger neighbourhood. A great elevation above the distant Sazava level 
(over 185 m) can be most likely explained by a slight anticline vaulting of the 
area of the present watershed above the synclinal depression in the localities 
of the Sazava valley (Moschelesova 1930). 

The oldest and highest, mostly Early Pleistocene terraces are maintained 
only very sporadically in small occurrences, and that above the edges of the 
valley incision. The relative height of the highest terrace Ia (60 to 105 m) 
indicates the approximate extent of the Quaternary erosion of the Sazava 
middle and lower course (Fig. 6). The I1Ird terrace group is the most 
significant set of fluvial landforms in the terrace system of the Sazava River 
both in occurrence and thickness of sediments. Under the Melechov incline 
step there occurred huge accumulation of sediments of the I1Ird terrace 
which, in an unparallel thickness of about 25 m, levelled out this incline step, 
so that the surface of this terrace was probably continuously aligned parallel 
to the valley bottom (floodplain) above this step. The erosional stage before 
the beginning of accumulation of sediments of the I1Ird terrace stopped near 
the level of the present water surface. It follows from this that the Sazava 
valley under the Melechov step was deepened already at that time nearly to 
its present level. 

In the valley downstream the Melechov incline step there have formed in 
the middle course extraordinarily thick accumulations of sediments of the 
IlIa terrace (Chabefice Terrace, up to 25 m), maintained in their total 
thickness in shorter abandoned valleys because of channel dislocation during 
the highest accumulation level (Fig. 5). In alluvia of this Chabefice Terrace, 
there was formed a lower erosional terrace I1Ib (Buda Terrace, compo Tab. 1) 
with its surface about 8 m lower than the surface of the IlIa terrace and 30 m 
above the water level. 
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The predominantly sandy deposits of the Chabefice Terrace indicate the 
generally constant incline conditions during the terrace sedimentation, with 
the exception of the beginning of the accumulation, when a higher incline of 
the channel at the terrace base-level resulted in accumulation of coarser 
gravels. In a 15 km long reach under the Melechov incline step, thicker 
deposits than those of the IlIa terrace were not found, as well as in the nearly 
100 km long reach of the middle and lower course. It is suggested that the 
surface of the IlIa terrace is bound to the Vltava's Kralupy Terrace (lb, or 
IlIA) and its base-level could correspond to the bottom ofthe Vltava's Karlovo 
mimesti Terrace - IlIb (Zaruba, Rybaf 1961). In comparison to the lower 
Vltava terraces, the sediments of the Chabefice Terrace (lIla) are more 
weathered and thus undoubtedly older. 

In the lowermost part of the Sazava course, the IlIrd terrace is maintained 
above the valley cutting. The surface of the IlIa step is largely divergent 
downstream from approximately 30 m at the beginning of the incline step to 
75 m in the Sazava - Vltava confluence area (Fig. 6). The surface of the 
terrace has a constant gentle inclination and its base-level in the lower course 
had probably an increased slope that was being progressively levelled out by 
accumulation progressing from the Vltava valley. Accumulation of sediments 
filled the furrow in the place of the present valley and during the following 
erosional stage these sediments were removed. The localities of the IlIrd 
terrace are represented by sediments from the final accumulation stage when 
the river widened its valley by lateral erosion to both sides. This is also 
indicated by minor thickness of sediments at these localities. 

The slope steps have significantly influenced valley evolution, i.e. both in 
the intensity of erosion, depth and the extent of fluvial sedimentation - i.e. 
the course and position of main terrace elements in the longitudinal profile. 
While the highest terraces (la, Ib, II) represented in the long profile a 
constant course as incline steps still did not exist, the situation during the 

Fig. 7 - Deep valley of the Berounka river with 
a considerable fluvial plain originated in 
Cambrian volcanic rocks of the Kiivoklatska 
vrchovina Highland at the beginning of the 
Neogene. Photo B. Balatka. 

formation of the IlIrd terrace was 
more complex. The highest surface 
of the IlIrd terrace (IlIa) has also a 
constant and gentle slope, and the 
base-level of this terrace in incline 
steps shows a clear convergence 
upstream. Similarly, lower 
terraces, mainly in the lower 
incline step, show significant 
convergence upstream, and in the 
upper incline step the younger 
terraces are mostly progressively 
disappearing. 

Incline steps of the water level as 
well as of the valley bottom of the 
Sazava represent fronts of waves of 
retrogressive erosion progressing 
upstream. The lower step was 
formed an in erosional period 
between the IVth and the VIlth 
terrace (Tab. 1), the upper step was 
essentially formed during the 
erosional stage between the surface 
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Fig. 8 - Canyon-like valley of the Ohre river in 
granulitic gneisses of a peripheral region of the 
Tertiary stratovolcano of the Doupovske hory 
Mountains is also cut through the complex of 
Pleistocene fluvial terraces. Photo B. Balatka. 

of the lInd terrace and the base
level of the IIIrd terrace. Both steps 
are conditioned lithologically, i.e. 
by occurrences of more resistant 
rocks, the upper one probably also 
tectonically. 

Reconstruction of the course of 
the IIIrd terrace in the longitudinal 
profile and the relation of this level 
to the Vltava terrace system (Fig. 3) 
has a crucial significance for the 
understanding of structural 
dependence of the Sazava terrace 
system, as well as for its 
stratigraphical correlation with 
Quaternary landforms and 
sediments in the Bohemian Massif 
(comp. Figures 7 and 8). Differently 
from Zaruba, Rybaf (1961) who 
equated the terrace with a high 
thickness of sediments near Zruc 
nad Sazavou probably with the 
lower Vltava terraces, it is supposed 

that the corresponding Chabefice (IlIrd) Terrace is the stratigraphical 
equivalent to Vltava terraces IlIA (Kralupy) and IIIB (Vinohrady, compo 
Tab. 1) which locally form also a uniform accumulation. 

Conclusions 

The main features of palaeogeographical history of the central part of the 
Bohemian Massif are presented in relation to global climatic changes and 
neotectonic processes during the Cenozoic. Sedimentary and morphological 
records of the Quaternary evolution of antecedent valleys and river 
accumulation terraces in the central part of the Bohemian Massif are 
correlated with regional chronostratigraphical stage divisions of the 
Quaternary (Table 1). Fluvial sediments in the Vltava, Berounka, Sazava and 
Labe valleys are preserved as extensive river terrace systems. These 
accumulation terraces originated from an interaction of climate
morphogenetic and neotectonic processes in the late Cenozoic. 

Geomorphological analysis of late Cenozoic fluvial sediments preserved in 
the Bohemian Massif confirm that in total seven main terrace accumulations 
with several secondary levels can be differentiated (Table 1). A 
chronostratigraphical scheme of erosion and accumulation periods and their 
relations to variable uplift rates in the late Cenozoic is documented. The 
oldest river terrace accumulations in central Bohemia are situated above the 
margins of the canyon-like valleys. In the Early Pleistocene, the Vltava river 
and its affiuents were freely meandering in shallow valleys formed on 
Neogene planation surfaces. The relative height of the oldest fluvial terraces 
above the present-day bottom of river valleys in the central part of the 
Bohemian Massif is more than 100 m which indicates the approximate depth 
of erosion in the Quaternary. An estimation of the values of the antecedent 
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deepening of the Vltava in the late Cenozoic according to the position of relics 
of river accumulation terraces suggests that the rate of downward erosion of 
the Vltava probably reached its maximum of between 6 and 10 cm/IOO years 
in part of the Middle Pleistocene. 

Analysis of sediment transfers in the Quaternery environment was 
concentrated on fluvial transport and sedimentation in relation to 
neotectonics and climate changes in the Bohemian Massif. Important changes 
in the fluvial network occurred with significant manifestations of epigenetic 
and antecedent evolution of river valleys through deep, lateral and headward 
erosion. These processes were also connected with reconstruction of the large 
area of sedimentation of transported material. It is suggested to study the 
dynamics of fluvial processes together with records about weathering, 
denudation, erosion and mass movements. 
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Shrnuti 

vYvOJ KVARTERNICH RICNICH AKUMULACNICH TERAS VE VZTAHU KE ZDVI
HU CENTRA.LNI CASTI CESKEHO MASIVU 

Paleogeograficka historie centralni easti Ceskeho masivu je pops ana zejmena s ohledem 
na globalni klimaticke zmeny a neotektonicke procesy v kenozoiku. Sedimentarni a morfo
logicky zaznam yJvoje antecedentnich udolf a fienich akumulaenich teras je porovnan se 
stratigrafickymi stadii kvarteru v Evrope. Fluvialni sedimenty v udolich Vltavy, Berounky, 
Sazavy a Labe jsou zachovany jako rozsahly system fienich teras. Tyto akumulaeni terasy 
vznikaly interakci klimato-morfogenetickych a netektonickych procesu v mladSim kenozoi
ku. 

Geomorfologicka analyza fluvialnich sedimentu mladSiho kenozoika potvrdila, ze lze roz
lisovat sedm hlavnich terasovJch akumulaci s nekolika sekundarnimi urovnemi (tab. 1). Je 
navrZeno chronostratigraficke schema eroznich a akumulaenich obdobi a jejich vztahu k va
riabilnim hodnotam zdvihu v mladSim kenozoiku. 

Nejstarsi fieni akumulaeni terasy ve strednich Cechach jsou umisteny nad okraji kano
novitych udolf. V nejstarsim pleistocenu Vltava ajeji pfitoky volne meandrovaly v melkych 
a sirokych udolfch na zarovnanem povrchu neogenniho stafi. ~elativni vJska nejstarSich 
rienich teras nad soueasnym dnem fienich udolf centralni easti Ceskeho masivu je vice nez 
100 m, coz indikuje pfiblizny rozsah hloubkove eroze rek behem kvarteru. Geomorfologic
ka stanoveni hodnot antecedentniho zahlubovani Vltavy v mladsim kenozoiku, zejmena 
podle polohy a sedimentarni struktury reliktu fienich akumulaenich teras, svedei 0 tom, ze 
hloubkova eroze teto reky byla nejvyssi v casti stredniho pleistocenu, a to mezi 6-10 cm za 
100 let. 

Analyza dynamiky premisfovani sedimentu v kvarternim pfirodnim prostredi byla za
merena. na fluvialni transport a sedimentaci ve vztahu k neotektonice a klimatickJrn zme
nam v Ceskem masivu. Byly prokazany podstatne zmeny charakteru fieni site s postupnym 
epigenetickym a antecedentnim yJvojem udolf. Tyto kvarterni procesy jsou zaroven spoje
ny s rekonstrukci rozsahlych oblasti sedimentace rekami transportovaneho materialu. Je 
zdurazneno, ze komplexni vyzkum dynamiky fluvialnich procesu vyzaduje take studium 
procesu zvetravani, denudace, eroze a svahovJch pohybu. 

Obr. 1-Neovulkanicka kupa Rip (461 m) z vypreparovane nefelinitove diatremy je obklo
pena kvarternim systemem fienich akumulaenich teras sirsi oblasti soutoku Labe 
a Vltavy. Foto B. Balatka. 

Obr. 2 - Antecedentni udolf Labe u ~itomeric vyhloubene do krystalinicke hrasti vyzdvize
neho podlozi neovulkanitu Ceskeho stredohorf. Foto B. Balatka. 

Obr. 3 - Poloha fienich akumulaenich teras v udolf Vltavy mezi jejimi soutoky se Sazavou 
a Berounkou. Upraveno podle Balatky, Stepaneikove (2006) a Balatky (2007). 

Obr. 4 - Pfieny profil pleistocenni suchdolskou fieni akumulaeni terasou Vltavy u Unetic. 
Upraveno podle Zaruby a kol. (1977) a Tyraeka a kol. (2004). Vysvetlivky: K - pro
terozoicke lydity, 1 - sterky suchdolske terasy, 2 - nivni jily, 3 - vapnite rieni se
dimenty, 4 - hneda odvapnena nivni puda, 5 - sedy sladkovodni slfn, 6 - vrstva 
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tmave hum6zni glejove pudy, 7 - vrstva rezave hnede glejove pudy, 8 - proluvhil
ni sedimenty se zvetralych kffdorych piseitych vapencu, 9 - jilovite proluvium, 10 
- zvetrale vapnite tufy, 11- proluvium s drtemi kffdorych hornin, 12 - svahove dr
te z proterozoickych lyditu, 13 - spras, 14 - parahnedozemni puda, 15 - alterova
na eernozem, 16 - postglacialni eernozem, 17 - pravdepodobne magnetostratigra
ficke rozhrani mezi chrony Matuayama a Brunhes (podle interpretace Zaruby et al. 
1977). • 

Obr. 5 - fodelny profil nenimi terasami Sazavy mezi HavllekovYm Brodem a Ceskjrn 
Sternberkem. Upraveno podle Balatky (2007). Vysvetlivky: skalni podlozi (1-6): 
moldanubicke pararuly a migmatity, 2 - moldanubicke pararuly s amfibolitovYm 
telesem, 3 - metamorfovane vulkanity jilovskeho pasma a metamorfovane svrch
noproterozoicke horniny veetne ostrovni z6ny: ryolity, dacity, andezity, amfibolic
ke bndlice a rohovce, 4 - metamorfovane svrchnoproterozoicke horniny: prachov
ce, bndlice a droby, 5 - svrchnopaleozoicky pluton: granity, granodiority, tonality 
a diority, 6 - ordovicke bndlice, droby a piskovce; A, B - neogenni sedimenty, I-VII 
- kvarterni terasy (- - povrch, - baze), = erozni hrany udoll, n - povrch neni nivy, 
h - hladina reky, I - vrty. •• 

Obr. 6 - Podelny profil nenimi terasami Sazavy mezi Ceskjrn Sternberkem a jejim ustim 
do Vltavy. Upraveno podle Balatky (2007). Vysvetlivky viz obr. 5. 

Obr. 7 - Hluboke udoll Berounky s ryraznou neni nivou, vytvorene v kambrickych vulka
nitech Ki'ivoklatske vrchoviny, bylo zalozeno jiz na pocatku neogenu. Foto B. Ba
latka. 

Obr. 8 - Kanonovite udoll Ohre v granulitorych rulach periferni oblasti tercierniho strato
vulkanu Doupovskych hor je vyhloubeno take do plosin staropleistocennich nenich 
teras. Foto B. Balatka. 
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ASSESSMENT OF THE RIVER HABITAT QUALITY WITHIN 
EUROPEAN WATER FRAMEWORK DIRECTIVE: 

APPLICATION TO DIFFERENT CATCHMENTS IN CZECHIA 

M. Mat 0 u S k 0 v Ii; Assessment of the river habitat quality within European Water 
l[ramework Directive: Application to different catchments in Czechia. - Geografie-Sbornik 
CGS, 113, 3, pp. 223-236 (2008). - The paper presents the method of ecomorphological 
assessment of river habitat quality EcoRivHab, based on field mapping with possible usage 
of distance data. EcoRivHab is a tool used to assess the state of streams which lays an 
emphasis on hydro morphological characteristics of channel, ecohydrological state of the 
riparian belt and flood plain. Definition of the local reference state of the river habitat in 
the given physiographic region serves as a precondition. Overall ecohydrological state is 
evaluated by five degrees (ES I-V), characterizing the state of the watercourse in the 
context of the EC Water Framework Directive. The goal ofthis research was to assess the 
ecohydromorphological state of selected catchments in Czechia, representing varied relief 
types, and at the same, representing landscape with differing degrees of anthropogenic 
impact. 
KEY WORDS; EcoRivHab - river habitat - ecohydrological principles - ecomorphological 
assessment - reference state - Czechia. 

The presented research was realized under financial support of Czech Science 
Foundation projects 205/05JP102 "Ecohydrological Monitoring of the River Habitat 
Quality in the Context of EC WFD" and the MSM research project 0021620831 
"Geographic Systems and Risk Processes in the Context of Global Changes and European 
Integration" . 

Introduction 

As part of the GACR (Grant Agency of the Czech Republic) project 
"Assessment of Ecohydrological State of Streams in the Context of the Water 
Framework Directive 2000160/EC", the following method was formulated: 
"Ecomorphological Assessment of the River Habitat Quality" (EcoRivHab), 
stemming from the ecomorphological monitoring method of habitat quality of 
small streams in the hilly relief (Matouskova 2003, 2004). In order to arrive 
at broader application possibilities and due to the requirement to fulfil the 
Water Framework Directive (hereinafter WFD; EC, 2000) and 
CSN EN 14614, 2005 criteria, its adaptation was performed. 

The main goal of the research was to assess the ecohydromorphological 
state of streams, identify reaches which meet the so called good ecological 
state according to WFD, at the same time, to find watercourse reaches 
showing strong anthropogenic impact, as well as to find localities with 
natural or nearly natural habitat of water ecosystems. The objectivity and 
correctness of obtained results had to be tested by the application of different 
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assessment methods. Important output of realized research is the 
comparative analysis of applied methods. 

Applied Methods 

The EcoRivHab method (Matouskova 2007) was used as the point of 
departure to assess the stream habitat quality. Within the framework of 
individual study river basins, foreign methods were tested, as well: 
Gewasserstrukturgiitekartierung LAWA - Field Survey (LAWA 2000); 
LAW A - Overview Survey (Kern et al. 2000); Rapid Bioassessment Protocol -
RBP (Barbour et al. 1999); Channel Assessment Procedure Guidebook - CAP 
(Ministry of Forest BC 1996); and comparative analysis of the outputs 
obtained was performed. HABSCORE and LAWA Field Survey (LAWA-FS) 
methods, as well as the EcoRivHab method, are based on field investigation 
with possible utilization of distance data, e. g. aerial or satellite images, 
specific layers of digital maps. The LA WA Overview Survey (LA WA OS) 
method is based on interpretation of distance information sources and other 
materials from river authorities. The field investigation is of supplementary 
nature only. The CAP method is part of the assessment block Watershed 
Assessment Procedure (WAP, B.C. Ministry of Forest and Ministry of 
Environment). It uses aerial images and field mapping in the assessment, 
focused on determining basic morphological types of riverbeds, not on 
assessing the habitat quality. It was used in connection with the study of 
fluvial-morphological processes of natural streams. 

Within the framework of water bodies quality assessment in European 
Union countries, ecohydrological principles are of crucial importance. The so 
called ecological state is the basis in assessment of stream quality, defined 
based on hydromorphological, hydrochemical and hydrobiological parameters. 
Currently, monitoring of water formations habitat quality, of typology and 
definition of reference states of streams is being performed in individual 
membership countries. CEN EU formulated instructions to assess 
morphological situation of the riverbed, riparian belt and flood plain (CEN 
2002) and created a directive to assess hydromorphological parameters of 
streams (EN 14614, 2004), implemented subsequently in the national 
legislation of EU membership countries (Weiss et al. 2007). 

EcoRivHab Method Characteristics 

The EcoRivHab method contains in a marked extent the assessment 
parameters pursuant to WFD. It includes analysis of hydromorphological 
characteristics of streams, analysis of the flow dynamics degree, of surface 
water quality, riparian belt vegetation, land use of flood plain, and other 
ecohydrological characteristics of the river basin. The method is based on 
definition of a local reference state. The assessment is performed in urban as 
well as rural areas. The water ecosystem is viewed as a broader area, formed 
by individual zones, integrated in the assessment (Matouskova, Mattas 2003). 
Thus the monitoring is not related to the riverbed only. Optimally, the spatial 
unit of the highest order should be represented by the whole river basin, as 
all processes occurring therein are reflected in qualitative and quantitative 
characteristics of the whole water ecosystem. The flood plain is a unit lower 
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by one order, assessed in field investigation, and/or using distance data. 
Combination of both approaches is optimal. The field mapping concerns flood 
plain, the riparian belt and the channel. 

The riverbed zone is formed by two components: water (pelagial) and the 
channel, formed by the so called interstitial and the amphibic part. The 
channel has an ecologically important function as it creates a mosaic of small 
biotopes for water organisms with varied flowing, bottom structure elements, 
various light differences etc. The bank vegetation is formed by watersides of 
the channel. Delimiting of the bank vegetation in small watercourses is quite 
difficult as it is relatively narrow, individual littoral zones thus cannot be 
always distinguished with sufficient clarity, thus distinguishing the bank 
vegetation and the riparian belt. Its width is variable depending on the cross 
profile shape. 

The zone of riparian belt (includes a vegetation belt along the channel, and 
forms part of the terrestric area. From the geomorphological point of view, it 
is part ofthe flood plain; however, from the ecological viewpoint, it is suitable 
to delimit this zone separately. For the purpose of EcoRivHab, the borderline 
of riparian belt was not determined firmly. However, at the minimum, it 
should achieve the width of 10 m from left and right river bank. The width 
dimension of the bed, the river valley type and the whole flood plain type are 
determinant for an optimum choice of the size. 

The flood plain zone is linked to the riparian belt. Its outer borderline can 
be delimited based on geomorphological characteristics. In areas of great 
human impact where the borderline cannot be delimited in a simple way, the 
minimum width of 100 m from the channel is recommended. 

The river basin as the highest spatial ecohydrological zone includes all 
processes occurring in the given area, which have a direct or indirect impact 
on ecohydrological characteristics of the watercourse (e.g. surface water 
quality, erosion susceptibility of the land, outflow and stream bed load 
regime). The river basin boundary is delimited by the orographic watershed 
divide, and/or specified closer in small river basins by the hydrogeological 
watershed divide. 

Delimiting of borderlines of individual zones is not of crucial importance; 
however, understanding ofthe watercourse as an integrated water ecosystem 
is important, showing a close interconnection between the aquatic and 
terrestrial part. The meaning of borderline areas between individual biotopes 
should be thus emphasized, as well as the importance of interconnection of 
the surface and underground outflow, together with the flow of substances. 

Data Sources 

The landscape where mapping is performed represents the basic source of 
information. This cannot do without available mapping resources, of course, 
which are as follows: Basic topographic map of Czechia 1:10,000; basic water 
management map 1:50,000; specific layers of the DiBaVod database 1:50,000 
and l:lO,OQO (Water Research Institute, Prague), and/or the digital terrain 
model DMU-25 (Czech Geodesic and Cadastral Office, Prague). Utilization of 
available information from watercourse authorities is suitable, as well, e.g. 
concerning the riverbed modifications performed. Within the research, aerial 
orthophotometric images in the digital form were used, as well, with the 
resolution of 50 cm (GEODIS), and the possibility of application of 
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panchromatic and multispectral satellite images QuickBird (ArcData) was 
tested, having the resolution of 0.6 m in panchromatic and 2.4 m in 
multispectral images. The complex ecohydrological assessment should also 
include an analysis of the rainfall-runoff regime data, assessment of surface 
water quality, contamination of sediments, and/or other indicators. 

Field Mapping 

Mapping is performed along the entire length of the watercourse, as a rule 
from the spring to the mouth. Partial reaches are monitored, the lengths of 
which are determined firmly, and the beginning and end of the given reaches 
is laid down clearly in the map and determined using GPS. Their mutual 
overlapping may not occur. It is recommended to perform mapping in length
heterogeneous reaches, while laying an emphasis on their qualitative 
homogeneity. The length of individual reach should be in the range of 
100-1,000 m in an optimum case. Every reach of the watercourse is marked 
using a three-character code in the map, and numbered using a three-digit 
number in the direction from the mouth to the spring (e.g. reach1 in the Rolava 
River is ROL001; reach 2 in the Rolava River is ROL002). If the watercourse 
branches out, each branch is assessed as well as marked separately. 

Field investigation of hydro morphological structures ofthe riverbed should 
be performed during low water conditions, and before the maximum 
vegetation growth, in the optimum case. Mapping of riparian belt and the 
flood plain should be performed during the vegetation period. The mapper can 
use the mapping form where individual parameters are specified. The 
mapping results are recorded continuously in the digital working form and 
drawn in the graphical form in the maps. Assessment using a spreadsheet 
calculator follows, as well as conversion into thematic GIS layers by means of 
identifiers. 

Chosen parameters jointly characterize the so called ecomorphological 
state of the watercourse. Within the framework of this methodology, 
monitoring of 31 parameters was proposed, associated in the group of 17 main 
parameters. 3 group parameters are derived from them, characterizing 
individual zones, and subsequently 1 resulting, the so called ecomorphological 
state (Table 1). The number of parameters can be optimized, i.e. an optimum 
number in respect of the monitoring type and purpose of assessment can be 
chosen. 

The majority of parameters are assessed using five score-based 
classification (S: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Numeric measurement of characteristics of 
some parameters is difficult or their quantitative characteristics are relative. 
Such parameters are assessed using e.g. frequency assessment (F), 
expressing their relevant occurrence (1 - high, 3 - intermediate, 5 - low). 
Some parameters are of documentation nature, i.e. they are not assessed 
using scores (verbal assessment - V) See Table 2. All parameters have the 
same weight in the resulting determination of the so called ecomorphological 
state because the evaluation is done on the basis of additive principle. Final 
ecomorphological state is calculated as the arithmetical average of the 
evaluated three zones. The ecomorphological state is then classified on the 
basis of assignment of numerical result into one of the defined 
ecomorphological classes (see Table 3). The numeric result obtained is 
assigned verbal assessment in the conclusion, according to classification in 
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Tab. 1 - Overview of mapped parameters using the EcoRivHab method 

Ecomorphological Group of parameters Parameters Assessment type 
zones 

Channel Morphology and River valley, gradient V 
channel geometry Curvature S (1,3,5) 

Channel character and shape S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Deepening of the channel S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Connectivity to ground water S (1,3,5) 

Longitudinal profile Steps S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Erosion and accumulation forms F (1,3,5) 
Flow patterns F (1,3,5) 
Variation of depth (riffies a pools) S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Modification of outflow S (1,3,5) 

Cross profile Type and stability S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Middle profile depth V 
Variation of width F (1,3,5) 
Profile capacity S (1,3,5) 

Bottom structures Substrate type V 
Bottom modification S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Diversity of microhabitats F (1,3,5) 

Bank structures Character of bank vegetation S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Structure of bank vegetation S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Bank modification S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Stability of banks S (1,2,3,4,5) 

Surface water quality Hydrochemical features S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Hydrobiological features S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Occurrence of sewage outlets V 
Channel vegetation V 

Riparian belt Existence F (1,3,5) 
Character and structure of vegetation S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Land use S (1,2,3,4,5) 

Flodd plain Prevailing land use S (1,2,3,4,5) 
Occurrence of flood protection measures S (1,3,5) 
Retention capacity F(1,3,5) 

Note: F - frequency assessment, S - score based assessment, V - verbal assessment, S -
verbal assessment 

Tab. 2 - Example of verbal and point assessment - parameter curvature 

Type Symbol Point assessment 

Meandering M Natural origin 
Sinuous with branches SB 1 
Sinuous without branches S Slightly modified 

3 
Braided B Modified, new river course and riverbed 
Straight ST 5 

Note: Degree of sinuosity could be determined using Klimazewski Index (Km) 

Km = Lr[m] 
Lv[m] 

Lr length of the river bed, Lv length of the valley, Km>1.5 meandering channel course, 
Km<1.5 sinuous channel course, Km=1 straight channel course. 

fIXed delimited and defined intervals. The graphical output is represented by 
thematic maps of individual group parameters and the map of an overall 
ecohydromorphological state of the watercourse. 
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Tab. 3 - Final classification of the ecomorphological state, comparison to WFD quality 
classes 

EcoRivHab quality I II III IV V 
class (ES) 

Point assessment <1-1.5> (1.5-2.5> (2.5-3.5> (3.5-4.5> (4.5-5> 
Description Natural, near Slightly Moderately Strongly Completely 

natural changed changed changed changed 
(unchanged) 

Color blue green yellow orange red 
WFD quality class 1 2 3 4 5 

The summary ecomorphological state is characterized by five 
ecomorphological classes, hereinafter ES (ES I - natural or near natural state 
(reference condition); ES II - slightly changed; ES III - moderately changed; 
ES IV - strongly changed; ES V - completely changed). The resulting 
ecomorphological state documents the level of anthropogenic impact of the 
water ecosystem. 

Study Areas 

The following river basins were chosen as study areas to assess the river 
habitat quality: Upper Blanice River, Rolava River, Kfemelna River, 
Libechovka River, Kosinsky Brook, Rakovnicky Brook, Klicava River and 
Bilina River (Fig. 1). By their nature, the river basins chosen represent well 
the geographic diversity of the relief of Czechia, and they differ in the level of 
anthropogenic impact. A condition used in their selection was also 
represented by existence of natural or near natural localities due to the need 
of defining the reaches with reference condition. On the contrary, the Bilina 
River basin was chosen as an example of a river basin with very strong 
anthropogenic impact. Overall, approximately 450 km of streams were 
mapped, while in the majority of the study catchments, at least two different 
methods were applied. In linkage to the GACR project, areal field 
investigation of streams in the Berounka River basin is still being performed 

50 

kilometers 

Fig. 1 - Location of study river basins of ecomorphological 
monitoring 
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gation are further
more being tested in 
the main watercourse 
of the Berounka and 
Upper Blanice Rivers. 



Determination of Reference Condition 

Determination of ecological quality of the so called reference state is 
problematic, which can be derived from localities not affected by human 
activities, representing not an easy task in the today's prevailing cultural 
landscape of Central Europe. Based on the research performed, definition of 
the local reference state can be recommended, which can be suitably derived 
from natural or nearly natural localities found in the given or near river 
basin, showing identical physically geographic characteristics. To define the 
reference state, the following parameters are crucial: river valley type and the 
gradient; curvature degree; communication with ground water; erosion and 
accumulation forms ; stability of the cross profile; width and depth profile 
variability; microhabitat diversity; character and structure of the bank 
vegetation; character and land use of riparian belt; land use and retention 
potential of flood plain; surface water quality (quality class I - II in the 
optimum case). No artificial steps (weirs and other migration barriers) and no 
technical flood protection measures should exist in the reference reaches. 
Analysis of maps and field mapping was realized for the delimitation of 
reaches in reference condition, which was based on above mentioned 
parameters. The final ecomorphological state of reaches in reference condition 
should not be higher than 2. 

Mapping Results Using the EcoRivHab Method 
It follows from the mapping performed in all river basins of interest that 

the best ecohydrological state is shown by the river basins of Upper Blanice, 
Klicava and Libechovka Rivers. Approximately 80 % are represented by ES I 
and II reaches, see Figure 2, conditioned by their geographic position, 
considerable extent of protected areas and low proportion of anthropogenic 

[E!l l. ES !Il ii. ES 0 III. ES _ .IV. ES _ V. ES/ 

• 

• 
• 
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Ecohydromorphological state 

Fig. 2 - Ecomorphological state of water bodies in study catchments using the EcoRivHab 
method. Field mapping&assessment:, Bicanova (2005), Dvorak (2008), Lelut (2007), 
Matouskova (2003), Silhanova (2007), Sipek (2006) and Vondra (2006) 
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activities. River basins of the Rolava River, KoSinsky Brook and Rakovnicky 
Brook show a higher degree of anthropogenic modification. 10-25 % of the 
total length of the reaches mapped show a not very good 
ecohydromorphological state (ES IV and V). These are clearly reaches bound 
to anthropogenic activities in the river basin, no matter if built-up areas are 
concerned or rural landscape, used for intensive agricultural activities. 

Exceptional position in ecohydromorphological monitoring is occupied by 
the Bilina River basin. This river basin was chosen intentionally as an 
example of an area with very strong human impact where the possibility of 
the EcoRivHab method application was tested on artificial watercourses. 
Numerous channel reaches are modified or displaced. Only 12 % of the total 
length of the main Bilina River can be designated as natural or nearly 
natural. Except for rare cases, these reaches are situated in the mountain 
areas and foothills v of Krusne hory (Krusne Mountains). Reaches found 
predominantly in Ceske stredohori (Czech Low Mountain Range) were 
classified reaches with moderate human impact (ES III; 34 %). In reaches 
showing a quite unsatisfactory state, i.e. ES IV and V, are situated in the 
middle course (Jirkov - Obrnice area; Ervenicky koridor - Ervenicky 
Corridor) and in urban areas of cities where the channel has been modified in 
the greatest extent. It is alarming that the whole length of these reaches 
represents 51 % of the total main stream length (Dvorak 2008). 

The Rolava River basin can be provided as an example of the mountainous
up to foothill-type river basin. Major modifications of the riverbed were 
performed in the middle and lower course of Rolava River, especially in order 
to provide flood protection measures and energy utilization by small water 
power plants, having a negative impact, too, on the habitat character. The 
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Fig. 3 - Assessment of ecomorphological state of water bodies in catchments which shows 
a varied relief and landuse: The Rolava River (mountainous- to foothill-type stream), 
Rakovnicky Brook (hilly-type stream), Libechovka River (lowland-type stream) using the 
EcoRivHab method. Field mapping & assessment: Lelut (2007), Matouskova (2003), Sipek 
(2006) 
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overall ecomorphological state in the Rolava River basin can be characterized 
as good. Significant differences exist between the state in upper courses, 
which run through mountainous and rarely settled landscape, where ES I and 
II prevail. The situation is unsatisfactory in the middle and lower course 
where the Rolava River flows through urban areas of the communities of 
Nejdek, Nova Role and Karlovy Vary. Here ES IV and V prevail, while these 
parts represent 12 % of the total main watercourse length. The situation is 
also adverse in the Nejdecky Brook as 40 % of its total length is assessed as 
areas with moderate up to strong anthropogenic impact (ES III and IV; Lelut 
2007). 

The river basin of the Rakovnicky Brook can be mentioned as an example 
of hilly area. Overall ecomorphological state of the catchment can be 
characterized as not very satisfactory as almost 25 % of the mapped length of 
the main watercourse is represented by reaches which show strong 
anthropogenic impact (ES IV), see Figure 3. Reaches found in the Kfivoklat 
Protected Landscape Area show a relatively sharp contrast, where, with the 
exception of urban areas of small communities, ES I and II prevail. On the 
contrary, the situation is alarming in the upper stream area of the 
Rakovnicky Brook where intensive agricultural activities prevail. Reaches in 
the middle course, in the predominantly agricultural landscape, show strong 
anthropogenic impact, as well. Reaches found in the Rakovnik city urban area 
and in the Kfivoklat community are classified as ES IV, both due to channel 
modification, only partial existence of the riparian belt, and due to 
considerable transformation of flood plain because of continuous built-up area 
and roads (Matouskova 2003). 

The Libechovka River basin presents a geomorphologic ally varied relief of 
Polomene hory (Polomene Mountains). Slowly changing reaches of lowland 
nature prevail; nevertheless, reaches showing marked gradients are found in 
this river basin, as well. At present, the flood plain is free of significant 
anthropogenic activities; however, as few as 50 years ago, it was used for 
agricultural activities. The river basin is thus interesting from the viewpoint 
of monitoring possible development of river habitats upon withdrawal of 
agricultural activities. Ecomorphological state in the Libechovka River basin 
can be classified as favourable, as 77 % of the total length of the reaches 
mapped was assessed as ES I and II. Upper stream reaches are concerned, as 
well as almost the whole middle course of the Libechovka River. Reaches 
classified as ES III are bound to areas used for agricultural activities. 
Riparian belts exist, however, their composition as well as structure is 
modified. ES IV is found especially in areas where dispersed built-up areas 
prevail in the flood plain. Riparian belt is not developed as a rule. ES V differs 
from ES IV especially in land use in the flood plain where unlike dispersed 
built-up areas, continuous built-up zones prevail, as well as industrial objects 
or roads (Sipek 2006). 

Comparative Analysis of the Methods Applied 

All the methods applied showed the capacity to identify natural reaches 
and moderate to completely change reaches and provided precious 
information on the river habitat state. However, they are varied from the 
viewpoint of the number of parameters, number of monitored zones, time and 
knowledge demands on the assessment performed (see Table 2). 
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Tab. 4 - Features of applied assessment methods 

Method EcoRivHab RBP LAWA-Field LAWA-
Survey Overview Survey 

Number of 
parameters 31 10 25 17 
Monitored zones channel, riparian channel, riparian channel, river channel, river 

belt, flood plain belt banks, riparian banks, riparian 
belt belt 

Length of reaches heterogeneous heterogeneous homogeneous homogeneous 
Point assessment 5 20 7 5 
Number of classes 5 4 7 5 
Accent on 
hydromorphology yes no yes yes 
Slope condition yes yes no no 
Water quality yes yes no no 
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Fig. 4 - Assessment of the habitat quality of the Rolava main stream using the methods 
EcoRivHab and LAWA-FS (comparative analysis), mapping Lelut, analysis Matouskova 

Qualitatively identical results were brought especially by the methods 
EcoRivHab and RBP. Both methods are similar. The method RBP is less time 
demanding as it assesses the watercourse habitat based on 10 
hydromorphological parameters. Greater differences were found between 
LAWA-Field Survey (FS) and the methods EcoRivHab & RBP, which is given 
by certain preference of the negative anthropogenic impact on the 
modification rate of the channel in the case of the method LAW A-FS. As for 
EcoRivHab, everyone of the zones assessed participates in the same level in 
the total assessment of the watercourse habitat quality, i.e. by one third. In 
the case ofLAWA-FS, the riverbed and the bank are assessed separately. On 
the contrary, the riparian belt and flood plain are assessed jointly. Certain 
differences in the resulting assessment can also occur due to different 
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delimiting of the mapped reaches. The method LAWA-FS is more time 
demanding due to mapping in 100 m reaches, however, it cannot be stated 
clearly that it provides greater precision as in the relatively short length of 
the reaches assessed; merging of two markedly different habitats may occur. 
However, upon conversion of the 7 resulting ecomorphological classes of 
LAWA to 5 as required by WFD, similar results were obtained as in other 
assessments, see Figure 4. The method LA WA-Overview Survey (Kern et al. 
2002) is based on processing of distance data and information available from 
watercourse administrators. Its outputs seem to be least precise from the 
viewpoint of application to small streams. It is suitable especially for large
scale monitoring of watercourse habitats (Table 4). During our application 
occurred problems with insufficient evidence of necessary data and additional 
field mapping were done. 

Comparison of the assessment system of individual methods and WFD 
requirements was performed, as well. As for the method EcoRivHab, the 
classification scale, i.e. 5 ecomorphological classes, shows full compatibility 
with the WFD assessment system, i.e. 5 quality classes: ES I - 1 class 
unchanged (reference condition); ES II - 2 class slightly changed; ES III - 3 
class moderately changed; ES IV - 4 class strongly changed; ES V - 5 class 
completely changed. Nevertheless, unlike WFD requirements the method 
EcoRivHab does not include quantitative assessment of the hydrological 
regime directly; however, this assessment is recommended to be performed in 
the initial phase of investigation. On the contrary, it includes the following 
parameters: river valley type; waste water outlets; and surface water quality 
state. 

Conclusions 

An advantage of the formulated method EcoRivHab is a complex view of 
the river habitat quality from the viewpoint of the parameters assessed, but 
also from the viewpoint of the space, i.e. taking account of a broader 
background of the stream. Furthermore, relatively simple and clear 
quantification of outputs can be presented, as well as the possibility of mutual 
comparative analysis of the outputs obtained. A certain disadvantage is 
formed by the necessary generalization of the water ecosystem characteristics 
within the framework of the parameters defined. The demanding nature of 
field investigation should be mentioned, as well, compared to methods based 
only on distance data utilization. Nevertheless, the time demands are 
manifested in higher quality and topicality of the outputs obtained. Negative 
characteristics also include a certain level of subjective assessment of the 
mapper in the field monitoring phase. The subjectivity can be eliminated by 
sufficient training of the mappers, necessary photodocumentation of the field 
investigation phase, and subsequent checking of the field outputs obtained. 

Out of the outputs of the field mapping of watercourses performed it follows 
that the definition of references states is optimal based on local situation, i.e. 
if the given watercourse or its near equivalent in the given relief type flows, 
for example, through protected landscape. The drainage measures taken in 
the agricultural land and modifications of channel related thereto have a 
negative impact on the nature of watercourse habitats; ES III and N was 
recorded predominantly. Achievement of a good ecological state is realistic 
provided that the necessary minimum space for riparian belt is provided, and 
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that revitalization measures are taken according to the locality type. River 
habitats in urban areas of communities are usually modified in a significant 
extent (ES IV and V prevail). Improvement of the ecohydrological state is 
problematic here as the modifications performed are connected with 
continuous built-up area in the riparian belt and flood plain, with existence of 
flood protection measures and artificial grounds. Certain improvement of the 
hydromorphological state of the channel can be achieved, for example, by 
application of biotechnical modifications. However, qualitative parameters of 
surface water quality can certainly be improved. 

Methods based on field investigation can be suitably applied in assessment 
of the ecohydrological state of small watercourses, especially due to the 
quality and informative value of the results obtained. In the case of areal 
monitoring of significant watercourses, distance data available can be 
utilized. However, quality of the outputs obtained should be retested using 
field investigation. A powerful and efficient monitoring programme has to be 
created, to be used to assess watercourse habitat quality in Czechia. 
Cooperation with neighbouring EU countries in its creation is advisable, on 
the level of integrated river basins at best. The outputs obtained shall serve 
not only to fulfil WFD requirements but they will also provide an outstanding 
source of information for integrated checking, monitoring, planning, 
protection and possible revitalization of streams. 
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Shrnuti 

HODNOCENI KVALITY HABITATU VODNICH TOKU V KONTEXTU EVROPSKE 
RAMCOvE SMERNICE 0 VODNI POLITICE: APLIKACE V ROZMANITYCH 

POVODI V CESKU 

Pnspevek pfedstavuje metodu ekomorfologickeho hodnoceni kvality habitatu vodnich to
ku EcoRivHab zalozenou na terennim pruzkumu s moznJrn yyuzitim distaenich dat, ktera 
je nastrojem pro hodnoceni stavu vodnich toku s durazem na hydromorfologicke charakte
ristiky koryt vodnich toku, ekohydrologicky stay pnofezni zony a tidolni nivy. Pfedpokla
demje definice lokalniho refereneniho stavu habitatu vodniho toku v danem fyziografickem 
regionu. Hlavnim cilem vYzkumu bylo objektivni vyhodnoceni ekohydromorfologickeho sta
vu vodnich toku, identifikace tiseku, ktere splnuji tzv. dobry ekologicky stay, zaroven nale
zeni silne antropogenne ovlivnenych tiseku vodnich toku, stejne tak jako nalezeni lokalit 
s pnrodnim, ei pnrode blizkJrn habitatem vodnich ekosystemu. Souhrnny ekohydrologicky 
stay vodnich toku byl charakterizovan peti stupni (I.-V. ES), coz je pIne kompatibilni s hod
nocenim kvality vodnich titvaru v kontextu s Ramcovou smernici 0 vodni politice EU. 

Pro zajisteni objektivity byly v jednotlivYch modelovYch povodi rovnez testovany zahra
nieni metody: Gewasserstrukturgiitekartierung LAWA - Field Survey (LAWA, 2000), LA
WA- Overview Survey (Kern a kol., 2002), Rapid Bioassessment Protocol- RBP (Barbour a 
kol., 1999), Channel Assessment Prodcedure Guidebook - CAP (Ministery of Forest BC, 
1996) a byla provedena srovnavaci analyza ziskanych vYstupu. 

Jako modelova povodi pro hodnoceni kvality habitatu vodnich toku byla vybrana povodi: 
horni Blanice, Rolava, Kremelna, Libechovka, Kosinsky potok, Rakovnicky potok, Klieava 
a Bilina. Zvolena povodi syJm charakterem dobfe reprezentuji geografickou rozmanitost re
liefu Ceska a jsou odliSna mirou ovlivneni elovekem. Celkove bylo zmapovano pnblizne 
450 km vodnich toku. 

Z provedeneho mapovani ve vsech zajmovYch povodi vyplYva, ze nejlepsi ekohydrologic
ky stay vykazuji povodi horni Blanice, Klieavy a Libechovky. Pnblizne 80 % pfedstavuji 
tiseky v I. a II. ES, coz podmineno jejich geografickou polohou, znaenou rozlohou chrane
nych tizemi a nizkym podilem antropogennich aktivit. Povodi Rolavy, Kosinskeho potoka a 
Rakovnickeho potoka vykazuji vysSi stupen antropogenni modifikace. V nedobrem ekohyd
rologickem stavu se nachazi 10-25 % z celkove delky mapovanych tiseku (IV. a V. ES). Jed
na se jednoznaene 0 tiseky, ktere jsou vazany na antropogenni aktivity v povodi. Vyjimee
ne postaveni zaujima povodi Biliny, tiseky se zcela nevyhovujicim stavem, tj. IV. a V. ES 
pfedstavuji 51 % celkove delky toku. 

Pro hodnoceni ekohydrologickeho stavu drobnych vodnich toku je vhodne yyuzit metody 
zalozene na terennim pruzkumu, pfedevsim z duvodu kvality a vypovidajici schopnosti zis
kanych vYsledku. V pnpade plosneho monitoringu vYznamnych vodnich toku je mozne vy-
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uzit dostupnych distancnich podkladu. Mela by vsak byt zpetne overena kvalita ziskanych 
vYstupu pomoci terenniho pruzkumu. 

Obr. 1 - Lokalizace zajmovYch uzemi ekomorfologickeho monitoringu. 
Obr. 2 - Ekomorfologicky stay vodnich utvaru v zajmovYch povodi s vyuzitim metody Eco

RivHab. Terenni mapovan( a analyza: BicalJova (2005), Dvorak (2008), Lelut 
(2007), Matouskova (2003), SilMnova (2007), Sipek (2006) a Vondra (2006). 

Obr. 3 - Hodnoceni ekomorfologickeho stavu vodnich utvaru pomoci metody EcoRivHab 
v povodich s rozmanitym relief em a odlisnym vyuzitim krajiny: povodi Rolavy (hor
sky az podhorsky typ vodniho toku, Rakovnicky potok (pahorkatinny tok), Libe
chovka (nizinny tok). Terenni mapovani a vyhodnoceni: Lelut (2007), Matouskova 
(2003), Sipek (2006). 

Obr. 4 - Hodnoceni kvality habitatu hlavniho toku Rolavy s vyuzitim metod EcoRivHab a 
LAWA-FS (srovnavaci analyza), mapovani Lelut, analyza Matouskova. 
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MODELLING THE IMPACT OF ANTHROPOGENIC 
MODIFICATIONS TO RIVER CHANNELS ON THE COURSE 

OF EXTREME FLOODS. CASE STUDY: AUGUST 2002 FLOOD, 
BLANICE RIVER BASIN, CZECHIA. 

J. Lan g ham mer, J. Sit a f: Modelling the impact of anthropogenic modifications 
to river channels on the course of extreme floods. Case study: August 2002 flood, Blanice 
River basin, Czechia. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 113, 3, pp. 237-252 (2008). - This paper 
presents the results of analysis of the impact of anthropogenic modifications to river 
channels on the course of floods by means of hydraulic modelling. The study is focused on 
the quantitative analysis of changes of the flow dynamics in the river bed and in the 
inundation zone due to river network modifications. The one-dimensional hydraulic model 
HEC-RAS coupled with GIS is used to simulate the effect of the river channel changes on 
the course of extreme flood. The analysis is made on the example of the extreme flood in 
August 2002 on the down course of Blanice River in Czechia. The results of the simulations 
proved that the common anthropogenic modifications of river channel have only a minimum 
impact on the overall course of extreme floods. At the local level, weirs and unsuitably 
dimensioned bridges have a negative impact on the course of floods. The simulations also 
showed a negative impact of extensive complex modifications of the river bed, performed in 
the lower course of Blanice River in the first half of the 20th century. However, the overall 
impact of common types of river channel modifications on peak flows and water levels in 
the culmination is negligible. 
KEY WORDS: floods - modelling - hydrological extremes - floodplain - stream 
modifications. 
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1. Introduction 

Anthropogenic modifications of river networks and river basins may, 
according to geographical and hydrometeorological conditions, have 
significant impacts on the course and consequences of floods. The effects 
are apparent at the local scale as well as at the river basin scale, and may 
affect the course as well as magnitude of the event (Gilvear 1999). 
Anthropogenic modifications which may have the most marked impacts on 
the passing of the flood wave through the inundation zone include changes 
of the river bed route, modifications of the watercourse longitudinal 
profile, changes of transversal profiles, and changes in the nature of land 
use of the floodplain and the riparian zone (De Roo et al. 2001, 
Langhammer 2006). 
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Intensive changes in the landscape and floodplain, and modifications of 
streams are manifested by accelerated runoff from the landscape, increases of 
flow speed in the riverbed, higher steepness of the flood wave, and changes in 
timing of flood waves from parts of the river basin by decreased 
transformation and retention capacity of the landscape and alluvial plain, or 
by resulting increases of peak flow and peak water level values. The 
manifestations of changes in the landscape mentioned above differ in their 
effects with varied levels of the flood extremity; moreover, individual factors 
have a different impact on various spatial levels of assessment as well as 
depending on the flood event extremity. 

Suitable tools to study the impact of such modifications of river bed 
environments on the course of floods are represented by mathematical models 
that make it possible to simulate the effect of individual modification types of 
the river bed on the course of the flood, and to simulate the effects of flood
protection measures. One-dimensional or two-dimensional hydrodynamic 
models can be used to simulate the hydrological course of the flood depending 
on the change of external conditions (Bates, de Roo 2000; Horrit, Bates, 2002). 
One-dimensional models (for example, MIKE 11 and HEC-RAS) make it 
possible to calculate basic characteristics of the flow and inundation in 
a given time step. Outputs of these models provide information on the flows, 
water level heights, and extent of the flood spill. On the contrary, two
dimensional models (for example, MIKE 21 and FLO-2D) make it possible to 
express in substantially greater detail the dynamics of flow within the entire 
flood range, and thus to express the distribution of flow depths and speeds in 
individual grid fields into which the flood area is decomposed (Beffa, Connell 
2001; Beven 2001; Verwey 2001). 

The issue of impact of anthropogenic changes in the river bed on the flood 
course is evaluated using the model example of the Blanice River basin in 
Czechia (Fig. 1) for the case corresponding to the extreme flood in August 
2002. The intensity of straightening of the Blanice River course in this area 
is extraordinary - during the past 150 years, the river has been shortened by 
38 % between Bavorov and the confluence with the Otava River 
(Langhammer, Vajskebr 2003). Complex, historic modification of the river 
bed, including flood protection barriers, does not allow full utilization of the 
natural retention and transformation potential offered by the flat and up to 2 
km wide floodplain in the area. The riverbed itself is moreover affected by 
numerous interventions in the longitudinal profile and crossed by numerous 
communication lines. Some bridges, roads, and railways are not dimensioned 
sufficiently and this, according to consequence analyses results of the 2002 
flood, leads to the increased intensity and frequency of erosion-accumulation 
as well as destruction manifestations of floods (Hartvich et al. 2007). 

This paper presents analysis results of the impacts of basic water 
management modification types of watercourse beds on the course of extreme 
floods as calculated using a mathematical hydraulic model. The impacts of 
weirs, bridges, railway embankments crossing the floodplain, and flood 
protection dikes are studied by means of hydraulic modelling. The one
dimensional hydraulic model HEC-RAS was used for quantitative assessment 
of the impact of the interventions in the bed and floodplain geometry. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2 . 1 Study Area 

The watercourse of the Blanice River in South Bohemia, Czechia, was 
chosen as the model basin. The specific area used for modelling was the lower 
part of the stream between Bavorov and the mouth profile at the confluence 
point with the Otava River (Fig. 1). v 

The Blanice River basin is situated in the foothills of the Sumava 
Mountains, and its relief and natural conditions, as well as the intensity of 
anthropogenic utilization, are variable. The spring area of the river basin 
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Fig. 1 - Blanice River with the simulated section of stream between Bavorov and the 
confluence with the Otava River highlighted 
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reaches into the highest parts of Sumava in the Sumava National Park. The 
passage to the lowland part, in the area of Prachatice, is steep, and the 
watercourses achieve a high slope and energy in this area. The lowland part 
of the river basin on the lower watercourse of the Blanice River from Bavorov 
features a flat and wide alluvial plain. The plain width varies from 1-2 km in 
this area. 

In the study, the section of the Blanice River and floodplain between 
Bavorov and the confluence with the Otava River is assessed. The length of 
this section is 40.5 km; the average long-term flow of the Blanice River in the 
profile of Hefman before the mouth point amounts to 4.65 m3s-I; Q2=47 m3s-1; 

Q100=300 m3s-1. The highest flow recorded during the period observed 
corresponds to 443 m3s-1 and was achieved during the second wave of the 
extreme flood on August 14, 2002 (Hladny et al. 2005). 

In the first part of the section assessed, between Bavorov and Vodnany, the 
Blanice River shows a relatively natural pattern; between Vodnany and the 
confluence with the Otava River, it is modified in a complex manner, forming 
the shape of a double trapezoid. The floodplain shows the predominant 
agricultural land use pattern, with the occurrence of meadows as well as 
arable land. Roads as well as railway lines pass through the alluvial plain, 
and there are bridges across the Blanice River at numerous places 
(Langhammer 2003). Several small towns with local industry are situated 
along the Blanice River in this section - Bavorov, Vodnany, Protivin, and 
Putim. 

The Blanice River in the selected stream section, as well as the most of 
river network in the area, have been changed by extraordinarily intensive 
modifications, performed gradually starting from the middle of the 19th 

century. Especially in the first third of the 20th century, complex modifications 
of the entire watercourse were performed in the Blanice River, including 

Fig. 2 - Straightened watercourse of the Blanice River at Protivin, at the confluence with 
Talinsky potok (Talinsky Brook). The Blanice River is crossed by two road bridges in the 
short section, and a high weir is situated between them. Remains of original meanders are 
apparent on the left bank, cut off upon straightening the watercourse bed. Photograph by 
Langhammer 2005 
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straightening of the stream route, geometric modification of the riverbed, and 
the building of flood protection dikes in long and compact sections of the 
watercourse. These modifications prevent efficient usage of the retention and 
transformation potential offered by the wide and extensively used floodplain 
(Fig. 2). 

2.2 The Model and Its Application to the 
Blanice River 

The one-dimensional hydraulic model HEC-RAS was used to assess the 
impact of anthropogenic modifications of the Blanice River bed. This model 
currently represents one of standard tools used in research, as well as 
application practice, to calculate the flow dynamics in open channels and 
river beds. 

The model HEC-RAS includes a 1D model of non-uniform flow in open beds, 
HEC2, and a 1D model of variable flow in river beds, UNET. The 
mathematical basis of the model stems from equations which describe the 
one-dimensional movement of water in the bed (HEC 2002a). The 
computational methods used make it possible to take into account flow 
obstructions, such as bridges, culverts and weirs (HEC 2002a, 2002b). 

The model to simulate water flowing through the river bed stems from 
three groups of input data: 

Transverse profiles of the river bed and adjacent inundation zone 
- River bed roughness coefficients 
- Boundary conditions. 

The definition of the stream channel model by a set of cross-sections was 
set up by the T.G.M. Water Research Institute in Prague (Havlik et al. 2003, 
Sitar 2007). The channel geometry was set up based on geodetically surveyed 
transverse profiles through the floodplain and the river bed, and a digital 
terrain model. Cross-sections were placed with irregular spacing in an 
interval of ca. 70-500 m, according to the nature of the floodplain relief and 
the watercourse bed. The transverse profiles ran across the entire inundation 
zone; the spacing was chosen in such a manner so that important elements of 
the plain morphology are captured. In places with rather complex flowing 
conditions and marked terrain changes, the profile intervals are shorter than 
100 m; in the case of uncomplicated sections, they may exceed 400 m (Fig. 3). 

The model was calibrated for the flood situation of August 2002. The 
hydrogram of the flood second wave course from August 2002 was therefore 
used as a boundary condition; side tributaries and tributaries from the 
intermediate river basin were not taken into account. 

3. Results 

Four scenarios of river network changes were simulated. The basic 
simulation scenario represented the course of the flood in August 2002 on the 
original model. In the other scenarios of the model, the geometric parameters 
of the river bed and of the adjacent inundation zone were modified, and the 
simulation results were compared to the original model results. The following 
three scenarios of river network modifications were evaluated in regard to 
their impact on the course of the flood in August 2002: 
- Impact of weirs on the flood course 
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impact of bridges and road embankments on the flood course 
impact of complex river bed modifications on the flood course. 

3.1 The Impact of Weirs on the Flood Course 

In the simulated segment of the Blanice River, the stream is marked by 
17 weirs. The simulation results showed that their potential removal has 
a marginal impact on the flood course hydrograms. Comparison of the 
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Fig. 3 - Scheme of the Blanice River channel representation in the HEC-RAS model. The 
scheme shows the frequency of cross-sections and the level of detail used for its 
construction. Data: VUV T.G.M. 2002 
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Tab. 1 - Comparison ofthe culmination time, flows, and water levels in selected profiles on 
the Blanice River using the model with and without weirs 

Profile 

Bavorov 

Vodnany 

Protivin 

Herman 

300 

250 

:"l 200 
.§. 

t 
'6 150 
.!!! 
C 

100 

Km Scenario 

36.165 With weirs 
Without weirs 

23.400 With weirs 
Without weirs 

15.450 With weirs 
Without weirs 

4.249 With weirs 
Without weirs 

50 1------

Culmination 
time 

12.8.12:45 
12.8.12:45 
12.8.20:16 
12.8.20:33 
13.8.02:17 
13.8.02:45 
13.8.17:08 
13.8.17:53 

o , .... ------.. ~--- .... -------............ --.. --
12.8. 13.8. 14.8. 

Date 

Flow Water level 
(m3.s-i ) (m above sea 

level) 

476.23 419.43 
476.23 419.43 
418.87 394.25 
417.06 394.24 
383.11 383.11 
380.75 383.10 
308.23 371.17 
307.02 371.16 

...... Present state 

- Weirs removed 

15.8. 16.8. 

Fig. 4 - Comparison of the course of simulated hydrograms at the Herman profile for the 
river bed with and without weirs 

simulated culmination flows and water levels in Bavorov, Vodnany, 
Protivin, and Herman is shown in Table 1. In the case" of the weir-free 
model, slightly lower peak flows and water levels were achieved in Vodnany, 
Protivin, and Herman. The culmination flows differ by 1.81 m3.s-1 in 
Vodnany, by 2.36 m3.s-1 in Protivin, and by 1.21 m3.s-1 in Herman, 
representing a difference of 0.43, 0.62, and 0.39 %. The water levels 
achieved a level lower by only 1 cm. 

It follows from the comparison of the culmination times that the time 
difference of the peak flow time increases downstream. While in Vodnany, 
this difference is only 17 minutes, in Protivin it reaches 28 minutes, and 
reaches 45 minutes in Herman. In the case of the model without weirs, partial 
transformation of the flood wave occurs; however, the differences and their 
importance for the overall course of the flood are minor. 
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The impact of weirs on the flood wave shape in Heiman is shown in Figure 
3. Upon removal of weirs from the river bed model, the culmination time of 
5:53pm on August 13 was obtained, with the flow equal to 307.02 m3.s-1 The 
maximum water level reached 371.16 m above sea level. Compared to the 
original model, in the case of the weir-free river bed the flood would have 
culminated 45 minutes later and the flow would have been lower by 1.21 
m 3.s-1 (Table 1). 

In lower water levels, water flowing in the river bed above the weirs slows 
down. The difference in speed can be observed almost in all weirs, while the 
differences achieve values up to 0.5 m.s-1 (Fig. 4). 

The maximum water levels reached are especially decisive for assessment 
of the flood consequences and of the damage caused as the water level in the 
culmination has a direct impact on the flooded area. In most profiles, water 
levels upon removal of the weirs differ only by several centimetres. In 56 % of 
the profiles, culmination water levels of the model without weirs reach lower 
values (Tab. 2; Fig. 3). Of these, in 59 % the water level was lower by only 1 
cm, representing almost 33 % of the total number of profiles. In 22 % of the 
profiles, there is no difference. Higher water levels were thus reached in the 
remaining 22 % profiles. In 96 % of the profiles, the difference of the water 
levels amounts to a maximum of 10 cm. 

3.2 The Impact of Bridges on the Course 
of the Flood 

In second scenario, the bridges were removed from the Blanice River bed 
model. The course of simulated hydrograms at the Herman profile was 
compared to the situation corresponding to the actual state of the riverbed 
under conditions of the August 2002 flood. In the section observed, the model 
includes a total of 11 bridges. Upon removal of all bridges from the Blanice 
River bed model, peak flow at the Herman station was reached at 3:37pm on 
August 13, with the flow equal to 308.70 m3.s-1 (Table 3). The maximum water 
level reached 371.17 m above sea level. Compared to the original model, the 
flood culminated 1 hour and 31 minutes earlier, representing an advancement 
time shortening by 5.3 %. The culmination flow was higher by 0.47 m 3.s-1 or 
by 0.15 %. The water level did not change and reached the same level, i.e., 
371.17 m above sea level. 

In Vodnany, the flood culminated at almost the same time as in the case of 
the original model, while further down along the watercourse a marked shift 
of the culmination time can be observed. In Protivin, the shift reached 1 hour 
and 6 minutes, and in Herman the culmination time occurred 1 hour and 31 
minutes earlier. In Vodnany and Protivin, the flow reached values higher by 
2.78 and 14.44 m 3.s-1, respectively, a difference of 0.7 and 3.8 %, respectively. 
The water level did not differ in Vodnany, and in Protivin it was higher by 
4 cm. Comparison of the simulated hydrogram shapes in Heiman is shown in 
Fig. 4. 

Furthermore, differences of simulated values of the watercourse flowing 
speeds and water levels in the original model and in the model without 
bridges were compared in individual profiles of the river bed model. At the 
beginning of the simulation, the simulated values did not differ; thus the 
bridges have no crucial impact on water flowing through the river bed when 
the water levels are lower. At culmination, the bridges do affect flowing of 
water. Upon removal of the bridges, water flows through the river bed slightly 
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Tab. 2 - Comparison of the culmination time, flows, and water levels at selected profiles on 
the Blanice River with various modifications of the river bed geometry and of the 
inundation zone 

Profile Km Scenario Culmination Flow Water level 
time (m3.s-1) (m above sea 

level) 

Bavorov 36.165 Original model 12.8.12:45 476.23 419.43 
Without bridges 12.8.12:45 476.23 419.43 
Without bridges 12.8. 12:45 476.23 419.43 

and embankments 
Vodnany 23.400 Original model 12.8.20:16 418.87 394.25 

Without bridges 12.8. 20:18 421.65 394.25 
Without bridges 12.8. 20:18 421.61 394.23 

and embankments 
Protivin 15.450 Original model 13.8.02:17 383.11 383.11 

Without bridges 13.8.01:11 397.55 383:15 
Without bridges 13.8.00:35 400.54 383.09 

and embankments 
Herman 4.249 Original model 13.8 . 17:08 308.23 371.17 

Without bridges 13.8.15:37 308.70 371.17 
Without bridges 13.8.14:51 310.92 371.17 

and embankments 

======-~F"C; === = = 
b. 

Fig. 5 - Scheme of modification of bridge and embankments in the simulated scenario -
before modification (a) and upon modification (b) 

350 r! ------------------------------------------------------------, 

300 i 

250 

'co 
~ 200 
., 
2' .. 
"fi 150 
.!Il 
C 

100 , 

50~ ____ _ 

o '-----------.--.... --------. ---
12.B. 13.B. 14.B. 

Date 

Present state 

- Bridges removed 

-Bridges and road embankments 
removed 

15.B. 16.B. 

Fig. 6 - Comparison of the simulated hydrogram shapes at Herman upon various 
modifications of the river bed geometry and of the inundation zone 
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faster. The most marked difference can be observed above the bridge located 
at km 27.5; upon removal of this bridge, water flowing would be faster by 0.91 
m.s-I. In other bridges, the differences are not as distinct and differ in the 
range of 0.1 to 0.2 m.s-I. Together with accelerated water flow, the flow values 
increased as well. Maximum differences reached up to 14.5 m3.s-I in places. 

In places where the bridges are found, the river bed shape and the adjacent 
inundation zone are often modified as well. In these places, the river bed is 
deepened, and road embankments are found in the inundation zone, 
representing obstructions to water flow. 

A subscenario was tested to simulate the effect of removal of the bridges 
plus modification ofthe respective stream cross-sections by removing the road 
embankments while the terrain level of the floodplain and the riverbed was 
preserved (Figure 5). 

By modifying the inundation zone geometry so that the road embankments 
would not form an obstruction to the flow, further acceleration of the flood 
advancement was achieved as expected, as well as an increase of the flow 
culmination values at selected profiles (Tab. 2). Culmination of the flood wave 
in Herman thus occurred on August 13, 2002 at 2:51pm, with the flow equal 
to 310.92 m3.s-l . 

From comparison of the simulated hydro gram shapes at the Herman 
profile (Fig. 6), it follows that the bridges and road embankments take part in 
affecting the runoff wave course. The hydraulic simulations show that 
without the bridges and embankments intersecting the alluvial plain, the 

Fig. 7 - Railway bridge at Putim destroyed during the 
2002 flood. At the bridge structure, the floodplain is 
narrowed due to the railway embankment, and during 
the flood the flow is thus concentrated into the narrow 
space of the bridge opening. Photograph by J. 
Langhammer, 2003 
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advancement time of the 
flood would be shortened by 2 
hours and 17 minutes com
pared to the original model, 
i.e., approximately by 8 %. In 
the scenario without bridges 
and embankments, the flow 
would be increased by 2.69 
m3.s-I , or by 0.87 %. The 
water level culminated at the 
same level, i.e., 371.17 
m above sea level. 

Results of the hydraulic 
simulations may indicate 
a positive effect of the 
presence of the bridges and 
embankments on runoff 
transformation during the 
flood. In fact, these 
structures cause narrowing 
of the plain profile and 
concentration of the flow into 
the narrow space of the 
bridge structure, where the 
concentrated energy of the 
flow has a destructive effect 
(Fig. 7). At the same time, 
locations of narrowed flowing 
often tend to become blocked 



Tab. 3 - Comparison of the culmination times and flow values and water levels achieved in 
the case of the original model and the model with modified transversal profiles at selected 
profiles of the Blanice River 

Profile Km Scenario Culmination Flow Water level 
time (m3.s-1) (m above sea 

level) 

Bavorov 36.165 Original 12.8.12:45 476.23 419.43 
Without dikes 12.8.12:45 476.23 419.43 

Vodnany 23.400 Original 12.8.20:18 418.76 394.25 
Without dikes 12.8.20:33 417.06 394.24 

Protivin 15.450 Original 13.8.02:42 377.07 383.10 
Without dikes 13.8.02:45 380.75 383.10 

Herman 4.249 Original 13.8.17:08 308.23 371.17 
Without dikes 13.8. 17:46 306.62 371.02 

f v 
8. b. 

Fig. 8 - Cross-section of the innundation zone at km 8.385 before modification of the profile 
(a) and after modification (b) 

by materials carried by the flood, causing subsequent acceleration of erosion 
processes in the surroundings of the artificial obstruction, and upon its 
rupture, a massive accumulation of the carried materials occurs, and 
a secondary flood wave is often caused. 

3.3 The Impact of Complex River Bed 
Modifications on the Course of the Flood 

In the lower part of the Blanice River, from Vodnany to its confluence with 
the Otava River, a complex modification of the river bed can be seen. In this 
section, the river bed shows a trapezoidal shape with flood protection dikes on 
the banks. The modification was performed in the 1920s when the Blanice River 
was straightened considerably. This is a marked anthropogenic intervention in 
the river bed shape, leading to its increased capagity. The modification should 
be dimensioned for design flow of up to 90 m3.s-1 (Sobr 2005). 

For this simulation scenario, the cross-sections of the river bed and 
inundation zone were modified so the elevations representing the dikes were 
removed from both banks of the river bed (Fig. 8). 

The simulation results were compared again to the values achieved in the 
original model (Table 3). Upon modification of the shapes of transversal 
profiles, the flood culminated at Herman at 5:46 pm, with a flow equal to 
306.62 m3.s-1 and with a water level of 371.02 m above sea level. The 
advancement time of the flood was extended by 38 minutes, the peak flow was 
reduced by 1.61 m3.s-1, and the water level was reduced by 15 cm. 

Upon removal of barriers from the river channel, flows and water levels 
decreased at the beginning of the simulation at most of the assessed profiles. 
The decrease of peak discharge was 0.78 m3.s-1 at the maximum (Fig. 9); the 
water level differences varied from 1 to 22 cm. 

By means of modifying the river bed and the inundation zone geometry, 
flow conditions changed. This was manifested in decelerated advancement of 
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Fig. 9 - Comparison of the simulated hydrogram shapes at Herman in the case of the 
original model and the model with the modified transversal profile shape 

the flood and in a decrease of culmination water levels in most of the modified 
profiles. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

Results of the model helped to quantify the outcomes and assumptions of 
preceding studies dealing with the impact of river bed modifications on the 
course of floods in extreme events (Bryant, Gilvear 1999; Havlik 2002; De Roo 
et al. 2001 ). Scenario-based modelling of the course of the 2002 flood in the 
Blanice River confirmed that in extreme events, the impact of modifications 
which affect the river bed roughness and flow conditions was minimum, and 
that such modifications of the watercourse and riparian zone had no essential 
impact on the time course and the flood wave transformation (Langhammer, 
Vilimek 2007). 

On the contrary, an important role is played by modifications acting as 
potential flow obstructions, which include bridges and road embankments 
crossing the inundation zone (Havlik et al. 2002). The impact of unsuitably 
localised or insufficiently dimensioned constructions of bridges and culverts 
leads to local increases of the flow dynamics, and moreover, extreme 
manifestations of destruction can be seen regularly in such localities, as well 
as erosion and accumulation of materials carried by the flood. 

Out of the river bed modifications and floodplain modifications assessed, 
the effect of complex river bed modifications were the most important; 
however, overall results in all scenarios show that the impact of the 
modifications assessed on the course of the 2002 flood was negligible. 
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Simulations of the impact of weirs on flow during the flood showed that 
under extreme runoff conditions when maximum water level is up to several 
metres higher than normal values, the effect of weirs on the flow dynamics is 
minimal. The impact of theoretical removal of the weirs on the achieved peak 
flows is marginal - the decrease of peak flow reaches slightly less than one 
per cent of the flow, while the flood duration time can be extended by up to 45 
minutes. 

However, the impact of weirs on the course and consequences of the flood 
consists especially of affecting the dynamics of fluviomorphological processes 
in which the weirs act as centres of intensive erosion, accumulation, and 
destruction in the river bed and in the floodplain (Krizek, Engel 2004). 
However, hydraulic models cannot capture these aspects of the flood activity. 

Simulations ofthe effect of bridges and road embankments intersecting the 
floodplain had similar outcomes. The model results indicated the seemingly 
positive effect ofthese constructions on the runoff transformation. Upon their 
removal, the flood advancement was accelerated by more than 2 hours, and 
observable lowering of the water level occurred. This result should be 
interpreted in relation to the fluvial processes occurring in the riverbed and 
floodplain during the floods. Deceleration of flow beyond the embankment 
and bridge bodies does not represent a positive effect which could be indicated 
by mechanistic interpretation of model results. It is rather the opposite, as in 
floods these objects represent one of the most critical elements of the river 
network (Langhammer 2003). Construction of bridges and culverts causes 
temporary blockage by materials carried by the flood and formation of 
temporary flow barriers. Upon their rupture, the bridge or culvert structure 
is usually damaged, and extensive erosion and accumulation occurs in the 
immediate surroundings. Moreover, a sharp increase of the flow upon 
destruction of these artificial obstructions can complicate the course of the 
flood within the lower sections of the watercourse. 

The most valuable results from the viewpoint of their practical applicability 
were the simulation of complex river bed modifications, including the impact 
of flood protection dikes. The issue of the impact of intensive watercourse 
modifications on the extremity of extraordinary floods was intensively 
discussed in connection with extreme floods in 1997 in Moravia and in 2002 
in Bohemia, and has also been systematically studied in different 
geographical regions (Langhammer, Vilimek 2007). The findings based on the 
modelling results in the Blanice River confirm the general assumptions 
formulated in the different physiogeographical conditions. 

The impact of complex modifications of the river bed on the flood course is 
of crucial importance. However, under extraordinary levels of flood 
magnitude, as was the case of the August 2002 flood, these modifications did 
not have essential impact on the course and magnitude of the entire event. 
Extension of the flood duration time upon removal of the barriers amounts to 
38 minutes, which represents a change of2.2 %. Reduction of the culmination 
flow amounts to 0.52 % of the maximum value achieved; the water level 
decreased by 15 cm, corresponding to 3.2 %; and the overall range of the flood 
decreased by 4.4 %. 

The reason for such small impacts of individual river beds and floodplain 
modification types and their simulated removal on transformation of the flood 
wave in 2002 can be seen in unprecedented extremity of the flood event. In 
the situation when the entire area of the floodplain is engaged in the runoff, 
and when even overflowing of the flood protection barriers occurs, 
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watercourse modifications assessed have only marginal influence on the flow 
dynamics within the inundation zone. However, the effects of such types of 
river bed modifications will be substantially higher in cases of events with 
a lower magnitude. 

Moreover, the study also indicated also the limits of a purely hydraulic 
assessment of the flood course. Modifications of the river bed, which from 
hydrodynamic viewpoint have a positive impact on transformation of the 
runoff, represent in fact a source of a considerable risk. Detailed analyses of 
the consequences of recent extreme flood events pointed out this fact 
(Langhammer, Vilimek 2007; Sear, Newson 2003; Vilimek, Kalvoda 1998). 
However, these processes cannot be assessed using hydrodynamic models, 
which can simulate only water movement in an open channeL In order to 
interpret the results, it is always necessary to take into account the complex 
nature of the processes taking place within the floodplain during the flood. 
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Shrnuti 

MODELOV ANI VLIVU ANTROPOGENNICH UPRA V KORYTA TOKU NA PROUDENI 
PIU EXTREMNI POVODNI 

PTIspevek ukazuje moznosti hodnoceni vlivu antropogennich liprav koryta a inundacni
ho lizemi na prubeh povodni pomoci metod hydraulickeho modelovani. Antropogennimi za
sahy do koryt toku mohou v zavislosti na podminkach prosti'edi a extremity povodne vj
znamne ovlivnovat prubeh a nasledky povodni v lokaInim mentku i v mentku povodi jako 
celku. Mezi upravy, ktere mohou nejvjrazneji ovlivnit pruchod povodnove vlny inundaenim 
lizemim patn zmeny vedeni trasy koryta, upravy podelneho profilu toku, zmeny pncnych 
profilu a zmeny v charakteru vyuziti uzemi udolni nivy a pn"brezni z6ny. Vhodny nastroj 
pro podrobnou kvantitativni analyzu dynamiky proudeni v koryte a inundacni z6ne a jeji 
zmeny v dusledku liprav neni site predstavuji v soucasne dobe hydraulicke modely, propo
jene s GIS. 

Studie predstavuje vjsledky analyzy vlivu zakladnich typu vodohospodarskych uprav 
koryt toku na pruheh extremni povodne, zpracovane pomoci matematickeho hydraulickeho 
modelu. Z typu uprav je zkouman vliv jezu, mostu, naspu vedenych napnc lidolni nivou 
a povodiiovjch hrazi. 

V pnspevku je pOuZit pouzit hydraulicky jednorozmerny model pro simulaci proudeni vo
dy v otevrenych korytech HEC-RAS. Otazka vlivu antropogennich zmen koryta toku na 
prubeh povodne je hodnocena na pnkladu povodi jihoceske Blanice pro situaci odpovidajici 
extremni povodni ze srpna 2002. 

Vysledky simulaci potvrdily predpoklad, ze antropogenni lipravy koryt vodnich toku 
a pHlehIeho inundacmno uzemi ovliviiuji celkovj prubeh extremnich povodni jen minimaI
ne. Na pruheh povodne maji na lokaIni urovni negativni vliv jezy a nevhodne dimenzovane 
mosty, simulace rovnez prokazaly negativni vliv rozsahlych komplexnich liprav koryta, kte
re byly provedeny na dolnim toku Blanice v 1. polovine 20. stoleti, celkovj vliv na prutok ei 
vodni stay pH kulminaci a na dobu dobehu povodne je zanedbatelny. 

Vysledky navic ukazuji i na limity ve vyuziti vjsledku hydraulickeho modelovani pro 
hodnoceni povodnnoveho rizika. Nektere typy lipravy koryta, jmenovite jezy totiz z ciste 
hydrodynamickeho pohledu indikuji pozitivni vliv na transformaci odtoku, pH povodnove 
situaci vsak naopak predstavuji vjrazny zdroj rizika vzhledem k akceleraci fluviaIne mor
fologickych procesu v koryte toku a lidolni niveo Tyto procesy vsak beznjrni hydrodynamic
kjrni modely, ktere se soustredi pouze na simulaci pohybu vody v otevrenem koryte, neni 
mozne simulovat. Intepretaci vjsledku modelovani je zapotrebi vZdy provadet v kontextu 
komplexmno charakteru rizikovjch procesu, probihajicich v udolni nive pH povodni. 

Obr. 1 - Modelovany lisek toku Blanice mezi Bavorovem a soutokem s Otavou. 
Obr. 2 -Napnmeny tok Blanice u Protivina v miste soutoku s Talinskjrn potokem. Tok 

Blanice protinaji na kratkem useku dva silnieni mosty, mezi kterjrni je situovan 
vysoky jez. Na levem brehu jsou zrejme pozustatky puvodnich meandru, odnznu
tych pH napnmeni koryta toku. Foto Langhammer 2005. 

Obr. 3 - Ukazka definice korytoveho modelu Blanice v modelu HEC-RAS. ScheJIla zobra
zuje promenlivou cetnost pncnych profilu a jejich podrobnost. Data: VUV T.G.M. 
2002. 
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Obr. 4 - Srovnaru pnlbehu simulovanych hydrogramu v profilu Hetman v ptfpade koryta 
s jezy a bez jezu. 

Obr. 5 - Schema upravy mostu a hrazi ve variane modelu pted upravou profilu (a) a po 
uprave (b). 

Obr. 6 - Srovnani tvaru simulovanych hydrogramu v Hetmani pH nlznych upravach geo
wetrie koryta a inundacnmo uzemi. 

Obr. 7 - Zelenicni most u Putimi, stdeny pti povodni 2002. V miste mostni konstrukce je 
ru'k.y naspu zeleznice zuzena niva a proud pH povodni je tak koncentrovan do uz
keho prostoru mostniho otvoru. Foto Langhammer 2003. 

Obr. 8 -Profil8,385 pted upravou (a) a po uprave (b). 
Obr. 9 - Srovnaru tvaru simulovanych hydrogramu v Hetmani v ptfpade puvodniho mode

lu a modelu s upravenYm tvarem ptfcnych profilu. 
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TRACE ELEMENTS IN SOILS IN THE NORTHERN AND THE 
CENTRAL TIAN-SHAN (KAZAKHSTAN - KYRGYZSTAN) 

L.Sefrna, F. Previtali, R. Comolli, D. Cantelli, M. Zdravko
vic: Trace elements in soils in the northern and the central Tian-shan (Kazakhstan -
Kyrgyzstan). - Geografie-Sbornik eGS, 113, 3, pp. 253-268 (2008). - The present paper 
examines and compares heavy metal contents in soils from two altitudinal sequences in the 
northern and the central Tian-Shan mountains. The soil horizons of 11 sites were 
described, sampled, analysed, interpreted and classified. Results show that pedological 
processes similar to those responsible for the development of steppe chernozems are active 
even at very high elevations. This is probably in part due to the presence of blankets of 
aeolian silt deposited recently and in the past. 
In order to verify the degree of accumulation and possible ecotoxicity, the distribution and 
mobility of Cd, Cr, Cu, Zn, Pb, and Ni within soil profiles were checked. Relationships 
among elements and other pedological parameters, such as organic carbon content, pH, 
texture, etc., were investigated. Lastly, the possible risk of contamination was assessed. 
KEY WORDS: trace elements - soils - Tian-Shan - taxonomy. 

1. Introduction 

Soil profiles situated northwest and east-southeast of Lake Issyk-Kul (Fig. 
1) in the central Tian-Shan mountains (Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan) were 
investigated. Two previous works (Comolli et a1. 2003, Previtali et a1. 1997) 
discussed findings on relationships among soils, climatic conditions, 
vegetation cover and landforms. 

This work examines the soil content of trace elements considered to be good 
indicators of possible soil contamination at high altitudes (2,000-3,000 m a. s. 
1.), which is often due to atmospheric contributions. Trace element contents in 
high altitude glaciers and soils from various parts of the world are often 
higher than expected. This is due to the fact that atmospheric transport and 
fallout bring human-induced pollution to regions even very distant from the 
source. 

2. Geography, Geology and Geomorphology 

The Tian-Shan mountain belt extends for about 2,500 km from the 
SyrdaIja River basin in the west to the Gobi Desert in the east. The belt is 
characterised by several parallel E-W-trending mountain systems, with 
elevations frequently exceeding 5,000 m. The mountain system is about 600 
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Fig. 1 - Geographic loca tion of the study area 

km wide from the northern Kazakh shield to the southern Tarim block. 
Between 2,000 and 3,000 m a . s. 1., ridges are separated by depressions either 
partially filled with glacial, fluvioglacial and alluvial deposits or occupi~d by 
lakes v (e.g. , Alma-Atijnskoe Ozero). The major rivers in this region, the Cylyk 
and Con-Kemin, flow respectively to the east and west and have their sources 
in the area between the Zailijskij Alatau and the Kjungej Ala-Too ranges. 

Soils, their forming factors and geochemical load along two transects were 
investigated between latitudes 42"10'N and 43"10'N and longitudes 76"45'E 
and 78"32'E . Soil sites are situated at altitudes ranging between m 2,000 and 
m 3,500 a . s. 1. 

Two different physiographic districts, located respectively south of the 
town of Alma-Ata and south of Pdeval'sk, were identified (Figures 2 and 3): 
- the Northern District (north of Lake Issyk-Kul) 
- the Eastern District (east of the lake). 

In the Northern District, to the south of Alma-Ata, the Quaternary loess 
cover and glaciofluvial deposits extend over large areas. The loess mantle is 
in places up to 20-30 m thick. Devonian granites and granodiorites constitute 
the near mountain chains (Ministry of Geology of SSSR 1983, Abdulin et a1. 
1984). Around Lake Alma-Atijnskoe, Ordovician gabbros and norites are 
associated with granites (Tibaldi et a1. 1997). 

Further south, having crossed the watershed, in the Kyrgyz Republic, 
several large faults mark a sharp lithological change from igneous formations 
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Fig. 3 - Cross sections A-B and C-D showing the location of soil profiles 

to sedimentary (mainly sandstones and conglomerates) and metamorphic 
(phyllites, slates, greenschists, amphibolites) ones. 

In the Eastern District, near PrZeval'sk, the Tertiary sedimentary 
formations dominate, while further south deep faults place them in spatial 
continuity with Precambrian and Palaeozoic igneous masses (granodiorites, 
granites, and gabbros) locally alternating with metamorphic, extrusive 
igneous and carbonate rocks. 
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3. Materials and Methods 

The field description of soil profiles and their environment was carried out 
following the F AO guidelines (2006). Soil colours were described according to 
the Munsell soil colour charts (2000). Laboratory analyses of soil samples 
were carried out in accordance with the procedures of Ministero delle 
Politiche Agricole e Forestali (2000). Soil samples were air-dried and passed 
through a stainless steel sieve to obtain the <2 mm fraction before analysis. 
Soil pH was measured in a water suspension using a soil:solution ratio of 
1:2.5. Particle size distribution (sand 2-0.050 mm, silt 0.050-0.002 mm, clay < 
0.002 mm) was determined by the pipet method after dispersion with sodium 
exametaphosphate. Organic carbon was determined using the Walkley-Black 
procedure. In addition, dry combustion in a furnace was used to determine 
organic matter contents in organic horizons. The cation exchange capacity 
(CEC) and exchangeable bases were determined using the BaC12-
triethanolamine pH 8.2 method and atomic absorption spectrometry. 
Carbonates were determined using the Dietrich-Fruhling calcimeter. Non
crystalline and poorly crystalline iron (Fe ox) and aluminium (Alox) were 
extracted through the acid ammonium oxalate method, and were used to 
calculate Alox+1I2 Feox (lUSS Working Group WRB, 2006), otherwise known 
as the "spodicity index" (SI). 

The so-called pseudototal forms of trace elements were determined 
following the Bettinelli et al. (2000) procedure. About 250 mg of sample were 
transferred into microwave vessels with 8 ml of aqua regia and placed into the 
microwave carousel. 

The heating program used in this digestion procedure is described in Table 
1. Mter digestion the solution was filtered and transferred into a 50 ml 
volumetric flask and brought to volume with milli-Q water. Trace elements in 
soil samples and blanks were analysed following the FAAS procedure. 

Soil classification was performed according to the World Reference Base for 
Soil Resources (lUSS Working Group WRB 2006). 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Soils 

General information on investigated sites and the soil classification 
according to the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (lUSS Working 
Group WRB 2006) are reported in Table 2. The main chemical properties of 
soils are reported in Table 3. 

Survey data and laboratory results indicate that Quaternary soil forming 
processes similar to the melanization responsible for the development of modern 
steppe-chernozems are active even at very high elevations. Such processes seem 
Tab 1 _ Heating program for microwave to be most likely enhanced by the 
dige'stion presence of both loess-like aeolian 

covers and particular climatic 
conditions (Comolli et al. 2003, 
Previtali et al. 1997). 

Step 1 

Power (Watt) 250 
Hold time (min) 2 
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400 
2 

3 

500 
10 On the contrary, in both 

surveyed districts, the B horizons 



Tab. 2 - Soil profile location, environmental data and soil classification 

NORTHERN DISTRICT 

Profile Location Elevation Aspect Slope Classification Parent material 
rna. s. L (%) (WRB 2006) 

No.1 Ak-Su Stream 3,140 E 3-4 Haplic Regosol Bouldery, pebbly 
42'53'N (Eutric, Gelic) and loamy 
77'05'E diamicton over 

schist debris 

No.2 Cong-Kemin River 2,9S0 360' Level Haplic Phaeozem Alluvial deposit, 
42'54'N (Silty) buried by aeolian 
77'03'E material 

No.3 Prahodnaia 2,160 W SO-100 Haplic Cambisol Igneous rock 
Stream (Eutric) debris and 
43'03'N diamicton 
76'55'E 

EASTERN DISTRICT 

No.4 South ofPrzeval'sk, 2,755 SE SO Phaeozem Granite and marble 
Karakol Stream (Skeletic, Arenic) talus deposit 
42'19'N 
7S'26'E 

No.5 South of Przeval'sk, 2,S50 N 70 Haplic Phaeozem Slate debris of 
Karakol Stream (Pachic, alluvial fan, buried 
42' 19'N Episkeletic) by aeolian silt 
7S'27'E 

No.6 South of PrZeval'sk, 3,455 NE 40 Mollic Leptosol Silty loam 
Kol-Ter Stream (Humic, Gelic) colluvial mudflow 
42'I7'N over solid granite, 
7S'31'E buried by aeolian 

silt 

No.7 South of PrZeval'sk, 3,600 SSE 10 HapHc Regosol Bouldery sandy 
Uyun-Ter Stream (Eutric, Gelic) loam ancient 
42'13'N diamicton, buried by 
7S'30'E aeolian silt 

No.S South of Przeval'sk, 3,600 NW 15 Haplic Regosol Recent bouldery 
Uyun-Ter Stream (Eutric, Gelic) diamicton 
42'14'N 
7S'31'E 

No.9 South of Przeval'sk, 2,450 360' Level Gleyic Mollic Alluvial deposits 
Karakol Stream Fluvisol (Humic, 
42'19'N Endoskeletic) 
7S'29'E 

No. 10 South ofPrzeval'sk, 2,470 W SO Haplic Regosol Crystalline schists 
Karakol Stream (Humic, Eutric) and serpentinites 
42'19'N talus deposit 
7S'2S'E 

No. 11 South of Przeval'sk, 2,695 E 70 Haplic Cambisol Crystalline rocks 
Karakol Stream (Humic, Eutric) talus deposit 
42'19'N 
7S'27'E 
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Tab. 3 - Main chemical properties of soils 

NORTHERN DISTRICT 

Profile Horizon Depth Colour pH CaCO, Org.C O.M. CEC Spodi-cit) Particle size distribution 
(em) (moist) (H2O) (%) (%) (%) (emol' Index 

kg-'soil) (%) sand silt clay 
(%) (%) (%) 

No.1 Ah 0-10 10YR 6.5 0.0 6.6 37.8 0.62 28 63 9 
'lJ2 

BA 10-40 10YR 6.6 0.0 2.8 35.6 0.71 21 65 14 
3/3 

CIR 40-50+ 

No.2 A 0-20 10YR 6.0 0.0 3.8 47.0 0.75 19 57 24 
3/2 

AC 20-60 10YR 6.4 0.0 1.2 39.1 0.62 26 59 15 
3/3 

2C 60-80+ 

No.3 Oe ~ 10YR 
'lJ1 

Ah 0-10115 10YR 5,7 0.0 4.8 27.8 0.34 47 38 15 
3/2 

BA 10/15- 10YR 5.9 0.0 0.7. 9.1 0.21 40 22 8 
25/30 313 

C 25/30-50 0.0 

EASTERN DISTRICT 

No.4 Ah1 0-9 10YR 5.9 0.5 12.5 63.8 0.31 63 31 6 
'lJ2 

Ah2 9-15 10YR 6.0 0.0 9.2 56.5 0.38 53 38 9 
'lJ2 

2A 15-38 10YR 5.9 0.2 2.1 30.9 0.35 26 55 19 
312 

2Bw 38-58 10YR 5.8 0.7 0.6 19.6 0.20 59 29 12 
4/3.5 

2CB 58-75+ 10YR 5.3 0.9 0.4 20.8 0.17 39 43 18 
5/3 

No.5 Oi O.~ 
Oe 0-3 10YR 5.5 0.6 65.3 0.27 

312 
Oa 3-6 10YR 5.4 1.4 50.3 0.42 

'lJ2 
Ah1 6-12 10YR 5.7 0.6 13.6 74.0 0.42 14 75 11 

'lJ2 
2Ah2 12-40 10YR 6.5 0.9 6.6 50.4 0.25 50 45 5 

312 
2AC 40-55 10YR 7.2 0.1 2.1 15.7 

313 
2C 55-75+ 10YR 

4/2 

No.6 Oi o.~ 
Oa 0-2 10YR 5.8 0.8 51.2 0.27 

'lJ2 
Ah 2-4 10YR 5.5 0.0 8.0 41.1 33 62 5 

313 
AB 4-24 10YR 5.2 0.0 2.6 26.2 0.41 19 72 9 

3.5/3 
2R 24-45+ 

No.7 Oi O.~ 
Oa 0-3 10YR 6.1 0.6 68.1 0.13 

'lJ2 
Ah 3-6 10YR 5.7 0.0 13.4 67.5 62 36 2 

2.5/2 
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Tab. 3 - Main chemical properties of soils 

Profile Horizon Depth Colour pH CaCO, Org. C O.M. CEC Spodi·cit Particle size distribution 
(em) (moist) (HP) (%) (%) (%) (emol' Index 

kg-' soil) (%) sand silt clay 
(%) (%) (%) 

2A S--9 lOYR 5.6 1.1 6.1 48.4 0.47 33 63 4 
3/2 

3CB 9-20 1Y 5.9 0.0 1.0 9.4 0.20 68 28 4 
4/5 

3C 20--60+ 2.5Y 6.6 0.3 0.5 9.3 0.18 70 25 5 
4.5/3 

No.8 Oi 0.5-0 
OalOe 0-2 10YR 5.7 0.0 47.2 

2/2 
A 2-<i 10YR 5.1 0.3 5.6 29.9 0.34 63 34 3 

3/3 
CA S--19 2.5Y 5.6 1.0 1.8 9.4 0.14 72 35 3 

4/4 
C 19-45+ 5Y 5.9 0.0 0.4 5.6 0.09 76 20 4 

4/1 

No.9 Ap 0-8 10YR 7.1 0.3 6.1 27.4 
3/1 

C 8-45 2.5Y 7.5 1.7 1.4 14.0 0.13 42 50 8 
4/2 

Cg 45-55 5Y 7.2 1.2 1.2 10.4 0.07 29 66 5 
4/1 

2Cg2 55-<i5+ 10YR 7.2 0.1 0.4 7.8 0.18 43 51 6 
4/5 

No. 10 Oi 2-0 
Oe 0-5 10YR 5.0 1.4 52.1 0.33 

2/1 
Ah 5-21 10YR 4.5 0.6 6.4 49.1 0.40 40 45 15 

3/3 
CA 21-<i5+ 2.5Y 5.8 0.0 1.5 17.6 0.15 62 25 13 

4/4 

No. 11 Oi 2-0 
Oe 0-2 10YR 6.0 0.0 45.0 

211 
A 2-7 10YR 5.7 0.0 13.6 72.9 0.24 31 55 14 

3/2 
AB 7-16 10YR 5.4 0.5 2.4 30.5 0.30 49 37 14 

3/3 
Bw 1S--60 10YR 5.8 0.2 2.1 33.7 0.37 45 40 15 

4/4 

do not meet the diagnostic requirements of the different taxonomic systems 
for typical spodic (podzolic) B horizons. Only in the Northern District, profiles 
No.1 and 2 show a marked increase in non-crystalline and poorly crystalline 
iron (Feox) and aluminium (Alox) with depth, probably as a result of the more 
abundant rainfall in the area. 

4.2 Trace Elements 

In order to assess the geochemical content of each individual soil sample and 
its possible contamination, values must be referred to average values, to the 
parent material background and to thresholds. Unfortunately, the mean and 
range concentrations of trace elements in soils proposed in the literature are 
significantly divergent (Allaway 1968; Kabata-Pendias, Pendias 1984, 2001; 
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Tab. 4 - Reports concentrations of six trace elements in Northern and Eastern district soil 
profiles 

NORTHERN DISTRICT 

Profile Horizon Depth Cu Cr Pb Zn Cd Ni 
(em) mgkg-I mgkg-I mgkg-I mgkg-I mg kg-I mgkg-I 

No.1 Ah 0-10 59.2 40.8 159.2 116.3 0.51 34.7 
BA 10-40 66.3 44.2 70.3 128.5 0.46 40.2 
CIR 40-50+ 

No.2 A 0-20 90.9 122.5 59.3 90.9 0.04 112.7 
AC 20-60 95.7 222.7 56.6 87.9 b.d.I. 197.3 
2C 60-80+ 

No.3 Oe 5-0 
Ah 0-10115 39.5 27.7 33.6 63.2 0.14 25.7 
BA 10/15-25/30 40.0 18.0 32.0 54.0 0.02 20.0 
C 25/30-50+ 

EASTERN DISTRICT 

No.4 Ah1 0-9 47.0 48.8 38.3 95.8 0.16 29.6 
Ah2 9-15 51.4 67.2 41.5 88.9 0.16 33.6 
2A 15-38 57.5 65.5 41.7 87.3 0.16 37.7 

2Bw 38-58 36.3 54.4 36.3 96.8 0.01 30.2 
2CB 58-75+ 47.4 59.3 35.6 98.8 0.02 35.6 

No.5 Oi 0.5-0 
Oe 0-3 40.0 38.0 34.0 106.0 0.60 18.0 
Oa 3-S 42.2 46.2 32.1 84.3 0.22 24.1 

Ah1 6-12 49.2 53.1 39.4 65.0 0.08 25.6 
2Ah2 12-40 59.4 57.5 40.2 63.2 0.04 34.5 
2AC 40-55 
2C 55-75+ 

No.6 Oi 0.5-0 
Oa 0-2 52.0 50.0 44.0 108.0 0.40 28.0 
Ah 2-4 
AB 4-24 64.0 52.0 44.0 82.0 0.02 36.0 
2R 24-45+ 

No.7 Oi 0.5-0 
Oa 0-3 22.4 13.3 20.4 41.8 0.15 8.2 
Ah 3-S 
2A 6-9 42.0 60.0 54.0 70.0 0.08 22.0 

3CB 9-20 66.1 81.7 33.1 83.7 0.06 40.9 
3C 20-60+ 82.3 74.3 52.2 80.3 0.20 40.2 

No.8 Oi 0.5-0 
Oa/Oe 0-2 

A 2-S 48.2 88.4 36.1 74.3 b.d.I. 42.2 
CA 6-19 88.4 100.4 24.1 62.2 b.d.I. 42.2 
C 19-45+ 101.5 92.0 26.8 44.1 b.d.I. 40.2 

No.9 Ap 0-8 
C 8-45 73.4 85.3 35.7 59.5 0.04 41.7 

Cg 45-55 84.0 74.0 34.0 64.0 0.08 46.0 
2Cg2 55-S5+ 58.7 62.5 26.5 47.3 0.04 32.2 

No. 10 Oi 2-0 
Oe 0-5 43.1 27.5 49.0 58.8 0.22 19.6 
Ah 5-21 56.0 54.1 54.1 67.6 0.10 25.1 
CA 21-S5+ 88.5 51.9 65.4 65.4 0.02 25.0 

No. 11 Oi 2-0 
Oe 0-2 
A 2-7 43.3 53.1 39.4 84.6 0.18 23.6 

AB 7-16 61.1 61.1 43.9 78.2 0.17 36.3 
Bw 16-S0 55.8 78.8 38.5 92.3 0.04 40.4 
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Gladney, Burns1985; Canepa et al. 1994; Baize 1997; Helmke 2000). Another 
factor of uncertainty is the lack of information in many papers on the form of 
occurrence of the trace elements in question: total, available, mobile, etc. 

Moreover, data on relative mobilities through soil profiles are sometimes 
discordant, particularly those for Cu and Ni (Brooks 1983; Kabata-Pendias, 
Pendias 1984, 2001; Fujikawa et al. 2000). Only Pb and Cr are generally 
agreed to have very low mobility in the acid conditions of a supergene 
environment. Moreover, sampling and laboratory extraction methods greatly 
influence and complicate the interpretation of results (Tobias et al. 1997). 

In addition, note that it is very difficult to establish geochemical 
background levels in periglacial environments, where the bedrock is covered 
with till, loess, fluvioglacial and fluvial deposits, and where soils have a 
cumulative character (Birkeland 1999). In such environments it is 
meaningless to consider trace element contents in the bedrock as background 
values. Moreover, neither the present depth of the bedrock nor the possible 
effects of past or active weathering and pedogenesis in the study area are well 
known. In recently active mountain ranges which experienced Alpine 
orogenesis, the products of intense physical weathering and continuous slope 
degradation overlap with debris flow, creep, cryoclastism and freeze-thaw 
processes, etc. Such processes may mask heavy metal translocation in soil 
profiles. Lastly, aeolian silt partly covers some soil parent materials. 

For all these reasons, the present work adopted world soil average 
elemental contents as background and reference values (Tab. 4). 

In the Northern District, Cd concentrations are low in all profiles except 
profile No.1, where it is slightly over the world mean value. Cr is particularly 
abundant in profile No.2, which also has high Ni and Cu concentrations. 
These high values testify to the genetic diversity of the parent materials of 
profile No.2 with respect to the parent materials of other profiles in the 
district. Moreover, the different values within the same profile also highlight 
the internal genetic diversity between the two materials themselves. In short, 
profile No.2, developed in a loess-like material which covered alluvial 
deposits, stands out from the others for its higher Cr, Cu, and Ni contents. 

As for Pb, since this element has a very low mobility, its position in a profile 
can effectively indicate its atmospheric or lithological origin. In profile No.1, 
the higher Pb contents and the fair amounts of Zn and Cd in the surface 
horizons indicate that these elements probably derived from an atmospheric 
source. 

Cd shows an irregular distribution in all Eastern District soil profiles; it 
exceeds the world mean value only in the surface horizon of profile No.5. Cr 
slightly increases with depth at all sites and has a very low mobility; it was 
likely inherited from the parent materials. 

Ni and Cu, generally known to be easily mobilized during weathering, are 
nearly constantly present in high quantities at depth. 

Since Zn is quite mobile, its high concentrations in the surface horizons of 
profiles No.4, 5, 6 and 8 suggest the local contribution of atmospheric fallout. 

Lastly, the so-called reference A-values (target values) and C-values 
(intervention values), calculated on the weighted average of whole profiles, 
were compared (Fig. 4) to trace element contents in the soils of the two 
districts following the procedure of the Dutch National Institute of Public 
Health and Environmental Protection (1991). This system of risk evaluation 
adequately takes into account the actual clay and organic matter content in 
soil, since these components are able to inactivate contaminants. 
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compared with the average world soil elemental concentrations (Logan 2000) and with the 
Target (A) and Intervention (C) values calculated according to the procedure of the Dutch 
National Institute of Public Health and Environmental Protection (1991) 

Cd, Pb and Zn concentrations are commonly within the limits of the A 
value, while Cu contents were everywhere above the A value. Cr and Ni 
concentrations were particularly high in profile No.2. When referred to the C 
values, Pb, Cr, Cd and Zn concentrations were everywhere well below values 
of ecotoxicological risk. Ni reaches the C threshold of 168 mg kg-l in profile 
No.2, and Cu the threshold of 90 mg kg-l in site No.8. 
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Principal Components 
Analysis (PCA) applied 
to the main soil 
parameters (Fig. 5) 
highlighted two groups 
of variables: Cr, Cu and 
Ni are linked to pH, 
whereas Cd, Pb and Zn 
are linked to S1. These 
relationships were also 
confirmed by the high 
statistical correlation 
between the variables. 

It is highly meaning
ful (p<0.005) the correla
tion (Fig. 6) between Pb, 
Zn and the S1. These 
elements were concen
trated likely in chelate 
forms, within the illuvial 
horizons with higher sr, 
as well as frequently 
mentioned in literature 
(Sartori et al. 2002). PCA 
applied to soil profiles 
(Fig. 7) shows that the 
soils of the Eastern 
District (Profiles No. 4 
up to 11) are quite simi
lar among themselves, 
whereas the soils of the 
Northern one are rather 
unlike, probably because 
more influenced by the 
geochemical variability 
of the parent material. 

5. Conclusions 

The first part of this 
paper showed how 
melanization prevails 
over podzolization in the 
surveyed region. 

Fig. 6 - Correlation between Pb-Zn and the Spodicity Index Although the lithological 
characteristics of many 

acidic rocks, climate conditions and even altitude apparently favour the latter 
process, aeolian contributions in the Holocene and Pleistocene seem to have 
left on soils important marks of steppe pedoenvironments. 

The second part examined trace elements contents and their ecotoxicity 
thresholds. Contents in the examined soils, as weighted averages in all the 
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Fig. 7 - PCA for soil profiles. Weighted averages of pH, organic carbon, SI, Cd, Cu, Cr, Ni, 
Pb and Zn were calculated for soil depths of 0-30 cm 

horizons of each profile, were compared to average contents in world soils. 
Results were as follows: 

Cr concentrations were everywhere around equal to the world average, 
except in profile No.2, where Ni is also very abundant 
Pb was almost everywhere slightly above the world average, with small 
deviations 
Cu was fairly higher than the world mean value 
Zn was almost equal to the world average, with very small variations 
Ni was everywhere below the world average, except in profile No. 2, where 
the Cr content was also very high 
Cd was generally scarce, except in one sample where it was slightly above 
average. 
Possible values in excess of target A-values and intervention C-values 

established by the Dutch National Institute of Public Health and 
Environmental Protection (1991) were then examined. The thresholds were 
calculated taking into consideration clay and organic matter contents in the 
examined soil. Results show that Cr is everywhere much lower than 
intervention C-values, Cu contents range between A and C-values, Pb and 
Cd contents are generally lower than A-values, and Zn concentrations 
oscillate above and below A-values, as do Ni contents (except in profile 
No.2). 
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Based on trace elements contents, we conclude that the investigated soils 
generally show no significant contamination. The higher metal 
concentrations in soil profile No. 2 (developed from aeolian silt covering 
alluvial deposits) are probably due to contributions from distant areas which 
cannot be identified on the basis of collected data. This presumption is based 
on location of soil profile No.2 in relation to the walley orientation and 
dominant wind direction and demands additional sampling in order to prove 
it. 
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Shrnuti 

STOPOvE PRVKY V p(mACH V SEVERN! A CENTRALN! CASTI POHOld TIAN
SHAN (KAZACHSTAN - KYRGYSTAN) 

V ramci dvou vzajemne navazujicich expedici byly zkoumanx pudy v oblasti severoza
padne a jihovjchodne od jezera Issyk-Kul v centralnim Tjan-Sanu (Kazachstan a Kyr
gystan). Pudy byly sledovany podel dvou transektu zahrnujicich rozmezi nadmorskych vj
sek 2 000 az 3 500 m. Souvislosti mezi pudami, klimatickYffii podminkami, vegetaci a reli
efem byly predmetem predchozich praci, tato je zamerena na posouzeni obsahu stopovjch 
prvku v pude jako indikatoru mozne kontaminace pud ve vysokych nadmorskych vjskach. 
Ta je zpravidla dusledkem jejich dalkoveho atmosferickeho prenosu. 

Terenni popis pudnich profilu ajejich polohy byl proveden podle smernic FAO, barva pu
dy urcena pomoci Munsellovy barevne skaly a typologicka klasifikace podle WRBS. Ode
brane pudni vzorky byly analyzovany v souladu s metodickYmi postupy italskeho Minister
stva pro zemedelskou a lesnickou politiku. Po uprave na jemnozem 2 mm byly ve vzorcich 
stanoveny pHlH20, Corg., kationtova vjmenna kapacita (CEC), obsah karbonatu, Feox a 
Alox k yYpoctu indexu spodicity - SI (Alox+1I2Feo x). Pipetovaci metodou byla urcena zr
nitost. Tzv. pseudototalni formy stopovjch prvku Cd, Cr, Cu, Zn, Pb aNi byly stanoveny ve 
vjluhu lucavky kralovske podle postupu Bettinelliho metodou FAAS. 

Polohu, environmentalni data a pudne typologickou klasifikaci sledovanych profilu uva
di tabulka 2, zakladni chemicke vlastnosti pud jsou uvedena v tabulce 3. Ziskana data a la
boratorni vjsledky ukazuji, ze kvarterni procesy tvorby pud podobne melanizaci, zodpo
vedne za vznik soucasnych stepnich cernozemi, jsou aktivni i ve velmi vysokych nadmor
skych vj1§kach. Tyto procesy pravdepodobne podporuje pntomnost spra1§im podobneho 
eolickeho prekryvu a specifickych klimatickych podminek. 

V obou sledovanych oblastech nesplnuji hOrizonty B diagnosticka kriteria ruznych taxo
nOmickych systemu pro typicke spodicke (podzolove) B horizonty. Pouze v oblasti severne 
od jezera Issyk-Kul vykazuji profily c. 1 a 2 s hloubkou stoupajici obsah Feox a Alox, prav
depodobne jako dusledek vys1§ich srazek v tomto uzemi. 

Geochemicke hodnoceni jednotlivjch pudnich vzorku a odhad jejich mozne kontaminace 
vyzaduje porovnani s prUmernYmi hodnotami, pozadim vjchoziho materialu a prahovjmi 
obsahy. Vzhledem ke skutecnosti, ze literarni udaje jak 0 koncentracich stopovjch prvku, 
tak jejich formach a mobilite v ramci pudnich profilu se casto lisi, interpretace vjsledku je 
take wazne ovlivnovana ruznYm zpusobem vzorkovani a metodami laboratorni extrakce 
a navic je velmi obtizne urcit geochemicke pozadi v periglacialnich podminkach, kde je pod
klad prekryt jilem, spra1§i, fluvioglacialnimi a fluvialnimi sedimenty a kde maji pudy ku
mulativni charakter, byly v teto praci jako pozadi a referencni hodnoty pouzity prUmerne 
obsahy prvku v pudach sveta (obr. 4). Koncentrace 6 sledovanych stopovjch prvku v pudach 
zajmoveho uzemi uvadi zvia1§t pro oblast severni a vjchodni tabulka 4. 

V severni casti byly koncentrace Cd nizke ve vsech profilech s vY,iimkou profilu C. 1, kde 
mime prevysuji svetovj prumer. U profilu C. 2 vyvinuteho ze spra1§oveho substratu prekry
teho alluvialnimi sedimenty byla zaznamenana zvjsena koncentrace Cr, Ni a Cu. 

U Pb lze, vzhledem k velmi nizke mobilite, usuzovat z distribuce tohoto prvku v ramci 
profilu na jeho atmosfericky nebo litologicky puvod. V profilu C. 1, indikuje vy1§1§i obsah Pb 
a obsah Zn a Cd v povrchovjch horizontech pravdepodobny atmosfericky zdroj. 
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Cd vykazuje ve vsech profilech rychodni oblasti nepravidelnou distribuci; svetory pnl
mer presahuje pouze v povrchovem horizontu profilu c. 5. Obsah Cr se mirne zvysuje s 
hloubkou a na vsech lokalitach vykazuje velmi nizkou mobilitu, lze tedy usuzovat na jeho 
geogenni puvod. Ni a Cu, ktere jsou vseobecne pokladany za prvky lehce uvolnitelne v pro
cesu zvetravani, jsou temer konstantne pntomny ve vyssim mnozstvi v hloubeji polozenych 
horizontech. Jelikoz Zn je vcelku mobilnim prvkem, je jeho vyssi koncentrace v povrchorych 
horizontech profilu 4, 5, 6 a 8 pncitana atmosferickemu spadu. 

Vazene pnlmery obsahu stoporych prvku v celych sledovanych profilech byly porovnany 
s pnlmerem koncentrace techto prvku v pudach sveta a s tzv. referencnimi hodnotami A 
(target values) a C (intervention values) vypoctenYmi podle metody nizozemskeho Narod
niho ustavu pro zdravi a ochranu zivotniho prostredi. Tento system hodnoceni rizika bere 
v uvahu i aktualni obsah jilu a organicke hmoty v pudach, jako slozek schopnych inaktivo
vat kontaminanty (obr. 4). 

Existuje vysoce ryznamna korelace mezi obsahem Pb, Zn a indexem spodicity SI (obr. 6). 
Tyto prvky jsou v illuvialnich horizontech s vysokYm SI koncentrovany pravdepodobne 
v chelatorych formach. 

Pudy rychodni oblasti vykazuji mensi variabilitu nez pudy severni oblasti, coz je s nej
vetsi pravdepodobnosti zpusobeno geochemickou variabilitou rychoziho materialu (obr. 7). 

V prvni casti textuje poukazano na prevahu melanizace nad podzolizaci ve sledovane ob
lasti, ackoli litologicke charakteristiky mnoha kyselych hornin, klima a nadmorska ryska 
zjevne uprednostnuji druhy z uvedenych procesu. Duvodem je pntomnost holocennich 
a pleistocennich eolickych sedimentU. 

Druha cast se zabfya obsahem stoporych prvku ajejich ekotoxicitou. Obsah ve sledova
nych pudach byl jako vazeny prumer vsech horizontu kazdeho profilu porovnan s pnlmer
nYm obsahem v pudach sveta s nasledujicimi rysledky: 

koncentrace Cr se ve vsech pnpadech temer rovnala svetovemu pnlmeru s vf.jimkou pro
filu 2, ktery vykazoval take vyssi obsah Ni 
obsah Pb byl temer vzdy mirne nad svetovYm pnlmerem 
obsah Cu byl 0 dost vyssi nez svetory pnlmer 
koncentrace Zn bylatemer rovna svetovemu pnlmeru, s velmi malou variabilitou 
obsah Ni byl vzdy pod urovni svetoveho pnlmeru s vf.jimkou profilu c. 2, kde byl stejne 
jako obsah Zn velmi vysoky 
pntomnost Cd byla obecne velmi vzacna, s vf.jimkou jednoho vzorku, kde byla lehce nad 
prumerem. 
Z porovnani s hodnotami A (target values) a C (intervention values) vyplfya, ze obsah 

Cr byl ve vsech pnpadech mnohem nizsi nez hodnoty C, obsah Cu se pohyboval mezi hod
notami A a C, obsah Pb a Cd byl nizsi nez hodnoty A a koncentrace Zn oscilovala nad a pod 
hodnotami A, stejne jako obsah Ni (s vf.jimkou profilu c. 2). 

Na zaklade obsahu stoporych prvku vyvozujeme, ze sledovane pudy vcelku nevykazuji 
vjraznou kontaminaci. Vyssi obsah kovU v profilu c. 2 (vyvinutem na eolickem prachu pre
krytem alluvialnimi sedimenty) je pravdepodobne dusledkem dalkoveho prenosu a nelze ho 
identifikovat na zaklade ziskanych dat. 
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Obr. 1 - Geograficka lokalizace zajmoveho uzemi 
Obr. 2 - Hlavni pohofi a reky zajmoveho uzemf. A-B a C-D jsou smery transektu 
Obr. 3 - Prieny rez v profilech A-B a C-D znazornujici umisteni pudnich profilu 
Obr. 4 - Vazene prumery obsahu stoporych prvku v profilech sledovanych pud porovnane s 

prumernymi koncentracemi prvku v pudach sveta (Logan 2000) a s hodnotami ci
lorych limitu (A) a intervenenich limitu (C) podle metody Nizozemskeho narodni
ho ustavu pro zdravi a zivotni prostredi 

Obr. 5 -PCA promennych pudniho profilu (vazene prumery v hloubce 0-30 cm). Spod-Ind. 
- Spodicity Index (SI), C - Organicky uhlik 

Obr. 6 - Korelace mezi Pb-Zn a spodicity indexem 
Obr. 7 -PCA pro pudni profily. Vazene prumery pro pH, Cox, SI, Cd, Cu, Cr, Ni, Pb a Zn v 

hloubce 0-30 cm 
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REGIONAL DIFFERENTIATION OF SELECTED 
CONDITIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN 

AND SOCIAL CAPITAL IN CZECHIA 

v . Jan c Ii k , T . H a v lie e k , P . C h rom y , M . Mar a d a: Regional 
Differentiation of Selected Comjitions for the Development of Human and Social Capitol in 
Czechia. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 113, 3, pp. 269-284 (2008). - This article addresses the 
analysis of theoretical and methodological concepts of the quality of human and social 
capital and their relation to the theory of spatial polarisation. Selected conditions for the 
development of human and social capital and their territorial differentiation in Czechia are 
evaluated. On the basis of an evaluation of component indicators of human capital (the ratio 
of university educated residents in the population over 15 years of age as well as an 
economic burden index) and social capital (voter participation in municipal elections and 
the number of candidates divided by the number of offices to be filled in the 2006 municipal 
elections) problematic areas are identified at a micro-regional level (the network of 
municipalities having a certified municipal authority). 
KEY WORDS: human capital - social capital - potential development - rural areas -
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Introduction 

In connection with the post-communist transition, which resulted from the 
fall of the communist regime in Czechoslovakia in 1989 and 1990, and with 
the initiation and proliferation of integration processes and the gradual 
intensification of globalization processes during the 1990's, the territories of 
Czechia experienced significant increases in both vertical (societal) and 
horizontal (regional) differences. Geographers, who had been examining the 
development of the system of settlement or regional development for years, 
were faced with new research questions. These were especially related to 
identifying key issues and mechanisms that contribute to the growth of 
differences between regions, both at their various hierarchical levels as well 
as in light of the structure of conditions. This especially concerns searching 
for key aspects of differentiation (expressions and processes of socio-economic, 
socio-cultural and even physical-geographic nature), interpreting their 
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changes over time and the intensity of their influence (separating general 
from specific / regular from chance processes and qualitatively new processes, 
etc.; for more information, see, for example, Hampl, Dostal, Drbohlav 2007; 
Havlicek, Chromy 2001; Jancak 2001; Kostelecky, Patockova, Vobecka 2007; 
Kuldova 2007b; Kuldova-Kucerova 2008; Marada 2001; Novotna ed. 2005). 

On the basis of research projects already conducted on the geographic 
aspects of the transition of society (e.g. Hampl et al. 1996, 1999,2001) and the 
polarisation of space (e.g. Blazek, Csank 2007; Jancak, Havlicek, Chromy, 
Marada 2006; Havlicek, Chromy, Jancak, Marada 2008), which were 
primarily carried out at the Department of Social Geography and Regional 
Development of the Faculty of Science at Charles University in Prague, we 
can establish that, in terms of a region's successfulness, in addition to the 
(development of) the region's location in its regional system (outward and 
inward), the level of concentration of its inhabitants (population density) or 
its function (for example administrative, or rather directive), that the activity 
of the subjects themselves, in general terms: the quality of human and social 
capital in the specified area, can be considered indicative. 

We have defined the goals of the article on a number of levels. The main 
goal of the introductory theoretical, methodological discussion is to classify 
and define the terms human and social capital, as well as to justify and 
discuss the selection of possible and appropriate indicators for evaluating 
regional differentiation in their quality. The goal of the empirical section of 
the article is to, through the application of the selected indicators, complete 
an evaluation of regional differentiation of the selected conditions for the 
development of human and social capital in Czechia, at the beginning of the 
21st century, and to identify problematic areas, which deserve further, special 
attention. We formulate the assumptions, which are verified in the empirical 
section, in the methods section of the article. 

Theoretical concept and definition of terms 

In recent decades, the terms human capital and social capital have become 
important for a series of studies in sociology, economics, political science and 
- over the last few years - in geography as well. In spite of the terminological 
similarity and topical "closeness" of these terms, they should not be confused 
(Field, Schuller, Baron 2000). 

While human capital is defined primarily as an individual factor of 
qualifications, productivity, skills and capability; social capital is defined 
through mutual relations, cooperation, social cohesion, trust and the 
interactivity of individuals (Schuller 2000). The concept of human capital was 
first identified mainly through the benefits resulting from such investments 
in people as: education, trainings, health services, vitamin consumption and 
gathering of information about the economical system (Becker 1962). During 
recent years, this term has been extended to include such elements as: 
motivation, moral values and interpersonal attitudes and abilities (Cote 
2001). "Human capital is most often determined as the knowledge, skills, 
competence and other attributes embodied in a human being that enable the 
establishment of personal, social and economic prosperity" (OECD 2001; Janc 
2006, p. 40). 

Since the end of World War II, proponents of neoclassical theories in 
economic and social sciences have argued that the quality of human capital, 
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connected with increasing levels of education, is a basic element contributing 
to increases in the standard of living (Becker 1964). Such thinking resulted in 
an increase in investments into educational systems, which supported the 
human potential and economic growth of regions (Preston, Dyer 2003). 
Human capital, which is distinctively individual in nature, thus primarily 
includes education, skills, training and the experiences of individuals or of a 
defined community, who apply or who are capable of applying this capital in 
the labour market. Meanwhile, human capital theory argues that direct 
connections exist between the human capital of the labour force and labour 
productivity as well as between productivity and profit (Becker 1971). 
Participants in the labour market with higher human capital - meaning with 
higher education, greater skills and experience - are more productive and 
receive higher wages than employees with lower human capital. The 
accumulation of human capital is therefore a significant determinant of 
wages and, as a result, a higher standard of living. Human capital theory 
cannot, of course, be applied in this simplifying form, because other factors 
(unemployment, discrimination, complications with housing, etc.), which 
bring further problems to the labour market, enter into the process, as well. 

Social capital is based on sourcesv(human capital), which are held by the 
individual members of a network (Safr, Sedhickova 2006). So, by creating 
social networks, individuals accumulate and multiply their individual 
(human) capital and reshape it into a (collective) social capital. The people, 
among whom such an exchange takes place, often create a variety of exclusive 
associations, in which the very contacts made through such associations are 
further strengthened. These networks can often arise spontaneously and 
naturally (Boundon, Besnard, Cherkaoui, Lecuyer 2004; Jandourek 2007). 
Coleman (1988) defines social capital as the ability of people to work together 
in the framework of groups and organizations in order to realise common 
purposes. 

In geographic sciences, branches interested in the phenomenon of human 
and social capital include, primarily: theoretical concepts of regional 
development (e.g. the endogenous growth theory, Romer 1986), institutional 
directions of regional geography or "new" economic geography (e.g. Krugman 
1991, Martin 1999), branches which consider the quality of human and social 
capital to be an important part of the cumulative capital in a given area 
(Blazek, Uhlir 2002). In relation to the development of regions over time, 
emphasis is placed primarily on the initiative ofindividuals, thus giving more 
weight to subjective ("soft") factors. In contrast, deterministic (e.g. 
structuralist) approaches (Blazek 1999). In this way, the prosperity of an area 
is primarily the result of high-quality social, cultural and institutional 
structures with adaptive and innovative human and social capital. The public 
sector should, therefore, support all efforts to improve living conditions in a 
given area, in all possible aspects. Increasing opportunities for engaging the 
largest possible constituency of individual members of society into processes 
of education and decision-making in public matters (e.g. participation in the 
administration of public issues in a manner such as active participation in 
local or regional government administration or referendums) and, by so doing, 
involving them in improving the quality oflocal, social capital can be included 
among institutional activities as well (Kuldova 2007a,b; Mohan, Mohan 2002; 
Putnam 1993, 2001). 

From the above information it is evident that while human capital can be 
considered to be primarily a source of an individual nature, social capital is a 
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collective source; wherein evaluation of the activities of the specific actors in 
a given area is always key (Pisseli 1999). It is necessary to view social capital 
as a dynamic element. It is perceived as an evolving structure, which 
regulates the varied behaviour of individuals on the one hand, while, on the 
other hand, it is formed and modified by this structure (Giddens 1984). 
Analysis of social capital should not, however, be reduced to or confused with 
research of networks, which is typical of structuralism. 

From the above information it is clear that the quality of human and social 
capital is one of the significant factors determining the process of spatial 
polarisation, or rather the existence of problematic regions. Exploring the 
phenomenon of periphery originates primarily from an analysis of relations 
between core areas and their hinterland in the sense of the polarity model of 
a centre and periphery. It, however, has a series of specific forms in terms of 
evolution on the one hand and in terms of rank-size or scale, on the other. In 
general, however, it always expresses their asymmetrical relation. From the 
beginning, peripheral areas were described on a macro-structural level, 
wherein the main aspects that were applied in defining such areas were 
primarily physical geographic features, even though they were transformed 
into anthropo-geographic and political geographic effects (Havlicek, Chromy 
2001). With the beginning of the 20th century, a shift in perception of 
peripheral areas to lower territorial orders (nodal regions). This occurred as a 
result of research of the development of settlement systems and the shaping 
of connections between settlements and their hierarchisation. In regards to 
this, Korbik (1973) indicated that a key role was played here by the work of 
Mackinder and Vidal de la Blache. Christaller (1933), while formulating his 
central place theory, also implicitly defined core and periphery. This, 
however, dealt mostly with the simplification of the spatial concentration of 
territorial organisation and not at all with principles and processes of 
development underlying its asymmetry. Dynamically conceived theories of 
regional development did not appear until after World War II. Economists 
were first to put forth an attempt to resolve regional disparity (Myrda11957, 
Hirschman 1959). Wirth (1963) utilised not only the physical geographic 
aspect, but also considered the historical and political aspects outlining 
differences between northern and southern Europe. In addition to this, a so
called inner periphery was also alluded to. An example is Myrdal's, or rather 
Hirschman's theory of cumulative causation (one of the core-periphery 
theories), in which the authors differentiate predominantly negative - so
called "polarising" or "backwash" - effects that are caused by more developed 
regions and affect less-developed regions, but also describe positive forces 
("spread" or "trickle-down" effects); for more information see Blazek, Uhlir 
(2002). 

Leimgruber (2001, 2004) considers the polarisation theory of core
periphery, which points out increasing differences between the rich and the 
poor, to be a better model for understanding the current state of affairs in the 
world than the theoretical concepts of neoclassicism, which assume that the 
normal operation of market mechanisms leads to a levelling out of differences 
between social and even spatial aspects. In these processes, key significance 
is attributed to human decisions, based in subjective interests and values 
(Leimgruber 1994, 1998). Again, this points to the significance of the activity 
of the subjects/actors in a given area, especially their ability (and their 
quickness) to accept new stimuli, information and innovations. 

The dichotomous terms core and periphery are often anchored in the 
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thinking and perceptions of interested subjects (HeinteI1998). The role ofthe 
distance/spatial factor (the horizontal element) is weakening, while, in 
contrast, the significance ofthe hierarchy of the political, social, economic and 
cultural organisation of geographic activity (the vertical element) is 
increasing. 

The development of a wide variety of complicated political, economic, social 
and ecological relationships in an area, which is inherent to the process of 
spatial polarisation, can be abstractly expressed in four phases - growth, 
stagnation, decline and levelling out (Havlicek, Chromy 2001; Halas 2008). It 
is no less important to point out that core-periphery theories perceive merely 
a simplified dichotomy of core and periphery, even though the relationship 
often expresses itself as a continuum. Consequently, core areas are often 
described as "winners" and peripheral areas as "losers". This undermines 
opportunities for their mutual cooperation. The quality of social and human 
capital also is valuable in explaining the quality of life in a territory (for more 
about this see, for example Mourek 1998; Hurbanek 2005; Ira, Pasiak, Fal£an, 
Gajdos eds. 2005; Baxa 2008). 

Methods 

Based on the preceding observations and conclusions from thematically 
similar studies, the following, general assumptions can be formulated: 
1. Key individuals and social networks are subject to regional/local 

development in a significant way. As a consequence oflow population density 
and the overall population of municipalities/settlements in peripheral and 
rural areas, the quality of human and social capital can be considered a key 
element in their development and even plays a much greater role here than 
in core areas (Havlicek, Chromy, Jancak, Marada 2008). 

2. Even though peripheral areas exhibit low human capital (primarily in terms 
of education), social capital is, in contrast, relatively high in rural areas. 
Due to the unique evolution of settlement in Czechia, however, significant 
differentiation of human and social capital can be expected in rural and 
peripheral areas. We assume that higher levels of their quality will be found 
in areas of continuous settlement (the inner periphery) and the main 
centres of settlement (the core areas). In contrast, lower capital quality can 
be expected in border regions that were settled after World War II, after the 
displacement of the Czech Germans (Chromy 2000; Kuldova 2005). 
We evaluate the quality of the environment for developing human capital 

through the following indicators: 
1. The ratio of people older than 15 with a university education, as a 

characteristic of the quality of human capital that, of course, has more of a 
"potential" significance, without more specifically enumerating the actual 
utilisation of said capital and the reflexive action of the dynamic (growth) 
of education and of changes in its regional distribution (expressed as of 
1.3.2001 from the results of the census). 

2. An economic burden index, defined as the number of individuals of pre
productive age (0-14 years) plus the number of individuals of post
productive age (65+) divided by the number of individuals of productive age 
(15-64 years). This indicator "all-inclusively" characterises a population's 
structure in terms of a modified definition of its economically active 
component. Higher index values indicate a larger economic burden on the 
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population in productive age, although, without accounting for mutual 
relations between the non-productive (categories residents of the recently 
settled border regions are demographically younger). The index was 
calculated from data from the 2001 census. 
The quality of the environment for the development of social capital is 

characterised in this study by indicators that express the social atmosphere 
in the municipalities, exhibiting themselves as certain, collective, 
"customary" behaviour, the motivation of the local community, the "mood" 
and similar expressions, the activity of residents, or rather the interest and 
involvement of people in resolving public issues. We used the following 
indicators in our analysis: 
1. Voter participation in 2006 municipal elections (as a %), which to a certain 

degree expresses the general interest of residents in public issues, 
specifically in the management of their municipality. This indicator can 
also illustrate the residents' efforts to resolve social, economic, political or 
other (mainly local) problems. 

2. Ratio of candidates to the number of offices to be filled in the local council 
in the 2006 municipal elections, which can be considered an expression of 
the willingness to involve themselves in the management of their 
municipality (city-country dichotomy). This indicator can also be a sign of 
problems in the local society. 
The evaluation of conditions for the development of human and social 

capital is carried out at the territorial administrative level of municipalities 
having a certified municipal authority (CMA). These can be considered to be 
relatively natural, regional units, enabling one to appropriately identify 
problematic areas within Czechia. The regional level of territorial units with 
a certified municipal authority, of which there are - with the exception of 
military training bases - a total of 389, was chosen for its good explanatory 
ability in terms of territorial unit similarity as well as the relatively simple 
accessibility of secondary data. Information for the individual municipalities 
or, in contrast, for larger units (e.g. districts or the territories of 
municipalities with extended powers) documenting territorial differences is 
too generalised. 

All indicators were expressed for the territorial units of municipalities with 
a certified municipal authority (hereafter "CMA's"), naturally, as averages of 
the aggregate data for the municipalities belonging to these units (Table 1). 
For each indicator (for human capital HP, the ratio of university educated and 
the economic burden index and for social capital SP, voter participation and 
the number of candidates per number of offices to be filled) the CMA units 
were placed in a sequence according to the corresponding values and 
subsequently given points according to their position (1-389). The lowest 
values, therefore, represent areas with the lowest potential for the 
development of human or social capital. In the next step, the sequential order 
values of the various indicators for each CMA were added together with their 
corresponding indicator to create aggregate HC and SC indicators and the 
CMA's were placed in sequential order (1-389). The territorial differentiation 
of the resultant summary sequence of the various CMA's in Czechia is evident 
in Figures 1 through 3 (Fig. 1 - Territorial differentiation of the potential for 
HC development, Fig. 2 - Territorial differentiation of the potential for SC 
development and Fig. 3 - CMA's with the lowest potential for the 
development of HC and SC). 
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Tab. 1- Overview of indicators for evaluating the territorial differentiation of potential for 
the development of human capital and social capital 

Indicator Procedure during analysis 

Ratio of university CMA's were arranged in ascending order by the ratio of university 
educated educated residents in the population older than 15. Those CMA's 
individuals in the that have a low ratio of university educated residents have a low 
population older sequential rank. A direct proportion applies, meaning the higher 
than 15 the ratio of university educated, the greater the potential for the 

development of human capital (thereby an even better position 
of the CMA). 

Economic burden CMA's were arranged in descending order according to the 
index economic burden index, which is the number of individuals of 

pre-productive age (0-14 years) plus the number of individuals of 
post-productive age (65+) divided by the number of individuals of 
productive age (15-64 years). Those CMA's that have a low 
economic burden index, have a high sequential rank. An indirect 
proportion applies: the lower the economic burden index, the 
greater the potential for the development of human capital in the 
sense of an available labour force (and thereby, the better position 
of the CMA). We end up with high index values, when there is a 
high number in the numerator, that means either a large number 
of residents in the age category 0-14 or a large number of 
residents in the 65+ category. In the absence of further 
demographic indicators, it is impossible to definitively say which 
component of the population is determinative for the index. The 
index can show the same values, whether the CMA population is 
older or younger then average. A definitive dependence of greater 
development potential upon lower economic burden does not hold 
true, because a higher portion of children can, in the future, 
represent greater potential. It is, however, definitely true that if a 
high economic burden index is caused be a large number of 
residents in the 65+ category, development potential is lower as is 
the potential for the development of human capital. 

Voter participation CMA's were arranged in ascending order according to voter 
in 2006 municipal participation in elections for the local councils of the 
elections municipalities in 2006. Those CMA's that have low voter 

participation have a low sequential rank. A direct proportion 
applies: the higher the voter participation, the better the 
conditions for the development of social capital (thereby, the 
better position of the CMA). 

Number of CMA's were arranged in ascending order according to the number 
candidates per of candidates divided by the number of offices to be filled in the 
offices to be filled 2006 municipal elections. Those CMA's that have a low number of 
in 2006 municipal candidates per office to be filled, have a low sequential rank. 
elections A direct proportion applies: the greater the number of candidates 

per office to be filled, the better the conditions for the development 
of social capital (thereby, the better position of the CMA). 

Regional differentiation of the indicators and their relation to the 
core-periphery theory 

The regional differentiation of the potential for the development of human 
capital (Fig. 1), b~sed on territorial units with a certified municipal authority, 
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Fig. 1 - Potential for the development of human capital (resultant comprehensive rankings 
of CMA's according to the ratio of university educated residents and the economic burden 
index for 2001). Note: CMA's are arranged in ascending order according to values of 
potential for the development of human capital. Those CMA's that have low values of 
potential for the development of human capital have a low sequential rank. 

is, as indicated in the methods section, evaluated with the help of two 
indicators: the ratio of university educated residents in the population older 
than 15 and the economic burden index. The regional differentiation of the 
first ofthese indicators, basically corresponds with the core-periphery theory. 
The core areas, as holders of innovation and centres concentrating tertiary 
functions of the highest orders, also concentrate the population with the 
highest levels of education. A weakening of this education level is shown with 
increasing distance from core areas, especially from regional centres. At the 
same time, specific regional conditions express themselves here, which also 
influence the specialisation of regional economies as well as connected 
professional and general school facilities and thereby influence the education 
of the local population, in return. It is necessary to recognise a significant 
momentum in the focus of schools (for lack of human capital, among other 
reasons), which changed only slightly - in contrast to economic specialisations 
- in peripheral areas during the transformation period. For these reasons, the 
Hradec Knllove Region, for example, attains more favourable values than the 
Pilsen Region or "basin" regions. 

A somewhat different regional pattern is shown by the second indicator, 
the economic burden index, whose highest values are concentrated in the so
called inner periphery (Musil 1988; Musil, Muller 2008), generally, with 
highly fragmented settlement patterns. Some of the border peripheral areas, 
for example Broumovsko, Osoblazsko, Jablunkovsko and the White 
Carpathians, also exhibit unfavourable results . After their post-war 
resettlement, the border areas as a whole have rather a younger population 
than the continuously inhabited interior, where peripheral areas have 
evolved in the classical sense. 

The resulting potential for the development of human capital in a regional 
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view (Fig. 1) verifies that potential for the development of human capital 
cannot be evaluated in the traditional dichotomy of interior vs. resettled 
border areas, but rather in a dichotomy of core vs. long-term economically 
weak areas. As expected, the Prague metropolitan area and regional capital 
cities show the greatest potential for the development of human capital; 
however, CMA's with a dominant position as regional centres (e.g. the Mlada 
Boleslav, Tabor and Trebie regions) also showed the greatest potential. In 
contrast, CMA units along the regional borders (e.g. the divide between the 
Pardubice and Vysoeina Regions, as well as between the Central Bohemian, 
Pilsen and South Bohemian Regions or between the South Bohemian, South 
Moravian and Vysoeina Regions) can be considered problematic areas. In such 
areas larger clusters of CMA's, which can be labelled as more extensive, 
problematic regions, are evident. 

The regional differentiation of potential for the development of social 
capital (Fig. 2), based on territorial units with a certified municipal authority, 
was analysed through the application of two indicators: voter participation in 
2006 municipal elections and the number of candidates per offices to be filled 
in the local councils of the municipalities in the 2006 municipal elections. In 
terms of the first indicator used, the residents of the so-called inner periphery, 
the traditional rural regions, often with a higher portion of religious 
adherents, appeared to be more involved. In contrast, border regions showed 
weaker voter participation. This indicator also differs the "candidate-active" 
Sudeten area from south Moravia, when the latter region also exhibits higher 
voter involvement. 

The somewhat contrasting picture shown by the second of the indicators 
used is interesting. In terms of the number of candidates for local/municipal 
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Fig. 2 - Potential for the development of social capital (resultant comprehensive rankings 
of CMA's according to voter participation and the number of candidates per offices to be 
filled in 2006 municipal elections). Note: CMA's are arranged in ascending order according 
to values of potential for the development of social capital. Those CMA's that have low 
values of potential for the development of social capital have a low sequential rank. 
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councils divided by the number of offices to be filled, the recently settled 
border regions, in particular the Sudeten area and then the south Moravia 
border areas, expressed themselves as the more active, with a higher level of 
involvement in public administration. Both of the Iegions named also rank 
among the traditional supporters ("bl!stions") ofKSCM (the Communist Party 
of Bohemia and Moravia), or KDU-CSL (the Christian Democratic Union -
Czechoslovak People's Party), which could playa key role. The ideological and 
party influence on this indicator is, of course, speculative and would require 
a noticeably deeper analysis of the situation, for example, through 
qualitatively focused, field research. Further it is necessary to take into 
consideration the fact that when interpreting voter participation, the size of 
the municipality also expresses itself as an important factor (the smaller the 
municipality, the greater the voter participation). In terms of the number of 
candidates divided by the number of offices to be filled, it is necessary to 
proceed with caution, when formulating conclusions and interpretations, 
because, in the smallest municipalities, nominating potential candidates for 
the local council is a problem (Perlin 2006). 

The resulting potential for the development of social capital in a regional 
view (Fig. 2) verifies the polarisation of the territory of Czechia into a 
dichotomy of Bohemia - Moravia and partially shows a west-east gradient in 
terms of industrialised ("more modern") and traditional areas. The greatest 
potential for development of social capital is shown by CMA's in Moravian 
regions (mostly in the South Moravian Region), but also in the South 
Bohemian Region. The lowest values are found in CMA's in Bohemian regions 
(including a large portion of Vysocina Region). 

Results from this evaluation of the development of human and social 
capital potential show that the territory of Czechia can be evaluated in a 
dichotomy of these two aspects (social and human capital). As can be seen, the 
lowest potential for development of human and social capital (Fig. 3) is found, 
according to our analysis, in a relatively small number of CMA's. Throughout 
all of Czechia, only 13 units (from a total of 389) are shown to have low values 
(in the lowest third of the group) in both potential for development of human 
as well as social capital. From this small group, 9 units lie along regional 
borders and 6 of them along the border of the Central Bohemian Region. 

Conclusion 

Rural peripheral space is, within the "new" Europe (Pinder 1998), quite 
differentiated both among the various countries of Europe (e.g. Labrianidis 
2006) as well as within these countries themselves. For the example of 
Czechia as a "new" state of the European Union, a possible regional 
differentiation of its territory, primarily with an emphasis on the relationship 
between the process of spatial polarisation and the potential for territorial 
development in terms of human and social capital. These are, in other words, 
some of the deciding factors of this differentiation. 

Based on the theoretical-methodological discussion it is evident that 
definitions and approaches to evaluating human and social capital differ both 
in terms of the approach of the various authors, or rather disciplines as well 
as from a regional perspective. The majority of authors have a differing 
approach in their selection of indicators as a result of their motivation to 
resolve different types of problems. With nearly all of the authors (without 
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Fig. 3 - CMA's with the lowest potential for development of human and social capital 

specialty and regional categorisation), it is possible to note an emphasis on 
the quality of human capital expressed by distance and by the position of 
actors in the age structure of the economically active. With social capital, 
there is a clear emphasis on the willingness of residents to take part in, what 
could generally be called: activities in networks (including participation in the 
administration of public issues). 

In this sense, both limitations in the possibilities of research, in terms of 
accessibility of information and especially in terms of the extreme breadth of the 
observed indicators in sufficient territorial detail; as well as the absolute 
necessity of comprehending all evaluations carried out, on the basis of 
quantitative data, as an evaluation of an indicative nature become clearly 
fundamental elements. It turns out that the results of "hard" data must, in the 
spirit of critical realism, be combined with examination approaches of a 
qualitative nature. It is, therefore very difficult to carry out analyses with 
international comparisons of the quality of human and social capital. For this 
reason, we selected for our initial analysis an evaluation of indicators, which 
explain more the potential for development of human and social capital, 
primarily aimed at identifying problematic areas in the sense of a core-periphery 
dichotomy. Moreover, we are aware that the indicators were observed in only 
one of the dimensions of social capital, i.e. civil participation (passive and active 
voter participation). Social networks, which represent another dimension and 
are measured more by the frequency of contact with acquaintances
friends-relatives and the extent of such virtual networks, however, are not 
available at the selected, administrative level of the regions. It is, therefore, 
necessary to view the results presented in this article as the output of the initial 
phase of research, that will be further expanded and specialised. 

The completed evaluation of the territorial differentiation of the selected 
conditions for the development of human and social capital, in Czechia, at the 
beginning of the 21st century, enables the following conclusions to be 
formulated: 

The first of the general assumptions that we formulated in the methods 
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Fig. 4 - Administrative division of the Czech Republic (2008). Regions (kraje), regional 
centres and territorial units of municipalities with a certified municipal authority (CMA). 

section was confirmed. The core-periphery dichotomy, in the Czech 
environment, can be considered key primarily in the sense of regional 
centresllong-term economically weak (rural) areas. 
Distance from a settlement centre, especially a regional centre, or rather, 
proximity to regional borders, is therefore a determining factor in the 
incidence of areas with lower potential for development of human and 
social capital. 
From the evaluation of the potential for development of human and social 
capital it is evident that, on the basis of CMA's within Czechia, a relatively 
small number of units were identified that can be considered problematic 
in both aspects. This is significant from a regional differentiation 
standpoint that these units mostly lie near the border of the Central 
Bohemian Region (Fig. 4), which in a large measure correlates with the 
presence of an inner periphery in these areas. 
The anticipated differentiation in the quality of human and social capital 
in the sense of a dichotomy of continually inhabited interior vs. border 
areas resettled after World War II was not confirmed (the second general 
assumption listed in the methods section of this paper). In spite of this, it 
should be recognised that, for example, in the structurally disadvantaged 
areas of northern Czechia, there is a high portion of residents of productive 
age, but these could have lower qualifications (see the ratio of university 
educated), they are often unemployed, or in similar situations. Their 
potential is, therefore, not sufficiently utilised. 
With a certain degree of generalisation, it is possible to observe the 
dichotomy of Bohemia and Moravia with both types of capital. 
In terms of the differentiation of potential for development of human 
capital, the relatively equal distribution ofCMA's with greater potential for 
development of human capital, or rather the non-existence of this aspect in 
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large, problematic areas at the regional level (with the exception of the 
relatively sparsely populated inner periphery) can be assessed positively. 
On the other hand, in terms of the differentiation of potential for 
development of social capital, it is possible to outline large, territorial 
areas, in which the willingness of local residents to engage in networks and 
participate in the administration of public issues is significantly different. 
The reasons for this differentiation can clearly be sought in the quality of 
the socio-cultural environment and its long-term evolution (traditions). 
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Shrnuti 

REGIONALNI DIFERENCIACE VYBRANYCH PODMINEK PRO ROZVOJ LIDSKEHO A 
SOCrALNfHO KAPITALU V CESKU 

V priibehu postkomunistickeho obdobi doslo v Cesku k prohloubeni spoleeenskjch (verlikal
nich) i regionalnich (horizontalnich) rozdilu. Tematem geografickeho vjzkumuje tak mj. identi
fikace klicovjch problemu a mechanizmu, ktere pnspivaji k riistu rozdilu mezi regiony, jakoz i 
vymezeni problemovjch oblasti, ktere si zasluhuji zvl8.stni pozornost z pohledu regionalniho, so
cialniho, ekonomickeho i socio-kulturmno rozvoje. Z hlediska uspesnosti rozvoje regionu lze za 
stezejni povazovat, vedle polohy regionu v regionalnim systemu, miry koncentrace obyvatel
stvalfunkci, zejmena aktivitu subjektu (iniciativu jednotlivctl), resp. kvalitu lidskeho a socililni
ho kapitalu (soucast celkoveho kapitalu v uzemi). Pi'edmetem odbornych diskuzi se tak stava ze
jmena vjber ukazatelu pro hodnoceni regionalni diferenciace jejich kvality, jakoz i podminek pro 
jejich rozvoj (roste vaha subjektivnich/"mekkych" faktorii). Prosperita lizemije vjsledkem kva
litnich socialnich, kulturnich a institucionlilnich struktur s adaptivnim a inovativnim lidskjrn a 
socililnim kapitalem. Jeho kvalitaje take jednim z faktorii determinujicich proces polarizace pro
storu (v dusledku nizsi hustoty zalidneni a populacni velikosti obcilsidel perifernich a venkov
skjch oblasti zde rna mnohem vetsi roli, nez v oblastech jadrovjch). 

Lidsky kapital se definuje jako individualni faktor kvalifikace, produktivity, dovednosti a ak
ceschopnosti (zahrnuje napr. vzdelam, zkusenosti jednotlivcU/spoleeenstvi, ktere uplatiiuji ci 
mohou uplatnit na trhu prace). Socialni kapital je ureen vzajemnjrni vztahy, spolupraci, social
ni kohezi, duverou a interaktivitoujedincu (zalozen na zdrojich -lidskem kapitalu). Kvalita lid
skeho kapitalu spojena s rostoucim vzdelRnfm je podstatnjrn prvkem rtlstu zivotni Iirovne (zvj
seni investic do vzdelavacich systemu podporuje lidskj potencial a ekonomicky rtlst regionu). 
Vytv8.fenim socialnich siti jedinci kumuluji a nasobi svtlj individualni (lidsky) kapital a pfetva
n jej v (kolektivni) kapital socililni. 

Definice a pnstupy k hodnoceni lidskeho a socialniho kapitalu se lisi jak z hlediska pnstupu 
jednotlivjch autorii, resp. disciplin, tak z hlediska regionalniho. VetSina autorii rna odlisny pn
stup k vjberu ukazatelu v dilsledku jejich motivace resit odlisne typy problemu. Temer u vsech 
autorii (bez oboroveho a regionlilniho rozliseni) lze zaznamenat dtlraz na kvalitu lidskeho kapi-
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talu vyjadrenou vzdelanosti a pozici akwru ve vekove strukture ekonomicky aktivnich. V pnpa
de sociruniho kapitalu je pak patrny dfuaz na ochotu obyvatel podilet se, obecne reeeno, na Cin
nostech v sitich (vcetne participace na sprave veci verejnYch). 

Kvalita prostredi pro rozvoj lidskeho kapitruu byla hodnocena prostrednictvim podilu vyso
koskolsky vzdelanych starsich 15 let (rna spise "potenciruoyf' ryznam) a indexu ekonomickeho 
zatizeni (charakterizuje strukturu obyvatelstva z hlediska omezeni aktivni slozky populace). 
Kvalita prostredi pro rozvoj sociruniho kapitruu byla hodnocena ukazateli, ktere vyjadfuji spole
eenskou atmosferu v obcich, resp. zajem a zapojeni lidi do reseni veci verejnych. Tedy volebni 
ucasti v komunalnich volhach (vyjadfuje obecny zajem obyvatel 0 veci verejne, konkretne 0 nze
ni sve obce) a podilem kandidatu na pocet mandatU v zastupitelstvu obce v komunrunich volbach 
(vyjadfuje miru ochoty angazovat se v nzeni sve obce). Analyza byla provedena v radovostni 
Urovni uzemnich obvodu obci s poverenYm obecnim uradem (389 jednotek na uzemi Geska s ry
jimkou vojenskych ujezdu). 

Vysledny potenciru pro rozvoj lidskeho kapitruu v regionalnim pohledu doklada, ze jej nelze 
hodnotit v tradiCni dichotomii vnitrozemi vs. dosidlene pohranici, ale spise v dichotomii jadrove 
vs. hospodarsky dlouhodobe slaM oblasti. Nejvyssi potenciru pro rozvoj lidskeho kapitruu vyka
zuje podle oeekavani Prazsky metropolitni areru a krajska mesta, dale pak oblasti s dominant
nim postavenim regionrunich center. Za problemove oblasti lze pokladat uzemi pH krajskych 
hranicich. 

Vysledny potenciru pro rgzvoj sociruniho kapitruu v regionrunim pohledu doklada polarizaci 
uzemi Geska v dichotomii Cechy - Morava, castecne se ukazuje zapado-rychodni gradient ve 
smyslu industrializovanych ("modernejsich") a tradiCnich oblasti. Nejvyssi potenciru pro rozvoj 
sociruniho kapitruu vykazuji oblasti v moravskych krajich, ale take v kraji Jihoceskem. Nejniz.. 
sich hodnot dosahuji oblasti v ceskych krajich (vcetne velke casti Vysociny). Pfedpokladana di
ferenciace kvality lidskeho a sociruniho kapitruu ve smyslu dichotomie kontinualne osidlene 
vnitrozemi vs. pohranici dosidlene po 2. svetove vruce se nepotvrdila. Za klicovou lze oznacit di
chotomii jadro-periferie, v ceskem prostredi zejmena ve smyslu regionruni centrum-hospodar
sky dlouhodobe slaha (venkovska) oblast. Pro ryskyt oblasti s horsim potenciruem pro rozvoj lid
skeho a socirumno a kapitB.luje urcujici vzdruenost od sidelniho (krajskeho) centra, resp. blizkost 
krajske hranice. Na uzemi Geska lze identifikovat relativne maly pocet jednotek problemorych 
v obou aspektech. Z pohledu regionruni diferenciace je signifikantni, ze tyto jednotky vetsinou Ie
zi pH hranicich Stredoceskeho kraje, coz do znacne miry koreluje s ryskytem vnitrnich periferii 
v Mchto oblastech. 

Pro nase vstupni analyzy jsme tak vybrali hodnoceni ukazatelu, ktere vypovidaji spise 0 po
tencialu pro rozvoj lidskeho a socialniho kapitruu, a to zejmena s cilem identifikovat problemo
ve oblasti ve smyslu dichotomie jadro-periferie. Z techto duvodu je treba na rysledky prezento
vane v tomto pnspevku nahlizet jako na rystupy prvni faze ryzkumu, ktere budou dale dopliio
vany a precizovany. 

Obr. 1- Potenciru pro rozvoj lidskeho kapitruu (rysledne souhrnne poradi obvodu obci s povere
nYm obecnim uradem podle poch1u vysokoskolsky vzdelanych obyvatel a indexu ekono
mickeho zatizeni 2001). Poznamka: Obvody obci s poverenYm obecnim uradem jsou 
vzestupne serazeny podle hodnot potenciruu pro rozvoj lidskeho kapitalu. Ty obvody ob
ci s poverenYm obecnim uradem, ktere maji nizke hodnoty potencialu pro rozvoj lid
skeho kapitruu, maji nizke poradove cislo. 

Obr. 2 - Potencial pro rozvoj sociruniho kapitalu (rysledne souhrnne poradi obvodu obci s pove
renYm obecnim uradem podle volebni ucasti a poctu kandidatu na pocet mandatu v ko
munrunich volhach 2006). Poznamka: Obvody obci s poverenYm obecnim uradem jsou 
vzestupne serazeny podle hodnot potencialu pro rozvoj sociruniho kapitalu. Ty obvody 
obci s poverenYm obecnim uradem, ktere maji nizke hodnoty potenciruu pro rozvoj so
cialniho kapitruu, maji nizke poradove cislo. 

Obr. 3 - Obvody obci s poverenYm obecnim uradem s nejnizsim potenciruem pro rozvoj lidskeho 
a socialniho kapitalu. 

Obr. 4 - Administrativni cleneni Geske republiky (2008). Kraje, krajska mesta a obvody obci 
s poverenYm obecnim uradem. 
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1. Introduction 

The frequency of studies focused on transport issues, in current 
international geographic literature, has increased lately. This is due, not only 
to the urgency of transport issues observed in everyday life, but also to the 
evident return of quantitative methods into research on these issues, as well 
as to a certain approximation of processes used by technical sciences, which 
predominantly study transport issues. Also in the field of transport geography 
we can confirm the Rampl's often repeated opinion (e.g. Rampl 2004) that 
research is aimed more at studying the "geographic organization of 
development" and less at necessary, generalizing studies on the "development 
of geographic organization". Rampl further develops this idea by affirming 
that in the first case "it is about searching for and differentiating the 
significance of geographic factors conditioning the differentiation of social and 
economic development ... " (p. 206) and in the second case " .. .it is necessary to 
seek answers to these questions: how does the character of concentration 
processes change, how does a settlement hierarchy develop, how does the core 
function (in the sense of core vs. periphery) of cities change in terms of both 
overall extent and function, or rather quality." (p. 206). 

From the discipline of transport geography, for example, classical 
geographic studies on the regional differentiation of transport infrastructure 
quality and its relation to other socio-geographic characteristics can be 
included in the first type of studies. For instance, Marada (2003a), when 
comparing Czech border regions with the interior, showed that in Czechia's 
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specific circumstances, higher quality transport infrastructure in a region 
does not necessarily correspond to better economic conditions. Research also 
frequently focuses on urgent transport problems in cities (especially 
competition between individual automobile transport and public transit - see, 
for example, Marada 2006; Ourednicek 2006; de Palma, Rochat 2000 and 
others) or, in contrast, on transport in peripheral, rural areas (accessibility in 
connection with social exclusion of certain groups of the population - e.g. 
Nutley 1998; Farrington, Farrington 2005; McDonagh 2006; Marada, 
Hudecek 2006 and Kveton 2006). At present, transport is primarily conceived 
as a significant contributing factor in the differentiation of regional 
development (e.g. Bruinsma, Rietveldt 1998; Bryan et al. 1997; Vondnickova 
2006; Lehovec 2003 etc.) and numerous studies in this field, at least in the 
interpretation of their results, deal with the second type of problems 
described by Hampl. Thus, it becomes necessary to specify the questions, with 
which Hampl generally characterized studies of this second type (the 
"development of geographic organization"), in this case, in terms of transport 
issues: 

How and to what degree does transport influence the concentration of job 
opportunities? 
How does transport contribute to intensification of the settlement 
hierarchy? Is its role in this process increasing? 
Does a good transport system increase the regional role of cities and 
promote the spatial enlargement of their hinterland? 
How does time accessibility support the competition and cooperation of 
centres? 
The above examples of questions illustrate three spheres of problems, into 

which the discussed relation of transport to changes in the geographic 
organization of society can be subdivided in a simplified way. Transport 
factors have a clear impact on changes in the concentration of job 
opportunities and progressive activities, i.e. on processes leading to the 
intensification of the settlement hierarchy. In these processes, transport 
plays a significant role, for example, by improving time accessibility through 
the development of transport networks or by improving the quality of 
transport services in city centres. The respective transport significance of the 
various centres - both in terms of their position in transport networks as well 
as the intensity of transport - is however the result of relations between the 
centre and its micro-regional hinterland along with relations existing 
between centres themselves, which are expressed within the various regional 
levels of centres (e.g. the contact of micro-regional centres with their relevant, 
superior meso-regional centre), but also between centres at the same level 
(e.g. between meso-regional centres). Hierarchically higher centres, therefore, 
cumulate their functions (including transport functions) in varied regional 
arrangements. The two basic realms of the problem discussed here, outline 
the issue of relations among centres and core-hinterland relations; a third 
realm is the inherent relation between the resulting transport and complex 
hierarchy of centres. In the subsequent text, the levels described are only 
briefly discussed, due to the limited extent of this article. The third sphere is 
empirically evaluated with the example of the hierarchy of the main centres 
of settlement in Czechia. 
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2. Relations among centres and between centre and hinterland 

The mutual interconnection of significant centres of settlement by 
transport routes allows for the development of both competitive processes, i.e. 
"growth of stronger centres to the detriment of weaker centres", as well as 
cooperative processes, i.e. territorial specialization, diffusion of progressive 
activities from core regions to peripheral areas, etc. In this sense, transport 
systems can contribute to the intensification and weakening of the settlement 
hierarchy. Processes of concentration and cooperation are, however, difficult 
to evaluate considering the present state of statistics. 

It is clear that the mutual time accessibility of core settlement areas, which 
facilitates or, on the contrary, impedes their contact, plays an indispensable 
role in the intensity of their interactions. Increasing intensities of transport 
relations with deceasing distance between settlements have been proven by 
numerous "classical" models, for instance, the so-called distance-decay or 
gravitational models (seeve. g. Hagget, Chorley 1969; Luoma et al. 1993 etc., 
from Czech authors e. g. Rehak 1992 or Rolc 2004). The growth of cooperation 
or competition among centres is manifested by a variety of elements, 
including an increase of transport between centres, as well as a shortening of 
transit time, which is often related to quality improvements in the transport 
network. Development of better transport infrastructure is, in fact, called for 
by the needs of the strongest centres. In the case of Czechia, however, the 
development of networks lags significantly behind the intensity of transport 
contacts among centres, because of the great financial costs involved in 
infrastructure construction (see also studies by Marada 2006 evaluating the 
relation of the horizontal and vertical position of centres in terms of their 
complex size). 

The issue of the role of transport in the core - hinterland relationship can 
be divided into two levels that are, of course, closely interconnected. The first 
is the impact of the transport infrastructure's quality on the growth of the 
city's (or town's) significance as a centre attractive for investment allocation 
and for new progressive activities connected with the availability of job 
opportunities. Naturally, the importance of transport factors is not considered 
the most important in this case. For instance, Blazek points out that the 
distribution of firms in the progressive tertiary sector in Czechia, during the 
1990s, show no apparent relation, for example, between the size of centres, 
the level of socio-economic development of the districts or their geographic 
position, verifying the significant influence of subjective factors such as 
entrepreneurial incentive or the existence of governmental supporting 
programmes. In this way, Blazek builds on the opinion of Dicken and Lloyd 
(1992, quoted in Blazek 2001) that the great concentration of firms in the 
progressive tertiary sector " .. .into central regions, which, in developed 
countries, is usually similar in principle to the distribution of the 
headquarters of large firms, is due to the irreplaceablility of personal contact 
when solving certain problems" (p. 238). The influence of the presence of an 
airport in the region on the localization of progressive tertiary firms is 
difficult to prove. It is true that a significant portion of these firms are 
transnational, creating high demands for contact with supervising or 
cooperating branches in foreign countries. In addition, metropolitan areas 
regularly have international airports and strengthening connections with 
a required destination is a matter of adapting supply to demand. 
Consequently, in this sense, it is more correct to evaluate the development of 
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airport efficiency in the context of other air transport centres. Simply put, the 
position of an airport in international ranking lists does not sufficiently 
determine the degree of the airport's impact as a localization factor and it is, 
again, only one of several contributing localization factors. 

In terms of evaluating motorways as factors of local and regional 
development, authors agree almost unanimously that the presence of 
a motorway is only one - and certainly not a sufficient - condition for the 
development of adjacent regions. Probably the most detailed study of this 
nature in Czechia was carried out by Jerabek, Marada (2003) and 
Vondrackova (2006) on a segment of the D8 motorway between Prague and 
Lovosice. The observations revealed that the presence of this motorway 
encouraged the construction of residential areas as well as the placement of 
certain types of economic activities, primarily in hinterland areas near 
Prague and to a lesser degree around Lovosice. In the Prague suburban area, 
such activities simply represented a transfer of existing economic activities to 
the motorway. Motorways encourage the territorial concentration of certain 
types of activities (logistics centres, shopping centres, etc.) which, of course, 
could be a mere spatial redistribution of previously existing activities 
(Bruinsma, Rietveldt 1998, speak about the distribution effect of transport 
infrastructure). An overview of significant, recent case studies from the 
Anglo-Saxon region is presented in an article by Preston (2001). For the most 
part, the studies listed in Preston's article failed to prove the existence of 
a significant impact - or showed only a small impact - of a motorway or high
speed railway on improvements in the employment rate. Preston, however, 
urges geographers not to be needlessly sceptical in their conclusions 
concerning the impact of transport on the development of localities and 
regions and he offers a provocative question: "Do we really believe that, for 
example, the development of the motorway network in Britain over the last 
forty years or so has had no impact on socio-economic activities?" (Preston 
2001, p. 22). Even though all of these findings represent conclusions of 
localized case studies, the conformity of their results enables one to make 
a claim that the main impulse for motorway construction is not to support the 
development of economically weaker regions (as decision-makers often 
proclaim), but rather the need of centres at a higher level to become 
interconnected with faster and larger infrastructure. Although those deciding 
on such construction may not be aware, the main driving force behind quality 
improvements to networks is pressure from general regional development. 

The second, but corresponding, level in the discussion of the role of 
transport in the contact of a centre with its hinterland is the view oftransport 
as a means enabling the mobility of inhabitants, or rather a means of 
fulfilling the need to commute to centres with a concentration of job 
opportunities. Analyzing this connection is difficult primarily because of the 
uncertain causality of both phenomena. Would the central role of meso
regional centres, or of Prague for that matter, be as high without a functional 
transport system? Would job opportunities (in Prague, for instance) increase 
if there were an insufficient labour force, because of difficulties commuting, 
among other problems? Or does the number of job opportunities increase 
regardless of the availability of labour on the market? Does the market rely 
upon the attractiveness of working in centres and on the adaptation of 
prospective employees? These questions are intentionally formulated in 
a rather extreme manner to stress the relationship being discussed. It is 
probable that the indicated relationship applies in both directions. Demand 
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for jobs, in Prague for example, along with existing deformations in the 
housing market (inland migration is to a certain degree r~placed with daily 
and even non-daily commuting to work - see, for example, Cermak 2001, etc.) 
create pressure on transport services for commuting to Prague. On the other 
hand, progressive economic sectors, especially, develop in response to 
economic needs and are allocated to Prague as Czechia's leading settlement 
centre. The higher income level of employees at such firms enables them to 
lease apartments directly in the locality and, consequently, to not be 
dependent on commuting. 

It is generally presumed that the intensity of commuting to a centre is tied 
to the widely perceived, transport availability (see also the gravitational 
model mentioned above). Even from a brief comparison of the socio
geographic regionalization of Czechia in 1991 and 2001 (Rampl, Muller 1996; 
Rampl 2005) it is clear that enlargement of the commuting hinterland of 
micro-regional centres or, depending on the situation, enlargement of 
metropolitan areas, occurred in many cases in the direction of important 
surface roadways. This is because commuting time is clearly a more 
important deciding factor than is the actual distance (in kilometres) in the 
daily commuting habits of the population. In the case of Prague as the 
strongest centre, it is evident that its significance as a commuting centre (to 
work or to school) has expanded, in terms of area, between 1991 and 2001, 
mainly along important transport corridors - see also Rampl 2004), primarily 
motorways and important railways. By 2001, in comparison with 1991, a total 
of eight meso-regional centres out of eleven (these include all Czechia's 
regional capitals, with the exception of Prague and Jihlava) newly oriented 
themselves towards Prague as did 19 micro-regional centres (out of 132). In 
a study mentioned above, Vondrackova (2006) used a comparison of data from 
the 1991 and 2001 censuses to show that the D8 motorway has not promoted 
a reorientation of the strongest directions of commuting to work, which have 
remained focused on micro-regional centres. In the majority of concerned 
municipalities, however, the second strongest commuting direction has been 
replaced by easily accessible Prague. 

It remains true, however, that the high-order transport network, which is, 
as a rule, the conveyor of improved time accessibility, has not changed 
significantly in the greater Prague area during the period of time between 
censuses (1991-2001). Some small, additional segments of the D8 motorway 
were completed and the railway No. 011 in the direction of Kolin (which is 
part of rail corridor I) received technical improvements. In addition to the 
time aspect, transport expenses, closely related to the trip's actual kilometre 
distance, are also an important factor in the decision process for residents 
about the goal of their commute. Beginning with a certain limit, daily 
commuting is replaced with non-daily movements (see also the new 
orientation of relatively inaccessible and economically poorly developed 
territories towards Prague in the Rampl's study mentioned above - the areas 
of Jeseniky mountains and Orlicke hory mountains for example). Not only the 
time accessibility of commuting centre, but also its attractiveness as a place 
to work plays an important role in the spatial organisation of population 
movements. A commuting region, therefore, is a result of the interference of 
these two factors. 

Bruinsma, Rietveld (1998) conclude that the impact of transport 
infrastructure on the labour market and commuting manifests itself both 
through the arrival of new firms in the region as well as through a possible 
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decrease in the productivity of local enterprises due to increased competition 
from neighbouring, more developed regions. Without a flexible labour force, 
i.e. without workers willing to attend retraining courses or to commute longer 
distances to work, negative impacts of a new transport corridor could 
significantly outweigh those on the positive side. The conditioning impact of 
transport is, in terms of the concentration of job opportunities, rather 
insignificant, because the creation of firms in progressive economic sectors is 
influenced by a series of additional factors, including the flexibility of human 
resources, the hierarchical importance of the centre in question, its 
geographic position, etc. Transport can, however, influence the quantity of the 
available labour force, because the volume of residents daily commuting to 
the core is significantly limited by the time accessibility of the centre. This 
limiting function oftransport should, however, be further verified empirically. 

3. Relation between the transport and the complex-settlement 
hierarchy 

The aspects discussed in the preceding text have a resulting impact on the 
differentiation of centres in terms of their complex importance and their 
transport importance and thus, they also have an impact on relationships and 
conformity of both types of hierarchies. The following summary focuses on 
examining the mutual conditionality of both hierarchies and results in 
a determination of prerequisites for the subsequent empirical section. 

First it should be stressed that transport is a manifestation of the mobility 
of the human population and their spatial differentiation is, naturally, 
strongly tied to the concentration of population and to its activities. The 
intensity of transport in centres is therefore connected with the population 
size of cities/towns. It is influenced not only by the population living in the 
centres, but also by those commuting to this centre for job opportunities, i.e. 
to the extent of the centre's hinterland and its relations with other centres. In 
this sense, we can expect a mutual size conditionality of transport and 
complex-settlement hierarchies. This conditionality is certainly positive, has 
corresponding development tendencies and the ascertained association of 
transport importance of centres with their complex significance will probably 
be very close. 

A connected question is the causality of the interaction between the 
settlement hierarchy and the transport hierarchy. The impact of rail 
transport on the development of settlements in the 19th century is 
sufficiently recognised. Many examples of medium-size cities, whose 
importance has noticeably increased after being connected to a railway, can 
be given. Such cities have also taken over the role of more important 
historical cities, which have been relegated to a worse position in terms of 
transport (see, for example, Kolin - Kutmi Hora or Pardubice - Chrudim). 
Connection of a centre to a railway led, in certain cases, even to gaining 
administrative (i. e. governing) functions. Also, current development of the 
motorway network is conditioned by a need to connect the most important 
centres of the national and transnational hierarchy. Its growth impact is, 
however, more evident in the strongest centres and less so in weaker, 
intermediate centres. Both these simple examples prove that, in addition to 
the mutual influences between settlement and the transport systems, there is 
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also a certain difference between the two main types of transport 
infrastructure in our country. The roadways, as a more flexible and 
historically younger network, more closely reflect the present hierarchy of 
settlements, while the earlier developed rail network arose from the economic 
needs of the industrial era, its network is, in general, sparser and its 
maximum extent has already been reached. Therefore railways have "out of 
necessity" a linear character and are used more for long-distance transport. 
This very position, the distinct transport position of a centre in both main 
types of transport networks is, especially in the case of the rail network, 
a frequent cause of differences in the transport and geographic position of 
settlements and consequently a disturbance of the concordance of both 
evaluated hierarchies. Large differences arise, therefore, mainly in the case of 
smaller centres, the position of which in both types of transport networks is 
not balanced and which frequently "profit" from their position on transport 
lines connecting hierarchically more important nodes. 

The position of a centre in transport networks is also manifest in the 
structure of transport in the centre itself, specifically as a ratio of train and 
bus connections and also as a ratio of international, long-distance and local 
connections. Especially smaller settlements at important transport lines can, 
in this way, have significantly better transport services. Transport conditions 
in a centre in terms of the structure of transport means are to a certain degree 
conditioned by the character of the centre's hinterland. Earlier studies (e. g. 
Kveton 2006, Seidenglanz 2007, Kraft 2007) make it clear that sparsely 
populated territories are more poorly served by public transport and are more 
dependent on individually ensuring accessibility with privately owned 
automobiles. These tendencies, however, influence the transport typology of 
centres rather than their hierarchization. It is, of course, clear that the 
horizontal transport position of a centre in transport networks influences its 
vertical position, the transport importance in terms oftransport intensity, for 
example. 

Hypotheses on the relation between transport and complex settlement 
hierarchy of centres can be established as follows. The relation between 
transport and complex settlement hierarchy of centres of settlement in 
Czechia will be observed both in terms of the degree of hierarchization of the 
observed group of centres according to various characteristics and also in 
terms of the degree of concordance of transport hierarchies with the complex 
hierarchy. Because of the conditionality of size mentioned above, we can 
assume a strong association of the hierarchies of both types exists. Partial 
transport systems (bus, automobile and rail transport) will, of course, be 
associated with the complex hierarchy to a different degree. In light of 
planned, "all-inclusive" bus services and the weaker determination of road 
transport by networks, closer relations will be found in bus and automobile 
transport than in rail transport, which, due to their dependence on the 
historical rail network, manifest a somewhat "linear" differentiation and 
a stronger focus on long-distance transport. For similar reasons, out of the 
transport characteristics, the level of hierarchy of automobile and bus 
transport will most closely approximate the complex hierarchy. 
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Fig. 1- Socio-geographic micro-regions and its centres in Czechia (2001). Centres of higher 
importance - macro-regional (Prague) and meso-regional one (regional capitals excerpt Ji
hlava) - are described. Other centres of micro-regional importance (in alphabetical order): 
1-Benesov, 2-Beroun, 3-Bilina, 4-Blansko, 5-Blatna, 6-Boskovice, 7-Brandys nad La
bem-Stara Boleslav, 8-Broumoy, 9-Brunt~l, 10-Breclav, 11-BJstrice nad Petnstejnem, 
12-By~thce pod Hostynem, 13-Caslav, 14-Cesky Krumlov, 15-Ceska Lfpa, 16-Ceska Tre
bova-Usti nad Orlicf, 17-Dacice, 18-Decin, 19-Dobruska, 20-Domazlice, 21-Dvur Kralove 
nad Labem, 22-Frenstat pod Radhostem, 23-Frydek-Mistek, 24-Frydlant, 25-Frydlant 
nad Ostravicf, 26-Havlfckuv Brod, 27-Hlinsko, 28-Hodonin, 29-Holesov, 30-Hohce, 
31-Horovice, 32-Hranice, 33-Humpolec, 34-Cheb, 35-Chomutov, 36-Chotebor, 37-Chru
dim, 38-Jablonec nad Nisou, 39-Jaromer, 40-Jesenik, 41-Jicin, 42-Jihlava, 43-Jilemnice, 
44-Jindhchuv Hradec, 45-Kadaii, 46-Karvina, 47-Kladno, 48-Klatovy, 49-Kolfn, 50-Kra
lupy nad Vltavou, 51-Krnov, 52-Kromenz, 53-Kutna Hora, 54-Kyjov, 55-Lanskroun, 
56-Litomehce, 57-Litomysl, 58-Litovel, 59-Litvfnov, 60-Louny, 61-Lovosice, 62-Marian
ske Lazne, 63-Melnik, 64-Mikulov, 65-Milevsko, 66-Mlada Boleslav, 67-Mohelnice, 
68-Moravske Budejovice, 69-Moravska Trebova, 70-Most, 71-Nachod, 72-Nova Paka, 
73-Nove Mesto nad Metuji, 74-NovY Bor, 75-NovY Bydzov, 76-NovY Jicin, 77-Nymburk, 
78-0pava, 79-0strov, 80-Pelhhmov, 81-Pisek, 82-Podborany, 83-Podebrady, 84-Policka, 
85-Prachatice, 86-Prostejov, 87-Prelouc, 88-Prerov, 89-Pribram, 90-Rakovnik, 91-Roky
cany, 92-Roudnice nad Labem, 93-Roznov pod Radhostem, 94-Rychnov nad Kneznou, 
95-Sedlcany, 96-Semily, 97-Slany, 98-Sokolov, 99-Strakonice, 100-Strfbro, 101-Susice, 
102-Svitavy, 103-Sumperk, lO4-Tabor, 105-Tachov, 106-Tanvald, 107-Teplice, 108-Tis
nov, 109-Trutnov, 110-Trebic, 111-Treboii, 112-Thnec, 113-Turnov, 114-Uhersky Brod, 
115-Uherske Hradiste, 116-Unicov, 117-Valasske Klobouky, 118-Valasske Mezinci, 
119-Varnsdorf-Rumburk, 120-Velke Mezinci, 121-Veself nad Moravou, 122-Vimperk, 
123-Vlasim, 124-yrchlabi, 125-Vsetin, 1.26-Vyskov~ 127-Vysoke MYto, 128-Z3.breh, 
129-Znojmo, 130-Zamberk-Letohrad, 131-Zatec, 132-Zd'ar nad Sazavou. 
Source: Hampl 2005 

4. Empirical analysis of settlement centres' hierarchization 

4.1 Methods of research 

The main methodological problem when studying transport and the 
complex importance of centres and their relations is to determine a monitored 
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group of centres and, at the same time, to choose representative indicators 
characterizing the transport and complex importance of centres. 

Settlements were chosen for monitoring on the basis ofthe socio-geographic 
regionalization carried out by Hampl according to the Population and 
Housing Census from 2001 (Hampl 2005). This paper outlines, according to 
the prevailing commuting orientation of the population to work and school, 
a total of 144 micro-regional centres, out of which were determined (on the 
basis oftheir mutual relations) 11 centres of meso-regional importance (these 
include all Czechia's regional capitals, with the exception of Prague and 
Jihlava) and one centre of macro-regional importance - Prague (see Fig. 1). 
Four of these selected centres have a double core and were therefore 
agglomerated (Ceska Trebova-Usti nad Orlici, Zlin-Otrokovice, Zamberk
Letohrad and Rumburk-VarnsdorD. 

The selection of relevant indicators was conducted in an effort to 
characterize both the size and quality of transport services in the centres. 
Consequently, both individual and public transports were monitored. 
Moreover, data in public transport timetables enable distinguishing local and 
long-distance (among centres) connections which, as a more selective segment 
of transport, deepen the transport hierarchy. The importance or extent of 
public rail and bus transport in centres was evaluated according to the 
number of connections departing from the centre on Wednesday 24 May 2006. 
In this way, the availability of public transport on working days is expressed. 
This simple indicator has a limited informative value, because data on the 
actual use of these connections (occupancy level) are not available for such an 
extensive group; however, because of the interconnection of transport supply 
and demand in larger centres this index can be considered sufficiently 
representative. These data were taken from the electronic IDOS timetable 
(CD ROM version from the firm CHAPS Brno). Long-distance train 
connections (labelled LONGTRAIN) were determined as the sum of express, 
fast and rapid train connections, the category oflong-distance bus connections 
is labelled LONGBUS. The remaining connections are of a local nature and 
are marked as LOCALTRAIN (local train connections), or LOCALBUS (local 
bus connections). In light of the greater importance of long-distance 
connections in the hierarchical position of centres and also due to greater 
capacity (and at the same time a lower number) of train connections, different 
weights were utilised when determining the total important transport 
characteristics of these connections: aggregate passenger rail transport 
TRAIN was defined as the sum of long-distance train connections 
(LONGTRAlN) multiplied by three plus the number of other (local) 
connections (LOCAL TRAIN); the aggregate for bus transport: BUS, was 
constructed in the same manner (Le. 3 x LONGBUS + 1 x LOCALBUS). The 
total transport hierarchization of centres in terms of public transport was 
then carried out with a summarizing transport aggregate (PUBLIC) 
TRANSPORT, determined-again because of higher capacity, but lower 
frequency of connections-as the sum of three times the value of the TRAIN 
aggregate plus the value of the BUS aggregate. 

The second method used to evaluate the transport importance of centres 
was enumerating the transport load of centres in terms of automobile 
transport intensity (Hursky 1978, discusses the "attractiveness" of towns). 
Results from the census of transport frequency on main roads in 2005, 
conducted every five years by the Road and Motorway Directorate of the 
Czech Republic, were used for this evaluation. The statistic used is, in fact, 
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the sum of all transport volume measured at census points situated in the 
proximity of the centre, i.e. a total amount of vehicles entering or departing 
from the centre in the course of a 24 hour period on an "average" day (for more 
about methods, see the website of the Road and Motorway Directorate, 
www.rsd.cz). The structure of the traffic stream was also monitored, but 
individual categories were not analysed, as this would be very time 
demanding. Private cars represent more than three quarters of the traffic 
stream (75.6 % in 2005) in the group of centres. The majority of the remaining 
volume consisted of lorries of all weight categories and marginal amounts of 
motorcycles and bikes. Unfortunately, the available database does not allow 
for the exclusion of bus transport, which is included in the evaluation through 
timetables described above, but their frequency is negligible and does not 
influence the analyses carried out. The transport importance of centres in 
terms of road transport intensity was enumerated for 2005, due to the 
availability of data in five-year period, and labelled AUTO. 

Finally, an index of complex size of centres (CS) for the year 2001, also 
taken from Hampl's publication (2005), was used to evaluate the complex 
importance of settlement centres. Construction of the index is based on the 
number of residents living in the area and the number of job opportunities 
located there, meaning that it combines the residential and labour functions 
of the centre and makes them relative with regard to the national system. 

Hierarchization of the various groups is evaluated with the help of basic 
characteristics from descriptive statistics as well as by employing the rank 
size rule (Auerbach 1913, quoted in Hampl, Gardavsky, Kuhnl 1987), used 
here as comparative model for distinguishing the level of hierarchization. 
Calculations are carried out here only for the first five defined categories, that 
is, up to the 98th unit. In this way, the most significant, upper and middle 
part of the hierarchy of centres is included. Hierarchization is evaluated in a 
double manner - both by the degree of diversification of the centre and by its 
degree of concordance. 

4.2 The results: State, development and 
implications of the transport and complex 

hierarchization of centres 

Even in the early comparison of average, median and modal values of the 
monitored groups, a varied level of the asymmetric (hierarchical) 
differentiation of the groups of centres according to the monitored 
characteristics was already evident. The hierarchization of the groups is 
better characterized by a comparison with the rule of the size sequence of 
cities (Tab. 1). As presumed, these values also verify the sequence predicted 
above concerning the level of hierarchization of a group according to the 
selected characteristics. The overall transport hierarchy of centres in terms of 
public transport (according to the TRANSPORT index) has developed to a 
much weaker degree than the most developed complex settlement hierarchy. 
This is caused partly by the necessity to ensure spatially inclusive transport 
services (after falling to a certain size of settlement, the quantity of 
departures practically do not decrease with size) and partly by the limited 
explanatory value of the data used, as discussed above, because the number 
of connections does not accurately represent the volume of passengers. We 
can further state that centres have naturally higher levels of hierarchization 
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Tab. 1 - Size hierarchization of centres according to transport indicators and their complex 
size (size of the first centre = 100.00) 

Order LONG- LOCAL- LONG- LOCAL- TRAIN BUS TRANS- AUTO CS 
TRAIN TRAIN BUS BUS PORT 

1't 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 
2nd-4th 200.00 136.30 104.80 157.80 166.00 112.30 125.00 127.74 73,62 
5th_12th 351.70 286.10 121.50 262.70 322.50 180.60 221.20 170.16 62,64 
13th_34th 543.30 600.00 209.80 466.50 533.70 313.00 380.00 296.15 83,18 
35th-98th 719.20 1105.30 285.40 801.80 871.20 531.40 698.60 518.36 103,84 

1't-98th 1914.20 2227.70 821.50 1788.80 1993.40 1237.30 1524.80 1212.41 423.28 
Degree of 
hierarchi-
zation 23.76 13.86 41.36 20.33 18.93 25.14 20.86 27.96 92.83 

Notes: 1. Names and description of indicators - see chapter 4.1. 
2. Public transport indicator 2006, AUTO 2005, CS 2001. 
3. Degree of hierarchization = 100 times ((size of the 1s'-4'h centre) / (size of the 13th-98th 

centre», i.e. size of the largest centres in proportion to the size of middle and small centres. 
Values lower than 100.0 correspond to a lower degree ofhierarchization than presumed by 
the rank size rule, values higher than 100.0 to a higher degree. 
4. The line 1st_98th gives the sum of percentage points from the five categories given. If the 
size distribution of centres corresponded to the presumption of the rank size rule, the value 
of this sum would be 500.0. Values lower than 500.0 correspond to a higher degree of 
hierarchization than presumed by the rank size rule, values higher than 500.0 to the lower 
degree. v v , 

Source: electronic IDOS timetable, Transport census RSD CR, CSU, Hampl2005 

in terms of long-distance transport than local transport. A higher level of 
hierarchization is manifested by LONGBUS and LONGTRAIN groups as 
more selective types of connections, which are represented mainly in centres 
at the top of the list and whose proportion quickly decreases in "lower levels" 
of the hierarchy. This is the principal difference against groups with a lower 
level of hierarchization in terms of local rail and bus transport which, due to 
the necessity of minimal transport services in settlements, practically do not 
change after falling below a certain size of centres. The majority of smaller 
centres have only scarce long-distance transport or none at all. In contrast 
with the complex settlement hierarchy, the developmental extent of the 
hierarchy of centres in terms of long-distance transport is caused rather by 
the weak - or even the complete absence of - importance of small centres than 
by significant differences among large centres. 

The lowest degree of hierarchization of centres according to LOCAL TRAIN 
and LOCALBUS naturally also inhibits the level ofhierarchization according 
to the BUS and TRAIN aggregate characteristics. In spite of a generally low 
level of hierarchization in terms of transport importance, it is evident that 
centres have a more developed hierarchy in terms of their available bus 
services, than in terms of rail transport services. The main reason is the 
nodal-like concentration of bus transport as well as the linear concentration 
of rail transport, as mentioned above. In other words, the availability of bus 
transport in centres is conditioned more by the hierarchy of nodes, while rail 
transport services available in centres are determined to a greater degree by 
the hierarchy of transport networks or axes. It is however necessary to stress 
once again, that the hierarchy of transport axes is primarily conditioned by 
the hierarchy of nodes and, naturally, most significantly by the hierarchy of 
nodes of the highest orders. 
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Tab. 2 - Paired correlations of transport characteristics and CS - the entire group of 144 
centres 

LONG- LOCAL- LONG- LOCAL- TRAIN BUS TRANS- AUTO CS 
TRAIN TRAIN BUS BUS PORT 

LONGTRAlN 1.000 0.766 0.518 0.531 0.975 0.577 0.862 0.692 0.611 
LOCALTRAIN 0.766 1.000 0.661 0.654 0.891 0.723 0.890 0.806 0.743 
LONGBUS 0.518 0.661 1.000 0.653 0.597 0.898 0.812 0.870 0.884 
LOCALBUS 0.531 0.654 0.653 1.000 0.604 0.919 0.827 0.823 0.787 
TRAlN 0.975 0.891 0.597 0.604 1.000 0.660 0.920 0.770 0.691 
BUS 0.577 0.723 0.898 0.919 0.660 1.000 0.902 0.930 0.916 
TRANSPORT 0.862 0.890 0.812 0.827 0.920 0.902 1.000 0.928 0.876 
AUTO 0.692 0.806 0.870 0.823 0.770 0.930 0.928 1.000 0.927 
CS 0.611 0.743 0.884 0.787 0.691 0.916 0.876 0.927 1.000 

Notes: 1. Names and description of indicators - see chapter 4.1 
2. Public transport indicator 2006, AUTO 2005, CS 2001 
3. All correlations are significant at the level 0.01 (2-t,!liledt v , 

Source: electronic IDOS timetable, Transport census RSD CR, CSU, Rampl 2005 

AUTO, the index expressing the quantity of motor vehicles passing through 
the centre during for 24 hours on an "average" day in 2005, is, of course, the 
transport group exhibiting the highest level of hierarchization. The degree of 
hierarchization in this group is even higher than the level of hierarchization 
according to aggregate bus connections and exhibits, to a certain degree, 
nodal conditionality. However, it still does not reach the development extent 
of the complex hierarchization of centres. 

The mutual "closeness" of hierarchies according to the various indicators 
used was evaluated by a correlation analysis (see Tab. 2). The generally high 
association of monitored hierarchies can be characterized as expected, 
because transport hierarchy is a partial component of the complex hierarchy. 
As assumed, both monitored types of the transport system display a different 
relation. The importance of bus transport is correlated with the complex 
importance of centres more closely than the importance of rail transport. The 
cause for this is primarily the higher nodal conditionality of the organization 
of bus transport mentioned. Association of partial transport characteristics 
with CS is significantly lower than in the case of relevant aggregate 
characteristics. It can, however, be confirmed that the number of long
distance connections is in both cases less correlated with CS values than is 
the number of local connections (in the case of express train connections it is 
the lowest correlation at all). In terms of the finding that groups of long
distance connections exhibit, in general, more extensive hierarchization, their 
low correlation with the complex importance group, showing the most 
extensive hierarchization, is somewhat surprising. Especially in rail 
transport, a repeated difference between the hierarchy of transport nodes and 
the hierarchy of transport networks is expressed here. Another conditioning 
factor is the fact that the importance of local transport is more inclined to 
nodal organization and that rail transport is more specialized in long-distance 
transport. A consequence is that the hierarchy of centres, in terms of rail 
transport, "must" correspond to the complex settlement hierarchy less 
"precisely" overall than does the hierarchy in terms of bus transport. Table 2 
further verifies that the relation of long-distance bus connections and train 
connections is less correlated than the relation of local bus and train 
connections. It shows a certain complimentary nature of long-distance bus 
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Tab. 3 - Paired correlations of transport characteristics and complex size - the 12 most 
significant centres 

LONG- LOCAL- LONG- LOCAL- TRAIN BUS TRANS- AUTO CS 
TRAIN TRAIN BUS BUS PORT 

LONGTRAIN 1.000 0.833 0.663* 0.651 * 0.977 0.712 0.868 0.799 0.760 
LOCALTRAIN 0.833 1.000 0.909 0.736 0.931 0.898 0.958 0.933 0.934 
LONGBUS 0.663* 0.909 1.000 0.702* 0.784 0.934 0.912 0.943 0.926 
LOCALBUS 0.651* 0.736 0.702* 1.000 0.710 0.910 0.864 0.817 0.845 
TRAIN 0.977 0.931 0.784 0.710 1.000 0.812 0.938 0.883 0.858 
BUS 0.712 0.898 0.934 0.910 0.812 1.000 0.964 0.959 0.963 
TRANSPORT 0.868 0.958 0.912 0.864 0.938 0.964 1.000 0.972 0.963 
AUTO 0.799 0.933 0.943 0.817 0.883 0.959 0.972 1.000 0.966 
KS 0.760 0.934 0.926 0.845 0.858 0.963 0.963 0.966 1.000 

Notes: 1. Names and description of indicators - see chapter 4.1 
2. Public transport indicator 2006, AUTO 2005, CS 2001 
3. Correlations significant at the level 0.05 (2-tailed) are signed by *, all other are 
significant at the level 0.01 (2-tailed). v v v , 

Source: electronic IDOS timetable, Transport census RSD CR, CSU, Hampl 2005 

and train transport, which is ,by the way, confirmed primarily with the fact, 
that by aggregating transport characteristics, the degree of association of the 
transport hierarchy and complex hierarchy increases. 

The number of vehicles passing through (AUTO) shows a close association 
with the complex importance of centres, similar to the BUS index, confirming 
that automobile transport, as the most flexible transport mode, will 
correspond the most to the complex importance of centres. At the same time, 
the AUTO index has a significantly closer relationship with local connections 
(both bus and train) than with the long-distance connections, which indicates 
the dominant use of cars for ensuring functions of centres at the micro
regional level, i.e. for supplementing the frequently insufficient public 
transport services. 

The comparison of monitored transport hierarchies mentioned with the 
rank size rule led to a conclusion that the hierarchical principle is most 
extensively developed, in their case, at the "upper levels" of the hierarchy, 
although the hierarchization as whole is strongly conditioned, especially by 
the relatively weakly differentiated "lower levels" of the hierarchy. It seems, 
therefore, useful to make a correlation analysis not only for the entire group 
of 144 centres, but also within its subdivided, hierarchical categories. For this 
reason, Table 3 provides the values of paired correlations of the indicators 
used only for the group of 12 centres of meso-regional importance and for the 
macro-regional centre, Czechia's regional capitals with the exception of 
Jihlava. A comparison of values for the entire group and its hierarchically 
most significant portion shows above all a general increase in the closeness of 
correlations. The relation of aggregate characteristics and partial indicators 
is stronger, especially in the case of rail transport. This shows the impact of 
the position of centres in the transport network, because in the case of 
regional capitals, the position within road and rail networks is relatively 
equal. However, a higher nodal conditionality of bus and automobile 
transport, manifested by a higher correspondence with the complex 
hierarchy, remained in force. With the largest centres, harmony between the 
hierarchy of transport nodes and transport networks, which is reflected in the 
high degree of correspondence between the transport and complex hierarchy 
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(the greatest nodes of the networks hierarchy are decisive) can be pointed out. 
An increase in the level of association between the transport and complex 
hierarchies with aggregating the characteristics again verifies the 
complementary nature of both types of public transport monitored in the 
centres. At the same time, the level of specialization in bus and rail transport 
between local and long-distance transport has decreased and it can be said 
that the largest centres have complex transport services. 

5. Conclusion 

The analyses performed have verified the assumed mutual size 
conditionality of the transport and complex importance of centres, which is 
manifested by a close correlation of general characteristics. At the same time, 
the significant impact of the position of centres in transport networks was 
clearly expressed, with bus and automobile transport being the most closely 
associated with the complex hierarchy, because, in contrast to rail transport, 
they are less determined by their transport network and can respond "more 
independently" to the current demand for transport. The position in networks 
also leads, to a certain degree, to the transport specialization of centres, when 
important centres of rail transport also have a high number of long-distance 
connections and bus transport is more focused on providing links at the local 
level. Both types of public transport are thus complementing one another. 
Automobile transport is, in terms of transport distance, probably rather 
autonomous, of course with dominant use in local transport. 

A comparison of relations within the entire group of 144 centres of micro
regional importance and of the results for the 12 most significant centres has 
shown that the impact oftransport networks and the specialization of various 
types of transport are less evident in this case. An explanation can be found 
in the relatively equalized position of regional capitals in both types of 
transport networks. 

Further monitoring should be aimed primarily at the situation of centres at 
"lower levels" of the hierarchy, which exhibit only low levels of hierarchization 
(as a consequence of planned transport services and of efforts to ensure, at 
least, spatially inclusive transport availability along with other contributing 
causes) and in such circumstances, the transport importance of centres 
corresponds to a lesser degree with their complex importance. The main public 
transport mode there is bus transport and, primarily, individual automobile 
transport, which probably compensates for insufficient public transport 
services. The number of persons who because they are not able to drive their 
own car, are placed in a situation of "transport exclusion" may therefore 
increase. This issue, connected with the significant applications for transport 
policy can become a hot topic for further transport geography research. 
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Shrnuti 

DOPRA VA A GEOGRAFICKA. ORGANIZACE SPOLECNOSTI: PRIPADOV A STUDIE 
CESKA 

Take 0 geografii dopravy lze konstatovat nekolikrat opakovany nazor M. Hampla (napr. 
Hampl 2004), ze geograficky yYzkum se zamefuje spise na studium "geograficke organizace 
yYvoje" a mene uz na potfebne zobecnujici studium "yYvoje geograficke organizace". Pfitom 
" ... je potrebne hledat odpovedi na otazky: jak se meni charakter koncentracnich procesu, jak 
se vyviji sidelni hierarchie, jak se meni strediskova pusobnost mest ve smyslu rozsahovem 
i funkcnim, resp. kvalitativnim." (s. 206) Pn zohledneni dopravnegeografickych aspektu lze 
zminenou problematiku zjednodusene rozclenit do tfi okruhu. Zrejmy je vliv dopravnich 
faktoru na promeny koncentrace pracovnich ph1ezitosti a progresivnich aktivit, tedy na 
procesy vedouci k prohlubovani sidelni hierarchie. Vlastni dopravni yYznam jednotliyYch 
stredisek - jak z hlediska postaveni v dopravnich sitich, tak z hlediska intenzity dopravy - je 
ovsem yYsledkem vztahu strediska s jeho mikroregionrunim zazemim a take vztahu 
mezistrediskoyYch, ktere probihaji v ramci jednotliyYch regionrunich Urovni stredisek, ale 
i mezi stredisky stejne Urovne navzajem. Hierarchicky yYse polozena stfediska pak kumuluji 
sve funkce (i dopravni) na ruznych regionrunich radech. Problematikou mezistrediskoyYch 
vztahu a vztahu stredisko-zazemi jsou dany dva zakladni okruhy diskutovane problematiky, 
tfetim je pak vlastni vztah mezi yYslednou dopravni a komplexni hierarchii stredisek. 
Z duvodu omezeneho rozsahu clanku je empiIjcky blize vyhodnocen pouze okruh treti na 
ph1dadu hierarchie hlavnich stredisek osidleni Ceska. 

Vzajemne ovlivneni dopravni a komplexne-sidelni hierarchie stredisek lze predpokladat 
v nekolika aspektech. Za prve je to samozrejma velikostni podminenost dopravni a komplexne
sidelni hierarchie. Tato podminenost je jiste pozitivni, rna souhlasne yYvojove tendence 
a zjistena asociace dopraVJriho yYznamu stredisek s vYznamem komplexnim bude 
pravdepodobne velmi tesna. CastYro duvodem rozdilu v dopravni a geograficke poloze sidel, 
a tak narusenim souhlasnosti obou hodnocenych hierarchii, je odlisna dopravni poloha 
strediska v dopravni siti. Ta se projevuje take z hlediska struktury dopravy ve stfedisku, 
konkretne v pomeru vlakoyYch a autobusoyYch spoju i v pomeru spoju mezinarodnich, 
drukoyYch vnitrostatnich a mistnich. Dopravni pomery ve stredisku z hlediska struktury 
dopravnich prostredku jsou do jiste miry urceny take charakterem zazemi strediska (fidce 
zalidnena uzemi jsou hUfe obsluhovana verejnou hromadnou dopravou a jsou vice odkazana 
na individualni automobilizaci). 

Vzhledem ke zminene velikostni podminenosti muzeme predpokladat silnou asociaci 
hierarchii obou typu. Parciruni dopravni systemy (autobusova, automobilova a zeleznicni 
doprava) ovsem budou asociovany s komplexni hierarchii rnznou merou. Z duvodu planovane, 
"plosne" obsluznosti obyvatelstva autobusovou dopravou a mensi determinace silnieni dopravy 
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siremi bude tesnejsi vztahy ke komplexni hierarchii vykazovat doprava autobusova 
a automobilova, nez doprava zeleznicni, ktera svoji vazanosti na historicke zeleznicni sire 
projevuje jakousi ,)iniovou" diferenciaci s vetsim zamerenim na daIkovou dopravu. 
Z obdobnych duvodu se z dopravnich charakteristik bude mirou hierarchizace nejvice 
pnblizovat komplexni hierarchii automobilova doprava a doprava autobusova. 

Empiricke hodnoceni bylo provedeno na souboru 144 stredisek osidleni, kterym podle 
sOciogeograficke regionalizace k roku 2001 (Hampl 2005) pfislusi alespon mikroregionaIni 
vYznam. Vyznam, resp. rozsah verejne osobni zeleznicni a autobusove dopravy ve strediscich 
byl hodnocen pomoci poetu spoju odjiZdejicich ze strediska, a to ve stredu dne 24. kvetna 2006 
("bezny" vsedni den). Zaroven byly rozlisovany spoje mistni a daIkove. Krome rechto 
parcialnich ukazatelu byly vytvoreny agregatni ukazatele VLAK, BUS a DOPRA VA, ve 
kterych byla poctu daIkovYch a vlakovYch spoju pnsouzena vysSi vaha. DruhYm zpusobem 
hodnoceni dopravruno vYznamu stredisek bylo vyCisleni intenzity automobilove doprJ!VY, ktera 
byla stanovenajako soucet celkovYch dopravnich intenzit v bodech Scitani dopravy (RSD 2005) 
lezicich nejblize stredisku. Komplexni vYznam stredisek byl hodnocen ukazatelem komplexni 
velikosti stredisek (KV) za rok 2001 (Hampl 2005). 

Podle predpokladu je celkova dopravni hierarchie stredisek z hlediska verejne hromadne 
dopravy (ukazatel DOPRAVA) vyvinuta podstatne slabeji nez nejrozvinurejsi hierarchie 
komplexni sidelni (tab. 1). DaIe lze konstatovat, ze z hlediska daIkove dopravy jsou strediska 
pochopitelne vice hierarchizovana nez z hlediska dopravy lokalni. Pres celkove nizkou 
hierarchizaci dopravruno vYznamu je patrne, ze strediska z hlediska vybaveni autobusovou 
dopravou jsou hierarchizovana wazneji nez z hlediska obsluznosti dopravou zeleznicni. 
JinYmi slovy, vybaveni stredisek autobusovou dopravou je podmineno spise hierarchii n6du, 
zatimco zeleznicni obsltiZnost stredisek je dana spise hierarchii dopravnich siti ci os. Nejvice 
hierarchizovanYm dopravnim souborem je AUTO a vykazuje tak rovnez urcitou nodaIni 
podminenost. Rozvinutosti komplexni hierarchizace stredisek vsak samozrejme rovnez 
nedosahuje. 

Naznacenou miru souladu hierarchii podle jednotlivYch ukazatelu statisticky potvrzuji 
hodnoty parovYch korelaci (viz tab. 2), ktera take naznacuje urCitou doplnkovost daIkove 
autobusove a vlakove dopravy. Tu potvrzuje predevsim skutecnost, ze agregaci dopravnich 
charakteristik se mira asociace dopravni hierarchie a hierarchie komplexni zvysuje. Vysokou 
asociaci s komplexnim vYznamem stredisek Gako agregat BUS) vykazuje pocet projiZdejicich 
vozidel (AUTO), coz potvrzuje, ze automobilova doprava jako nejflexibilnejsi dopravni mOd 
bude nejvice odpovidat komplexnimu vYznamu center. Zaroven rna ukazatel AUTO wazne 
resnejsi vztah ke spojUm mistnim (autobusovYm i vlakovYm) nez ke spoju.m daIkovYm, coz 
naznacuje dominantni vytiZivaru automobilu k zajisteni funkci stredisek na mikroregionaIni 
movni, tedy k doplneni casto nedostatecne obsluznosti hromadnou dopravou. 

Srovnani sledovanych dopravnich hierarchii s pravidlem velikostniho poradi mest vedlo 
k zaveru, ze hierarchicky princip je u nich nejvice rozvinut na "vrchnich patrech" hierarchie, 
avsak celkova hierarchizace je wazne podminena predevsim relativne maIo diferencovanYmi 
"spodnimi patry" hierarchie. Jako ucelne se proto jevilo provedeni korelacni analyzy nejen za 
cely soubor 144 stredisek, ale take v ramci dilcich kategorie 12.stredisek mezoregionaIruno 
vYznamu a strediska makroregionaIniho, tj. krajskych mest Ceska bez Jihlavy (tab. 3). 
V pfipade nejvetsich stredisek lze hovont 0 souladu hierarchie dopravnich n6du a dopravnich 
siti, ktery se odrliZi ve vysoke souhlasnosti dopravni a komplexni hierarchie (nejvetsi n6dy 
hierarchii sit! urcujO. Zaroven doslo k rozvolneni specializace autobusove a zeleznicni dopravy 
na mistni a daIkove prepravy a lze konstatovat, ze nejvetsi strediska jsou dopravne 
obsluhovana komplexnim zpusobem. 

Obr. 1- Sociogeograficke mikroregiony ajejich strediska v Cesku (2001). Strediska vyssiho 
vYznamu - makroregionaIniho (Praha) a mezoregionalniho (krajska mesta bez 
Jihlavy) - jsou popsana. Ostatni mikroregionaIni centra jsou uvedeny v abecednim 
poradi. 
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T. H a v lie e k, M. H u P k 0 v Ii: Religious landscape in Czechia: new structures and 
trends. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 113, 3, pp. 302-319 (2008). - The intent of this paper is 
to analyse trends and processes in the religious landscape in Czechia during the 
transformation period. In Czechia, society has been secularized to an extent unprecedented 
in the rest of Europe. The paper also uses the term sacralization of landscape, which is 
primarily connected with the restoration of sacred places. It has often been used in this 
context after 1989, creating a certain contradiction to the general trend of secularisation in 
Czech society and to the diversification, near disintegration, of religious communities. This 
research attempts to monitor the main reasons for the transformation of sacral objects as 
well as to seek fundamental consequences of these changes with the examples of select 
locations. 
KEY WORDS: geography of religion - Czechia - religious landscape - transformation. 

This paper is the result of two research projects, sponsored by a financial grant from GA 
AV Project No. IAA 701110701: "Differentiation of changes of religious landscape in Czechia 
during the period of transformation" and from GA CR Project No. 403/07/0743: She role of 
human and social capital in the integration process of peripheral regions into regional 
structures of Czechia in context of new Europe". The authors would like to thank the 
sponsors for their financial support. 

Introduction 

This paper intends to describe and analyse, primarily, new structures and 
trends in studying the geography of religion, or the religious landscape, with 
the example of Czechia during the transformation period, beginning after 
1989. The term religious landscape (e.g. Zelinsky 2001, Knippenberg 2005) is 
initially perceived in a broader sense mainly as both the territory and society 
of a selected, larger territorial unit (e.g. Czechia) which is influenced by 
general religious impacts and, in a stricter sense, as individual sacral objects 
completing or even forming and defining the landscape's character in the 
given region (e.g. sacral structures as dominant features in rural landscapes). 
Religious landscape will first be analysed on the basis of the regional 
differentiation of religiosity in the society of Czechia during the 
transformation (e.g. Siwek 2005, Havlicek 2006a, Siwek 2006), which is also 
perceived to be a contribution to the mosaic of research on the organization of 
society during the transformation process (Hampl 2001). The second main 
research theme is a reflection on the development of religious landscape in 
selected micro-regions ofCzechia, both on the basis of the affirmations of key 
actors and the transformation of sacral objects in the given territories. For a 
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better understanding of some trends it is necessary to remember their 
historical context. 

Czechia, situated in central Europe, has been, due to its geographic 
position, influenced in the past by a variety of religious streams and trends. 
In the period of early Christianity, an eastern form of Christianity, 
represented by Cyril and Methodius, began to penetrate the territory of 
present-day Czechia, beginning in the 9th century, while, on the other hand, 
the Catholic Church, with its pope in Rome, was presenting an increasing 
influence from the west. Before the Hussite movement and Protestantism in 
the 15th century, the Roman-Catholic religion was predominant in the 
Kingdom of Bohemia. Then a significant increase of reformed, protestant, 
religious movements occurred, such as, for instance, the Czech Brethren 
(Herrnhuter) in Eastern Bohemia. Mter defeat in the Battle of White 
Mountain in 1620, the Czech lands were again subject to re-catholicization. 
Frequent fluctuation of the dominant religious orientation and a general 
heterogeneity of religious beliefs have continued to the present time. In 
contrast with other European countries, a strong religious tradition has not 
been formed here. In addition to this, Czechia, or Czechoslovakia, was 
exposed, during the second half of the 20th century, to strong pressure from 
the communist dictatorship aimed at the complete removal of God and the 
supernatural from the thinking of the people. This process was supported 
by the transfer of the German, mostly Catholic, population from the Czech 
border areas. These facts, and certainly many additional circumstances, 
have caused Czechia to enter the 21st century as one ofthe most secularized 
countries in the world. Almost 60% of population (2001) indicate that they 
are nondenominational. This phenomenon is nevertheless very unevenly 
distributed throughout the country. How is the religious persuasion of the 
Czech population distributed in the territory? Which are now the dominant 
religious orientations and where are their centres? Are there any areas 
being formed or even strong polarizations? Which have been the main 
trends in the development of religious landscape after 1989? Is the growing 
secularization of society reflected by the secularization of religious objects in 
the landscape? 

New geography of religion 

During the last twenty years, research on the interaction of religion and 
space has significantly changed and therefore we can speak about a so-called 
"new" geography of religion (e.g. Kong 1990, Pacione 1999, Kong 2001, Henkel 
2004, Proctor 2006, Havlicek 2007). In this context, two basic directions 
(Henkel 2004), which also generally correspond to both tendencies in the 
socio-geographic research, exist. On the one hand, there is the predominantly 
qualitative empirical research of the so-called "Caliban School" and, on the 
other hand, the predominantly post-modernist papers of the new cultural 
geography of the so-called "Hamlet School" (Peach 1999). Within the first 
school, atlases of the religions of various states (Henkel 2001, Knippenberg 
2005), for example, can be mentioned. These are, however, focused, not only 
on the cartographic presentation of religious manifestations, but also at their 
historical contexts and explanation. This category also includes 
predominantly quantitative research into the religious landscape of selected 
territories (e.g. Zelinsky 2001, Knippenberg 2005). 
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The second school of the new cultural geography, with a post-modernist 
orientation, is represented above all by papers from Lily Kong (2001, 2004), 
which characterize, through qualitative research, the significance of religious 
symbols and objects for the identity of people in a certain space, among other 
things. This also causes possible conflicts impacting both sacral and secular 
institutions. Another paper summing up this research into schematic 
frameworks is a publication from the "Heidelberg School" of geography of 
religion by Edgard Wunder (2005). 

Lily Kong (1990, 2004) gives six main research trends or themes within the 
new geography of religion: 
1. Research on society and landscape with various religious orientations, 

including secularization and the isolation of smaller religious groups and 
cultures (e.g .. Henkel 2001; Knippenberg 1998; Wunder 2005; Bilska
Wodecka 2005,2006; Matlovic 1997). 

2. Increased investigation of links between sacral and secular objects, or 
between cultural and political ones (Huntington 1996) as well as 
investigation of religious and secular landscapes. 

3. Studies of religious groups and communities in their social and political 
context, studying identity. 

4. Increased interest in symbolic religious localities and their description 
("Cracow School"). 

5. An effort to understand processes through which objects, landscapes and 
buildings manifest religious attributes (e.g. new post-modern temples). 

6. Sacral experiences with religious localities ("Cracow School"). 
7. In contrast to the United States or North America, in Europe and Czechia 

there is a significant lack of religious geographic research, as if the idea 
that the topic of religion is not compatible with the enlightenment, modern 
spirit and science prevails in the European, geographic sciences. In this 
regard, geography is isolated from other branches of science. Religious 
issues are much more intensely investigated by sciences that are topically 
very similar to geography, like sociology or history. Because geographers do 
not study interactions between religion and space, such topics are for the 
most part covered by scientists speCialized in the sociology of religion (e.g. 
Flere 2001, Tomka 2001, Borowik 2004). 
In general, it is possible to define several main aspects of research within 

the new geography of religion. In terms of perception of the term "sacred 
place" (Matlovic 2001, Havlicek 2006b), it is mostly a majority-minority 
relationship (e.g. mosques in Germany, Schmidt 2003). Important attributes 
are also religious conflicts (Islamic terrorism, Israel, Maluku, etc.) and also 
the relation between religion and human rights in selected regions 
(Leimgruber, Gill 2003). A very frequently quoted study on conflict of 
civilizations (Huntington 1996) has started discussion on the relation of 
religion and globalization as well as the relation of Church and state. 
Research on the sites and trails of pilgrimage ("Cracow School", Graham a 
Murray 1997) also remains relevant. The explanation of tensions between 
sacral and secular phenomena (e.g. the secularization, or sacralization of 
Czechia) is also an important theme within these recent trends. 

Studies integrating evolution in the post-modern, or "post-religious" society 
(Wunder 2005) are also generally applicable. Fundamental research is carried 
out mainly on a micro-regional scale with significant sociological aspects as 
well as in minority religious groups (Islam in Germany, Hutterites in Canada, 
etc.). 
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These principal research trends are framed by the great interdisciplinary 
nature of research (sociology, political science, science on religion) with more 
or less spatial aspects, such as, for example, studying the development of 
religious landscape, which is, with the example of Czechia, one of the major 
themes of this paper. 

Religious processes in Czech society during the transformation 
period 

It is clear that religious processes must be understood in the general 
context of the development of Czech society (Hampl 2001). An important 
trend of the Czech society during the period of transformation has been a 
significant decrease in persons declaring their support of churches and 
religious communities. Much more than in the rest of Europe, a high 
secularization of society exists in Czechia (Luzny, Navratilova 2001). 
Religious institutions along with religious consciousness and behaviour are 
losing their social significance. There is an ongoing shift away from religious 
control to profane forms of control. People devote increasingly less time and 
resources to supernatural things. In terms of this, Luzny (1999) affirms that 
the basic condition is thus the dualism of the profane and ecclesiastical power 
and the separation of sciences, defining their branch of study without 
theology or interpretation of myths. The process of secularization is 
accelerated even more and backed by authoritative regimes (in Czechia this 
was the case of the communist dictatorship), which see religious communities 
as their enemies. Park (1994) understands secularization in a triple sense: a) 
the exclusion of religious belief (increasing separation of church and State), b) 
a lack of importance, rejection of religious ideas (decreased interest in 
religious traditions, lower awareness and respect of church representatives) 
c) secularization of thinking and behaviour, no interest whatsoever in 
religious ideas. Secularization is thus one of the most visible processes in the 
religious landscape, not only in Czechia, but also throughout contemporary 
Europe. 

From 1991-2001, some religious communities manifested a different 
development than during the period of communist rule. A population census 
was done in Czechia in 1991 and again in 2001. The religiosity of the 
population was also ascertained during the census, according to data of a 
subjective nature, as individual respondents were asked to classify 
themselves as members of a certain religious group. The Czech census of 1991 
and 2001 was the first since 1950 to pose a question on religion. There are 
three ways in which to examine religion: belief, practice and affiliation. The 
Czech census question was in the category of affiliation and each person could 
classify themselves in two main categories: without denomination and 
believer. There were no separate tick boxes for specific denomination. Each 
person has the freedom to write his denomination in the special field. The 
census question on religion were not compulsory as far as answers were 
concerned it can be seen from Table 1 that 16.2 % (1991) and S.S % (2001) of 
population did not answer this question. 

A decrease in the largest group, the Roman Catholic Church, continued -
from 39 % (1991) to 26.7 % (2001) as larger protestant churches also lost more 
than one third of their members. In the Czechoslovak Hussite Church, the 
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Tab. 1- Distribution of religious denominations in Czechia in 1991-2001 

Denomination 1991 1991 2001 2001 Change Change 
(number) (%) (number) (%) 91101 91101 

(number) (%) 

Roman Catholic Church 4,021,358 39.0 2,740,780 26.8 -1,280,578 -31.8 
Evangelic Church 
of Czech Brethren 203,996 2.0 117,212 1.1 -86,784 -42.5 
Czechoslovak Hussite 
Church 178,036 1.7 99,130 1.0 -78,906 -44.3 
Jehovah's Witnesses 14,575 0.1 23,162 0.2 8,587 58.9 
Orthodox Church 19,354 0.2 22,968 0.2 3,614 18.7 
Evangelic Silesian 
Church 33,130 0.3 14,020 0.1 -19,110 -57.7 
Brethren Evangelical 
Free Church 2,759 0.0 9,931 0.1 7,172 259.9 
Adventists 7,674 0.1 9,757 0.1 2,083 27.1 
Greek Catholic Church 7,030 0.1 7,657 0.1 627 9.2 
Evangelical Free Church 3,017 0.0 6,927 0.1 3,910 129.6 
Apostolic Church 1,485 0.0 4,565 0.0 3,080 207.4 
Baptist Church 2,544 0.0 3,622 0.0 1,078 42.4 
Methodist Church 2,855 0.0 2,694 0.0 -161 -5.6 
Old Catholic Church 2,725 0.0 1,605 0.0 -1,120 -41.1 
Judaism 1,292 0.0 1,515 0.0 223 17.3 
New Apostolic Church 427 0.0 449 0.0 22 5.2 
Unitarian 365 0.0 302 0.0 --63 -17.3 
Mormons - - 1366 0.0 - -
Islam - - 3699 0.0 - -
Buddhism - - 6817 0.1 - -
Hinduism - - 767 0.0 - -

Movement Hare Krishna - - 294 0.0 - -
Others 21,085 0.2 208,858 2.1 187,773 951.9 
Believers (total) 4,523,734 43.9 3,288,088 32.2 -1,235,646 -27.3 
N on-denominationalists 4,112,864 39.9 6,039,991 59.0 1,927,127 46.9 
Not identified 1,665,617 16.2 901,981 8.8 -763,636 -45.8 
Czech population (total) 10,302,215 100 10,230,060 100 -72,155 -0.7 

Source: CSU - Czech Statistical Office (2004) 

figure decreased from 1.7 % (1991) of inhabitants to 1 % (2001). On the 
contrary, smaller Christian communities, such as the Brethren Evangelical 
Free Church, Baptists, Evangelical Free Church, Apostolic Church, etc., 
recorded strong growth. Also the number of members of the religious 
community of Jehovah's Witnesses, which is not included in a classification of 
Christian churches, has increased by more than 40 % to reach some 23,000 
members throughout Czechia. Although the absolute numbers of worshippers 
of these Churches reach thousands and even tens ofthousands of members, it 
is evident that the Czech population is not heading towards an almost 
absolutely profane society, but that interest in God has been growing in 
smaller communities. Only during the last monitored period, membership in 
these Churches has grown by more than seven times. The Orthodox Church 
also manifests an increase, mainly due to high immigration from Ukraine and 
Russia to Czechia. Also due to emigration, the number of Jews in Czech 
society has increased slightly. What was the trend towards increased 
secularization of society like at the turn of the millennium? According to 
census results, there is a clearly increasing trend towards a profane culture 
and society. During this period, the percentage of the non-denominational 
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Fig. 1 - Percentage of religious population in Czechia by municipalities (2001) 

population grew from 39_9 % (1991) to. 58.2 % (2001). We can only add that a 
lower percentage in this category in 1991 was due, primarily to a temporary 
higher receptivity of society to transcendent phenomena following the fall of 
the communist regime. 

The next reason for the distinctive decrease of believers between the years 
1991 and 2001 can we observe in the mortality of old generation who got 
religion during the period before WWII und this generation has a very high 
level of religiosity. The similar development is also in the other European 
countries, e.g. Germany, The Netherlands, Finland (Knippenberg 2005). 

On the contrary, the number of inhabitants refusing to answer the question 
about their faith fell from 16.2 % (1991) to 10 % (2001). In general, it can be 
said that the Czech religious scene is becoming more and more diversified. 
Large churches are losing their worshippers and, on the contrary, smaller 
Christian communities have increasingly more members. In addition, 
religious communities in Czechia are becoming more and more split up. 

For a higher degree of clarity and to stress the high regional differentiation, 
the boundaries of municipalities were used as basic territorial units. With the 
first glance at the territorial distribution of believers in Czechia (Fig. 1), a 
strong territorial polarization is already quite clear: 
L Non-religious north (below 25 %) and a relatively religious south (40-70 %) 
2. Weakly religious west (Bohemia) and strongly religious east with 60 to 95 

% believers (Moravia and the Bohemian-Moravian Highlands). 
In addition, primarily communities along the border with Slovakia and in 

the Bohemian-Moravian Highlands manifest relative numbers of believers 
above 70 % of the total population. When observing percentages of the 
population that believe in the southern and western border regions in greater 
detail, the former border of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, i.e. 
between former predominantly Czech and German populations, is evident. 
Mter World War II, the German population, which was mostly Catholic, was 
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transferred from the border regions of the former Czechoslovakia and 
replaced by mostly non-religious people from the interior, Romania, Ukraine 
or Slovakia. In areas, where the Czech population extended to the border, a 
higher percentage of believers has been maintained (e. g. the region of 
Domazlice, Velenice, Jemnice). 

A very low percentage of believers were registered mainly in north and 
northwest Bohemia. In this area as well, the German population, which 
almost constituted a majority, was transferred after the World War II and, in 
addition, it is a highly industrial area that is traditionally less religious and 
where, during the period of communist industrialization, again mostly non
believers resettled here from the interior, mainly because of cheap and 
available housing and higher wages. This immigrant population had no 
religious or cultural links to the areas and was not rooted there. In addition, 
with communist, anti-religious propaganda the percentage of the population 
that was religious steadily decreased to a level of 10-20 % registered in most 
municipalities. 

Analysis of the development of religiosity according to municipalities 
(index of secularization) also shows an increasing trend of secularization of 
Czech society. Between 1991 and 2001, there was a significant decrease in the 
number of believers, while the index of secularization (Fig. 2) in the 
municipalities of Czechia reached 31.8. 

In addition to the previously mentioned and most significant process of 
secularization, there is also a trend towards higher diversification, or de
monopolization of religious communities leading to a high degree of 
separation or even the complete disintegration of various religious 
movements within Czechia (Table 1). On the one hand, the largest churches 
(Roman Catholic, Evangelic Church of Czech Brethren and Czechoslovak 
Hussite Church) register a high decrease in their number of worshippers, and 
on the contrary, smaller, mostly protestant or evangelical churches (e.g. 
Brethren Evangelical Free Church, Evangelical Free Church) register a 
steady increase in worshippers. However, the highest increase, in Czech 
society, is registered in occultism (horoscopes, divination, etc.) where the 
trend seems to change from the once dominant Christianity to occultism 
(Hamplova 2000). At the turn of millennium, Christianity lost its dominant 
position and more than half of the population (52.1 %) declared, either partly 
or entirely, their support for occultism (Hamplova 2000, Havlicek 2004b). An 
ISSP survey (Hamplova 2000) also showed frequent interpenetration of both 
spiritual streams as well as the fact that one third of the respondents 
professing Christianity are entirely settled, while in occultism this portion 
only reaches one fifth. 

The religious landscape of Czechia during the transformation 
period 

To truly grasp the central structures and trends present in the religious 
landscape of Czechia it is not sufficient to merely analyse quantitative 
changes and the differentiation of the religiosity of the population, it is also 
necessary to take the consequences of this development into account with 
qualitative research focused on model territories. As part of this research on 
the development of the religious landscape, qualitative research was carried 
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out from 2005 to 2007 in 27 micro-regions (model territories) of Czechia (Fig. 
2) to analyse the role of the religion and the character of the religious 
landscape. Initially, sacral objects in the landscape were monitored and 
documented then we sought to explain the obtained results by analysing the 
historical development, relations within the territory and the specific traits of 
the area. Because of Czechia's geographic variability, several hypotheses, 
which should be valid for the model territories, can be determined, even 
before monitoring the religious landscape. 

Field research was carried out by students from the Department of Social 
Geography and Regional Development, Charles University in Prague, from 
July through September in 2005, 2006 and 2007. Each model territory was 
studied for approximately seven days. Table 2 gives basic data on the various 
model territories - their name, year of field research, type of territory (rural 
or urban area) and level of religiosity. Model territories were selected on the 
basis of two factors. The first was an attempt to employ the general 
geographic variability of Czechia through selecting model areas so as to take 
into account both vertical and horizontal variability (e.g. town - countryside, 
interior - border region, Bohemia - Moravia). The second factor for selecting 
territories was the individual, i.e. subjective, knowledge of the given territory 
by the researchers. Contacts within a territory are important when looking 
for sacral objects and local people often know about the connections of, for 
example, the origin or disappearance of sacral objects. Model territories were 
determined by municipal boundaries, because of the availability of statistical 
data for these territorial units, or by cadastral boundaries in larger cities. The 
size of the model territories corresponded with the size of the municipalities; 
they were 5 each of rural municipalities, quadrants or sections of large cities 
(Prague, Plzen, Liberec, Hradec Kralove, Olomouc). 

Before the field inquiry, working hypotheses on the quantity and state of 
sacral monuments were determined according to the character of the territory 
and the level of religiosity. The goal of the field inquiry was to reveal causes 
for the development and the general state of the religious landscape in each 
model territory and to grasp the phenomena and specific characteristics of the 
given territory, both as part of the social capital and in the relation between 
the profane and sacral sphere to religious objects (the relationship between 
church and state, or municipality). Initially, sacral objects were monitored 
and their position was mapped. Each object was assigned values from a 
qualitative and a quantitative typology. Qualitative categories are defined 
according to the physical state and the age of objects: a) sacral objects built 
before 1989; b) sacral objects built or made accessible after 1989; c) sacral 
objects reconstructed after 1989. 

Quantitative typology is based on the repartition of sacral objects according 
to their importance and size: a) multi-religious and multicultural buildings 
(community centres, building complexes, e. g. Hare Krishna), b) utilised one
purpose buildings (church, mosque, etc.), unused church ("abolished"), c) 
chapels, oratories, rooms for oracles, etc. (mostly only one room), d) small 
sacral buildings in landscape (crosses, Calvaries, pictures, statues, etc.), e) 
small sacral objects on buildings (e.g. statues on houses, etc.), f) cemetery 
objects. 

After analysing sacral objects in the field, we proceeded to direct interviews 
with "key personalities" which helped us to elucidate the religious climate in 
the model territory. The first personality was a church representative. This 
interview helped answer questions on attendance at worship services 
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Tab. 2 - Survey of model territories, including their basic characteristics, selected results 
and the aggregate "level of sacralization" index 

Model area Year Type Religiosity 1 2 3 4 Sacralization rate 

Rakvicko 2007 rur 55.1 + + + + ++++ high 
Vranovsko 2007 rur 38.6 + + + + ++++ high 
Bohutinsko 2005 rur 38.9 + + + + ++++ high 
Kamycko 2006 rur 45.4 + + + 0 +++ high 
Milevsko 2006 urb 37.9 + + + 0 +++ high 
Olomouc 2006 urb 38.9 + + + 0 +++ high 
Hofovice 2007 urb/rur 17.7 - + + + ++ medium 
Cercansko 2005 rur 27.3 0 + + 0 ++ medium 
Chocensko 2006 urb/rur 27.8 0 + + 0 ++ medium 
Plzen 2007 urb 18.9 - + + + ++ medium 
Praha 2007 urb 27.9 0 + 0 + ++ medium 
Roztocko 2006 urb 25.5 0 + + 0 ++ medium 
fucansko 2007 urb/rur 24.9 0 + + 0 ++ medium 
Sobeslav 2007 urb 29.3 0 + + 0 ++ medium 
Suchdolsko 2007 rur 30.6 0 + + 0 ++ medium 
Susicko 2005 urb 35.7 + 0 + 0 ++ medium 
Hradec Kralove 2005 urb 21.8 - + + 0 + medium 
Kounovsko 2007 rur 52.7 + 0 0 0 + medium 
Netolicko 2005 urb 34.5 0 + 0 0 + medium 
Svatojansko 2006 rur 17.3 - + + 0 + medium 
Liberec 2006 urb 17.1 - + 0 0 0 low 
Moravskokrumlovsko 2006 urb 39.7 + - 0 0 0 low 
Stanovicko 2005 rur 24.8 0 + - 0 0 low 
Cehikovicko 2007 urb 20.5 - - 0 + - low 
Neratovicko 2007 urb/rur 21.4 - + - 0 - low 
Pecky 2007 rur 22.8 - + - 0 - low 
Velkopopovicko 2005 rur 26.0 0 - 0 0 - low 

Note. Type: urb = urban character of the territory, rur = rural character of the territory, 
urb/rur = intermediate character of the territory. Religiosity: as a portion of inhabitants 
from the total population in 2001 in the model territory (data for municipalities): 1. Level 
of religiosity: + (above average), 0 (average), - (below average). 2. Relationship between 
church and the state: + (good), 0 (neutral), - (bad). 3. Qualitative state of sacral objects: + 
(good), 0 good only in the case of larger objects or in the centre), - (bad). Existence of new 
sacral objects built after 1989: + (they exist), 0 (they do not exist). 

(average attendance, age or nationalities represented), on church activities 
and on the interviewee's opinion concerning the role of religion in society. The 
second "key personality" was a representative of the municipal authority 
responsible for monument preservation. This interview helped elucidate 
property rights to sacral objects in the territory, monument preservation 
issues and possibilities for the reconstruction of sacral objects. We also 
ascertained the mutual relationship and cooperation between churches and 
the municipality. Finally we evaluated the validity of our pre-defined working 
hypotheses and subjectively assessed the character of the religious landscape 
in the model territory with an emphasis placed upon the causes of the present 
situation. 

Table 2 gives a survey of model territories along with selected results from 
the field monitoring. Evaluation of the religious landscape and the religious 
climate in model territories exhibited a subjective character. The tentative 
synthesis of these data helped build a "level of sacralization" index, which 
schematically expresses the level of sacralization in the model territory, not 
only in terms of the quality of sacral objects, but also in terms of the warmth 
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of the local religious climate. The "level of sacralization" index was construed 
by combining four characteristics assessed by a three-degree scale where "+" 
indicates a positive, ,,0" a neutral and "-" a negative occurrence of the 
phenomenon. The characteristics included in the aggregate index are the 
following: 

The level of sacralization can be divided into three categories: high (++++, 
+++), average (++, +) and low (0, -). Model territories with the lowest level of 
sacralization are situated in the hinterland or in areas adjacent to Prague. 
This is indicative of the character of life in Prague's suburbia (low levels of 
religiosity, commuting to Prague for work and services, generally low 
relationships with the territory, newly developed areas). According to these 
results, a claim could be made that the level of sacralization increases along 
a northwest to southeast axis as well as with the decreasing size of 
municipalities and in proximity to sites of pilgrimage. In general, large cities 
manifest an average level of sacralization, with the exception of Olomouc and 
Liberec. These two large cities manifest a level of sacralization corresponding 
to their geographic position (compare Fig. 1). The high level of sacralization 
in Olomouc is also accentuated by the significance of the city as the seat of an 
archbishopric and as a UNESCO monument. A unique situation exists in the 
area of Moravsky Krumlov which has, contrary to expectations, a very low 
level of sacralization. This is probably due to the existence of an significant 
communication barrier among the local government, public administration 
and the Church. Local factors that influence the development of the sacral 
landscape and the religious climate in model territories (i.e. those that were 
used for assessing the level of religiosity) are described further in the text. 

It is presumed that due to the transfer of Germans from border regions 
after World War II the so-called Sudeten region will have more devastated or 
completely destroyed/removed religious objects CValencik 2006). At the same 
time, we presume that differences in the character of the religious landscape 
increase in a northwest to southeast direction. In the southeast direction, 
religiosity of the population increases (Fig. 1), so a higher number of sacral 
objects along with their better physical condition are expected. In this 
direction we also expect a higher frequency of building new sacral objects. 
Comparison of the field monitoring results from the model areas (Fig. 2) with 
the expected results indicates whether the character of the religious 
landscape is developing according to the expected formula. This formula is 
understood as the general geographic variability of Czechia (presupposed 
differences: town - rural area, town - hinterland, industrial area -
agricultural area, so-called Sudeten land - interior) along with location of 
believers and tendencies in the number and location of believers within 
Czechia (number of believers, index of secularization). 

The factor of human and social capital 

The results of this field monitoring (the monitoring of sacral objects and 
interviews with key actors in micro-regions) show that the religious landscape 
develops only partly according to the general presumptions (see above). A 
second variable influencing the character of the religious landscape as well as 
the role of religion in a given territory is the human and the social factor. By 
synthesising the ascertained information it is possible to distinguish three 
key positions, a good customised mixture of which can significantly 
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Fig. 2 - Model areas for field monitoring of the religious An important factor 
landscape influencing the position 

of religion in an area is 
the approach of the priest. The results of our monitoring show that a helpful 
approach of the religious representative both to believers and unbelievers is very 
important. In the monitored areas, religious representatives, with an active and 
informal manner of communicating and discussing, arouse the interest of young 
people in religion. In these areas, cooperation between churches and schools was 
also more frequent, the Church participated more in local cultural life. Key 
actors (e.g. priest) as well as the relations between these representatives have 
an impact on the importance of the role of religion in a given area. A priest's 
personality ensures not only communication between local people and the 
Church, but also between the Church and local government. 

Communication between the Church and the municipality, represented by 
officials with jurisdiction over heritage protection, is an important step 
towards the renewal and safeguarding of sacral objects in the landscape -
mainly in terms of acquiring financial means for reconstruction. It is positive 
that bad relations and cooperation between the Church and the municipality 
were registered in only 5 % of the monitored areas. Opinions of the elected 
local representatives (municipal council, mayor) can also strengthen or cut 
down the role of religion in the municipality. A higher portion of the local 
political elite belonging to political parties backing religion can result in more 
significant support of religion and religious objects in the area. In Czechia, the 
correlation of the political party with Christian characteristics (Christian 
Democratic Union) and religiosity is very high (Havlicek 2005). 

Local people can also contribute to the proliferation of religion and sacral 
objects in their hometown. However, this phenomenon occurs primarily in 
smaller municipalities (with less than 5,000 inhabitants). If there is a group 
of actively participating believers in such a municipality, they are able, by 
their joint effort, to maintain religious life and to ensure the good condition of 
sacral objects. In smaller municipalities, there are religious objects of local 
importance, the maintenance and reconstruction of which can be financed 
from financial sources obtained by collections. State subsidies are not 
necessary as is the case with larger buildings. According to representatives of 
both municipalities and churches, reconstruction of sacral objects without 
financial contribution from local people would be problematic or even 
impossible. In addition to the local religious population, an involved 
corporation participated in repairs in 15 % of municipalities - either through 
a financial contribution for reconstruction or by entirely financing it. These 
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Fig. 3 - Churches and chapels destroyed in Czechia during the communist period 1948-
1989. Source database: Valencik (2006) 

were mostly non-believers with a strong interest in history and monuments, 
but it is difficult to ascertain whether such patrons or sponsors were also 
interested in the spiritual dimension of the entire affair. 

Many sacral buildings in the so-called Sudeten area were destroyed after 
the transfer of Germans after World War II (Valencik 2006). This example 
also attests to the prevailing existence of the so-called relict border which 
was, in 1930, the language border between the Czech and the German 
speaking populations (Fig 3). This pronounced polarization between border 
regions and interior shows the consequences of the exchange of population in 
the borderland, which is also reflected in the religious landscape. Sacral 
objects in the Sudeten areas are being renewed there largely thanks to the 
backing of German and Austrian citizens, who, or whose families, were 
transferred from these border regions. In addition to this help, which is 
historically motivated, we also find cross-border cooperation in the renewal of 
sacral objects (in the model areas this was cooperation with Austria). The 
development of sacral objects is different in Bohemia than in Moravia (the 
already mentioned gradient northwest - southeast). In Moravia, i.e. in the 
southeast, the state of sacral objects is visibly better thanks to the greater 
significance of religion. 

The research done in model areas makes it clear that only one key actor is 
significantly active in the area. For good development of the role of religion in 
the area it is therefore not necessary that all relationships are in place and 
that highly educated people hold the positions of key actors, but in many cases 
the existence of one strong personality at one key post (priest, municipality or 
local people) is sufficient. Good mutual relations are nevertheless an 
indubitable advantage for further development of the sacral landscape. 
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An example of polarization in sacral landscape development 

Sacral objects in the Czech landscape are very scattered. They invoke 
memories of the past and are a testimony of the history and people in a given 
locality. A cross in the country, in the middle of a field, is not there by 
coincidence; it testifies to the existence of a former pathway leading there in 
the past. These objects attest, for instance, to the wealth and importance of 
towns in the past. Because existing sacral objects originated mainly during 
the Baroque sacralization of the landscape, conditions from that time 
conditioned their number and size. 

The difference between towns and rural areas is very significant both in 
terms of the character of the religious landscape and religious behaviour. 
Czechia has a scattered settlement structure with a high portion of rural 
municipalities and smaller towns with less than 5,000 In-qabitants, which 
represent more than 90 % of all municipalities (CSU 2007). Rural 
municipalities in our country can be characterized by a limit of 3,000 
inhabitants defining a territory with a similar character of religious 
landscape. In rural municipalities and smaller towns (according to the results 
obtained in model territories, these can be defined as municipalities of 3,000 
to 5,000 inhabitants), the church is primarily the natural dominant feature of 
the municipality. According to the representatives of local governments, it is 
inadmissible that such an object be in a bad condition. It is to the credit ofthe 
municipality, not only from a believers' point of view, but also from that of 
disbelievers. For this reason, 95 % of churches (in the model territories) are 
now in good condition (Fig. 4). In larger cities, surrounding higher buildings 
suppress the dominance of religious objects. 

In smaller towns and rural areas, religious objects are not too large and 
therefore they can be more easily repaired from financial means obtained by 
local representatives (municipalities, churches, patrons or sponsors as well as 
local people). In larger cities, religious objects are often part of an urban 
conservation area or even a cultural heritage monument. In such cases, 
reconstruction or any intervention concerning the object is subject to special 
rules according to the Act on Preservation of Monuments (Act No. 20/1987 

Coll.). Increased obliga
tions are nevertheless 
compensated by the 
opportunity of obtaining 
subsidies for reconstruc
tion from public adminis
tration bodies. The destiny 
of a sacral building is 
conditioned by financial 
possibilities and by the 
priorities of its owner. An 
example of the importance 
of ownership of sacral 
buildings is the situation 
of two Jewish cemeteries 
in the same municipality 
(Susice). The cemeteries 

Fig. 4 - Church as the dominant feature of a municipality are 500 m apart from each 
(Pysely). Source: authors. other and are situated 
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near the town centre. The first, owned by the Jewish community, is in a 
catastrophic state, while the second, owned by the municipality, was 
reconstructed in 2004-2005. This reconstruction was not done for religious 
reasons, but for cultural ones as the goal was to increase the aesthetic quality 
of the town and to make it more attractive for tourists. 

Data furnished by priests on attendance of divine services were evaluated 
in the model territories. When comparing the average attendance of services 
at the local church with the number of proclaimed members of the given 
Church in the municipality, we obtained values between 5 and 50 %. This 
percentage expresses the »activity of believers in the municipality". The 
resulting value was significantly influenced by the size of the municipality. 
We obtained data about 20 churches in different municipalities of 100 to 
16,000 inhabitants. A correlation coefficient of -0.6 shows a negative 
correlation between the activity of believers and the size of the municipality. 
This means that in smaller municipalities the attendance at worship services 
is relatively higher than in larger municipalities (the existence of multiple 
churches with services in one municipality was taken into consideration). The 
described dependence can be explained by stronger traditions in rural areas 
than in cities as well as by a generally hectic way of life in cities. 

In several municipalities, worship services in churches were cancelled for 
economic reasons. As a consequence, active religious life in the municipality 
has decreased. Direct contact of the priest with believers in the municipality 
itself is irreplaceable and due to the age of believers, attendance at services 
in other municipalities is problematic. Between 1991 and 2001, the portion of 
believers older than 50 years of age within the total number ofbelieveJs grew 
by approximately 10 % to reach some 55 % of all believers in 2001 (CSU 2007). 
Attendance at worship services is seasonal - in summer it is higher than in 
winter; the highest attendance occurs on holidays (nearly double). A specific 
position is held by pilgrimage sites (model territories Svaty Jan and Bohutin) 
which, due to their significance, attract believers from the entire region and 
attendance at masses in pilgrimage churches is very high. Pilgrimage sites 
also have a higher number of sacral objects than other territories of 
comparable size. 

What characteristics do sacral objects in model territories manifest? In 
cities, there are, in accordance with our presumptions, more sacral objects of 
higher significance and size (churches, chapels, multi-religious and 
multicultural buildings). These objects are in very good physical condition, 
primarily thanks to financial backing from the municipality and the state 
aimed at maintaining their representative function. In smaller municipalities 
sacral objects are smaller (chapels, crosses, statues) and they are scattered 
throughout the landscape. Opportunities for their renewal are conditioned by 
the quantity of financial means available and gifts from the population. New 
sacral places do not appear often and in the model regions, there were only 
four religious objects built during the period of transformation, after 1989. In 
the landscape, there are often visible remnants of small sacral objects which 
were stolen. The disappearance of sacral objects is due not only to their 
devastation and theft, but also to changes in their function, or to their 
destruction on a mental level (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5 - Example of the transformation of a sacral object (former synagogue, now a research 
library for the Vyskov district archives in Slavkov u Brna). Source: authors. 

Conclusion 

Analysis of the development of religiosity according to municipalities also 
shows an increasing trend of secularization in Czech society. There is trend 
for higher diversification, or the de-monopolization of religious communities 
leading to a high dismembering or even to disintegration of various religious 
movements. The highest increase, in Czech society, is registered in occultism 
(horoscopes, divination, etc. ), where the trend is a change from the once 
dominant Christianity to occultism. Many sacral buildings in the so-called 
Sudeten area were destroyed after the transfer of Germans, after World War 
II. This example also validates the prevailing existence of the so-called relic 
border which was, in 1930, the language border between the Czech and the 
German speaking populations. Communication between churches and the 
municipality, represented by officers with jurisdiction over heritage 
protection, is an important step to the renewal and safeguarding of sacral 
objects in the landscape - mainly as a means of acquiring financial means for 
reconstruction. Model territories with the lowest level of sacralization are 
situated in the hinterland or in areas adjacent to Prague. This is indicative of 
the character of life in Prague's suburbia (low levels ofreligiosity, commuting 
to Prague for work and services, generally low relationships with the 
territory, newly developed areas). According to these results , a claim could be 
made that the level of sacralization increases along a northwest to southeast 
axis as well as with the decreasing size of municipalities and in proximity to 
sites of pilgrimage. In general, large cities manifest an average level of 
sacralization, with the exception of Olomouc and Liberec. These two large 
cities manifest a level of sacralization corresponding to their geographic 
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position. The research carried out in model areas makes it clear that only one 
key actor is significantly active in the area. For good development of the role 
of religion in the area it is therefore not necessary that all relationships are 
in place and that highly educated people hold the positions of key actors, but 
that in many cases the existence of one strong personality at one key position 
(priest, municipality or local people) is sufficient. 
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Shrnutf 

RELIGI6ZNI KRAJINA V CESKU: NOvE STRUKTURY A TRENDY 

Ptedkladany pnspevek si klade za cfl popsat a analyzovat predevslm nove struktury 
a trendy ve vjzkumu religi6zni geografie, resp. religi6zni krajiny na pHkladu Ceska v obdobi 
transformace po roce 1989. Cesko lezici ve stfedni Evrope bylo v minulosti dI'ky sve geogra
ficke poloze ovlivnovano runjmi nabozenskjmi proudy a smery. Caste stndani hlavnich na
bozenskych proudu a heterogenita v nabozenskem mysleni zustaly zachovany aZ do dnesni 
doby. NEWodafilo se jako tomu je v jinych evropskych zemi zde vytvofit silnou nabozenskou 
tradici. Cesko resp. Ceskoslovensko bylo pote jeste vystaveno behem druM poloviny 20. sto
leti silnemu tlaku ze strany komunisticke diktatury za ucelem vymazani Boha a nadpfiroze
na z mysleni lidl. Tento proces byl jeste zvjraznen odsunem nemeckeho pfevazne katolicke
ho obyyatelstva z ceskeho pohranici. Vsechny tyto skuteenosti a jiste i mnoM dalM zpusobi
ly, ze Cesko vstupuje do 21. stoleti jako jedna z nejvice sekularizovanych zemi na svete. 
Temer 60 % obyvatelstva (2001) udava, ze je bez nabozenskeho vyznani. 

Behem poslednich dvou desetileti se vjzkum interakce nabozenstvl a prostoru vjznamne 
promenil, a proto lze jiste v tomto smeru hovofit 0 tzv. "nove" religi6zni geografii (napr. Kong 
1990, Pacione 1999, Kong 2001, Henkel 2004, Proctor 2006, Havlicek 2007). V teto souvislos
ti lze objevit dva zakladnl smery (Henkel 2004), ktere take obecne odpovidaji obema tenden
cim v sociogeografickem vjzkumu. N a jedne strane se jedna 0 prevazne kvalitativni empiric
ky vjzkum tzv~ "skoly Caliban" a na strane druM 0 prevazne postmoderni prace z nove kul
turni geografie tzv . .Jkoly Hamlet" (Peach 1999). Lily Kong (1990, 2004) uvadl sest hlavnich 
vjzkumnych smero, resp. temat v ramci ~ove" religi6zni geografie: 
1. Vjzkum spolecnosti a krajiny s runorodou nabozenskou orientaci vc. sekularizace a izo

lovanych mensich nabozenskjch skupin a kultur (napr. Henkel 2001, Knippenberg 1998, 
Wunder 2005). 

2. NlirUst zkoumani vazeb sakralniho a sekulamiho objektu, resp. kulturniho a politickeho 
(Huntington 1996) a take religi6zni a sekularni krajiny. 

3. Studium nabozenskych skupin a komunit v socialnim a politickem kontextu, studium 
identity. 
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4. Narust zajmu 0 symbolicka, religi6znf mista a predevsimjejich deskripce. 
5. Snaha porozumet procesUm, pfi nichZ objekty, krajiny a budovy vykazuji nabozenske at

ributy (napr. nove chramy postmoderny). 
6. Sakrlilni zkuSenost s nabozenskYmi misty. 

Tyro hlavni vYzkumne trendy jsou zaramovany velkou interdisciplinaritou vYzkumu (soci
ologie, politologie, religionistika) s mene Ci vice prostorovYmi aspekty jako je napffklad stu
dium vjvoje religi6znf krajiny, coz je take na pffkladu Ceska jednfm z hlavnich temat tohoto 
pfispevku. 

Je zrejme, ze religi6zni procesy je nutne chapat v obecnem kontextu vjvoje i!eske spolee
nosti (Hampl 2001). VjznamnYm trendem v ooske spolei!nosti v obdobi transformace je znae
ny libytek lid! hlasici se k cirkvim a nabozenskYm spolei!nostem. Daleko vice nez v ostatni Ev
rope se tak v Cesku prosadila znai!na sekularizace spolernosti. Take analyza vjvoje religiozi
ty podle obci (index sekularizace) poukazuje na prohlubujici se trend, ktery vYse Zmlnenou 
sekularizaci ooske spolocnosti nadlile prohlubuje. Mezi roky 1991 a 2001 doslo k vYraznemu 
propadu poi!tu veficich, kdy v ramci obci Ceska dosahl index sekularizace (obr. 2) hodnoty 
31,8. Krome zmlneneho nejvYznamnejsiho procesu sekularizace zaznamenava Cesko take 
trend vetsi diverzifikaci, resp. demonopolizaci nabozenskYch komunit, ktery vede k vYrazne
mu rozdrobenf az atomizaci jednotlivYch nabozenskych hnuti. 

V ramci studia vjvoje religi6zni krajiny bylo v letech 2005 aZ 2007 provedeno kvalitativni 
setrenf v 27 mikroregionech (modelovYch lizemich) Ceska (obr. 3), ve kterych je analyzovana 
role nabozenstvi a charakter religi6zni krajiny. Z vYsledku terennich vYzkumu (monitorova
ni sakrlilnich objektu a fizene rozhovory s klii!ovYmi osobnostmi v mikroregionech) vypl-yva, 
ze religi6zni krajina se podle obecnych pfedpokladu (viz vYse) vyviji jen zi!asti. Druhou Mst!, 
ktera udava charakter religi6zni krajiny i roli nabozenstvi v konkretnfm lizemi je lidsky a so
ciaJ.ni faktor. Syntezou ~istenych informaci je mozne rozlisit 3 klii!ove posty, jejichZ kvalitni 
personlilni obsazeni muze velmi vYrazne posilit roli nabozenstvi ve spolocnosti. Tfemi klii!o
vYmi posty jsou podle vYzkumu v modelovYch oblastech: a) nabozenskY pfedstavitel (napr. fa
rat), b) zainteresovane subjekty (napr. obecni a krajske mady, zastupitele), c) mistni obyva
telstvo (vefici, mecenas nebo sponzor). Rozdil mezi mestem a venkovemje z hlediska charak
teru nabozenske krajiny i nabozenskeho chovam vYraznY. Z vyjadfeni pfedstavitelu 
samosprav je nepfipustne, aby sakrlilni objekt byl v neuspokojivem stavu. Jedna se 0 jakou
si vizitku obce nejen pro vefici ale take nevefici obyvatelstvo. Z toho duvodu je v sou(!asnosti 
95 % kostelu (v modelovYch lizemich) ve velmi dobrem stavu. V menSich mestech a na ven
kove nenab-yvaji religi6zni objekty pfiliSne velikosti, proto jsou snaze opravitelne z finani!nich 
zdroju ziskanych mistnimi predstaviteli (obec, cirkev, mecenas nebo sponzor a take mistni 
obyvatele). Ve vetsich mestechjsou i!asto religi6zni objekty souMsti pamatkove z6ny obce n~ 
bo jsou vyhlaseny za kulturni pamatku. Specificke postavenf maji poutnf mista (modelova 
lizemi Svatojansko a Bohutinsko), ktera svjm vYznamem pfilakavaji vefici ze sirSiho okoll 
a lii!ast na bohosluZbach v poutnim kostele je velmi vysoka. Poutni misto vykazuje i vyssi po
i!et sakrlilnich objektu nez jine lizemi srovnatelne velikosti. Modelova lizemi s nejnizsi mirou 
sakralizace se nachazeji v zazemi Ci okoll Prahy. Je to dana charakterem zivota v suburbiu 
Prahy (nizka mira religiozity, dojizcfka do Prahy za zamestnanim a sluzbami, nepfilis vyso
ky vztah k lizemi, nova rozvijejici se zastavba). Podle vYsledku lze obecne fici, ze mira sakra
lizace narustli ve smeru severozapad - jihovYchod. Pftoomz se snizujici se velikosti obci a bliz
kosti poutruno mista se mira sakralizace jevi vyssi. Velka mesta vykazuji pru.mernou miru 
sakralizace, s vY,iimkou Olomouce a Liberce. Tato dve velka mesta maji miru sakralizace ta
kovou, jakou lze oookavat vzhledem k jejich geograficke poloze 

Obr. 1 - Podil veficich v Cesku podle obci (2001) 
Obr. 2 - Modelove oblasti terenniho vYzkumu religi6znf krajiny 
Obr. 3 - Znii!ene kostely a kaple v Cesku behem komunistickeho obdobf v letech 1948-1989 
Obr. 4 - Kosteljako dominanta obce (Pysely) 
Obr. 5 - Pffklad transformace sakralniho objektu (b-yvala synagoga, nyni badatelna stlitniho 

okresniho archivu Vyskov ve Slavkove u Brna) 
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DEVELOPMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS IN THE 
NORTHWESTERN PART OF CZECHIA: NEW APPROACHES 

AND METHODS 

M . B a I e j , J . And e I , T . 0 r s u la k , P . R ask a : Development of 
environmental stress in the northwestern part of Czechia: new approaches and methods. -
Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 113, 3, pp. 320-336 (2008). - This article deals with the theoretical 
background to environmental stress theory that includes a multivariables system of 
indicators and the application of such theory. The environmental stress lies at the 
intersection of the stressors in the subsystems of a landscape, that is: natural (e.g. relief 
topography, air, water, soil, and biota) and/or social (e.g. demographic and economic 
variables). The methodological concept used can be applied to other areas of study because 
of its broader spatial and functional applications. In comparison to other methodologies 
used to evaluate the anthropopressures on the landscape (those that monitor changes in 
land use), the environmental stress assessment is directed at locating 'stressors' beyond the 
study areas that can significantly impact on future studies. 
KEY WORDS: environmental - stress - cultural landscape - northwestern Czechia. 
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Introduction 

The term stress often is used to describe medical, psychological, biological 
and physical conditions. It denotes a 'system of power' that causes strain or 
even produces deformity that damages the 'host' system. The factors 
producing 'stress' are referred to as: a stressor. For Michal (1992) such 'outer 
disturbing factors' are the direct result of a stressor. Stress is the affect or 
influence of a stressor on a particular system. In the case of a landscape, the 
system consists of biotic, abiotic and human elements, and 'stress' represents 
all the deformities that exist in a system. Every impulse that exceeds 
standard levels of intensity within a system (whether physiological, natural, 
generally social or economic) is called: stress (or pressure, strain, disturbing 
force, trouble, and difficulty). It represents an extraordinarily powerful even 
intensive phenomenon resulting in a series of deviations from common 
fluctuations. Reactions to stress include resistance (effective) or the opposite 
- inertia. The ability to react to 'stress' is related to the ability to compensate 
(remove) the effects. The first phase of the reaction to stress stems from the 
principle of resilience. Resistance in this case is interpreted as successful. 
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However, in the final phase a system either collapses (changes its character) 
or is neutralized by the stress and continues to function. The 'stress' can be 
thus set off wholly, incompletely or if the 'stress' is not compensated for at all, 
the system will collapse. Ingegnoli (2002) also argues that if the source of the 
stress is constant (chronic) or even too strong, this will lead to what is termed: 
endangering the 'health' of a landscape. 

v The theory of landscape ecological stressors was developed in Slovakia 
(Suriova, Izakovicova 1995; Atlas krajiny Slovenskej republiky 2002). Others, 
Lipsky (1998), Erickson (1999), Antrop (2000), or Ingegnoli (2002) also use the 
terms environmental stressor, anthropopressure or landscape strain to 
describe forms of degradation of the natural landscape, natural conditions 
otherwise seen as: landscape pathology or anthropogenic disturbances. 

The identification of such anthropogenic stressors and accounting for these 
through the concept of 'stress' reveals humans' influences inion the landscape. 
The advantage of using terms like 'stress' and 'stressor' helps in identifYing 
the causes as well as the consequences of such environmental effects. Stress 
is used to describe a meaning broader than its usual context. It covers both 
'stress' in the natural and the human landscape subsystems. We can talk 
about it in connection with all landscape components (natural and human). 
Stressors also include disturbances, but not only these. Included too are the 
transformations of land use through anthropogenic activities or noise, odour 
et cetera. Stress in the human subsystem (e.g. social pathological phenomena, 
delinquency, unemployment, divorce rate, the rate of natives) and its 
consequences on the landscape character, landscape structure, and landscape 
ecological processes, very often remain unnoticed although it is a significant 
force to "landscape" a system (Hobbs 1997, Risser 1999). Efforts have been 
made to also quantify the rate of anthropopressure through a ratio that 
includes land use types (Skowronek et al. 2005). But these are partial views 
that reflect only certain given environmental issue. The environmental stress 
assessment can be one of the most suitable methodological concepts to 
ascertain landscape development trajectories (cf. Conway, Lathrop 2005; 
Pauleit, Ennos, Golding 2005). 

In our research we asked the following questions: 
How will ecological and social stress evolve in different landscape types and 
at various time periods? 
Is it possible to integrate social and ecological stress into a comprehensive 
indicator to predict what the complex/negative effects of humans are on 
landscape subsystems? 
Can the changes in ecological and human stresses be related to each other? 
If so, which has the greater dynamics? 

- What are the reasons for the most striking way in which changes in the 
intensity of stressors can be noted as well as in the subsequent occurrence 
of stress? 
Where are we to look for the main driving forces? 

- What connections are there between individual partial variables? 

Case study: the northwestern part of Czechia 

The research includes the three studies conducted alongside the 
Czech-German borderland (the northwestern part of Czechia) where the 
areas are marked by partially different development, mainly induced by 
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Fig. 1 - Study areas Bilina, Petrovice and Trebenice and their surroundings within the 
northwestern part of Czechia. 

different geographical conditions, and then these were analyze in terms of 
land use and environmental stress changes from the mid 20th century 
(Fig. 1). 

The northwestern part of Czechia was in the past a "barometer" to 
measure fundamental changes in the development of the Czech landscape. 
The changes were mostly brought about by industrialization and 
urbanization processes causing ecological problems as far back as the Saxon 
towns of the mid 19th century. In the 1950s the environmental stresses 
increased and by the 1980s (30 years later) this former region known as 
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Czechoslovakia was in need of critical interventions. At this stage all the 
natural components of the landscape system were damaged. This high 
environmental stress now also is visible in the health and demographical 
variables of the population. 

The study area where the environmental stress has the highest intensity is 
represented by the Bilina area. This study includes the town of Bilina and 
wider still, also the destroyed settlements. The second, slightly different type 
of arEfa is more hilly, the border area of Petrovice that lies northwest of the 
city U sti nad Labem. The Petrovice area is mountainous, the areas of the Ore 
Mountains (Krusne hory) significant for its dynamic development until the 
end of the 19th century. Its subsequent stagnation - both economic and 
demographical development - further more after World War II resulted in 
markedly regressive trends that have changed not only the function but the 
character of the landscape. The third study area is Trebenice where the 
indications are that this is an intensively agriculturally exploited landscape. 
Here the landscape function remained stable during its whole development. 
The Bilina, Petrovice and Ti"ebenice areas are different analogical landscape 
types in the northwestern part of Czechia. 

Environmental stress: methodological concept 

The negative influence on the landscape, i. e. of the changes of the 
environmental stressors that cause ecological or social stress in the 
landscape, generally can be grouped according to different characteristic 
periods of human history (Agnew, Livingstone, Rogers 1996). We can 
distinguish three basic evolution phases in the development of societies 
(Hampl 1998): 

The pre-industrial period characterized and detennined by natural 
subsystem, the distribution of settlement structures and economic 
activities. 
The industrial society marked by the development of a secondary sector 
that has distinct dynamics of change. Ecological detenninations gradually 
are overcome and the role of socio-geographical factors increase (Berry 
1973; Broek, Webb 1978). In our case, this phase is represented by the so
called totalitarian period (the German occupation and the period of 
communism) which actually represents the final phase of the industrial 
society and a decline from the natural trajectory of Western Europe (here 
certain features of a post-industrial society are already revealed). For the 
northwestern part of Czechia this period means a break in the existing 
continuity of development. 
The post-industrial society in the Czechia is characterized by an intensive 
development of communication and infonnation contacts (pressure on 
transport and communication networks) and by developing tertiary 
economic sectors such as services and tourism. In the settlement structure 
there appears to be an integration of all systems. Also, trends focus on 
depopulating developmental tendencies in large cores ("gravity centers, 
nodes") in the place of areas in their background (Hampl et al. 2001). 
We will focus on the last period of the industrial society in Czechia, i. e. on 

the totalitarian period, and on the post-industrial phase, where the essential 
changes of the ecological and social stress development in the study areas can 
be documented. 
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Fig. 2 - The general scheme of the stressor influences and stress occurrence in the 
landscape system 

Marsh, Grossa (2004) consider the presence of the excessive environmental 
stress level in the landscape system to be the basic factor distinctively 
determining the so-called environmental quality. The environmental quality, 
as a fundamental attribute of the landscape system, is threatened by synergic 
influences of environmental stressors on both natural and human subsystems 
(Fig. 2). 

In the methodical procedure of the ecological and social stress 
accounting we divide the period of the second half of the 20th century 
(totalitarian and post-industrial period) into five time horizons for which 
there are valid databases available. Approximately in 1950 the final stage 
of the industrial period begins. In the totalitarian period environmental 
stressors start to intensify dramatically. The two following time horizons 
(1970 and 1980) indicate dynamic changes in the totalitarian era. This 
ends in the year 1990 when the post-industrial period arrives. The last 
horizon - 2005 - documents the phase of inhibition of stressors in the post
industrial period. 

The focus of the article is to obtain our own methodology to assess the 
environmental stress and the latter's application in specific geographical 
conditions. The methodology of evaluating the ecological and social 
environmentallqad developed by The Research Institute of Constructing and 
Architecture (VUV A) in Prague in 1991, becomes an accounting system for 
ecological load evaluation as well as experimental and social load evaluation 
(Andel 1993). The VUV A methodological concept was applied to the whole 
territory of Czechia in 1991. Comparative studies in development after 1989 
~sed identical parameters to measure conditions in eight study areas in the 
Usti nad Labem region in 2001 (Balej 2004). 
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Fig. 3 - The DPSIR scheme "Driving forces - Pressures - State - Impact - Response". 
Source: Jesinghaus (1999). 

The environmental stress in the study area indicates the influence of the 
stressors that are located both within the area and also in areas beyond its 
borders. The effects of environmental stressors don't respect administrative 
boundaries. From the terminolOgical reference the stress follows internationally 
recognized methodolOgical schemes evolved on the basis of the EEA concept 
(European Environmental Agency; Jesinghaus 1999). Environmental stress 
accounting reflects the anthropogenic pressures in the DPSIR scheme ("Driving 
forces - Pressures - State - Impact - Response", Fig. 3). 

A fundamental point of the methodological procedure is to choose the 
indicators and then to represent these according to their particular features 
in the natural and human subsystems (Andel 1993). The accounting process 
is done in correspondence with similar methods that are based on a set of 
rating points. The maximum interval of the chosen indicator for a monitored 
area then is divided into quartiles. Values are assigned to each as follows : in 
the range of low (quartiles Q1=O), below the average (Q2=1), above-average 
(Q3=2) and high (Q4=3). These then are multiplied by relevant weights (e. g. 1 
or 2). Naturally the hierarchy level is important. In the environmental stress 
accounting, the variation interval for individual indicators with hierarchy 
level increases and there can even be different scale of rating points. The 
following environmental stress assessment is valid for any other territory. 

For the purpose of the ecological stress accounting (EcoS) we first notice the 
degree of degradation of the relief and soils (Tab. 1). For the northwestern part 
of Czechia a distinctive anthropogenic topography transformation is typical 
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Tab. 1 - Ecological stress indices 

Group Index Indicator Specification Weight* 

Relief and soils At Degree of anthropogenic Presence of anthropogenic 2 
degradation transformation landforms in 

A. Potential aeolian and Degree 1 
water erosion 

Ao Dumping places Degree 2 

Air pollution A4 Air pollution S02' NOx, J.lg.m-3 2 
air dust 

A5 Local sources of air t.km-2 1 
pollution 

As Noise and emission intensity and frequency 2 
of traffic 

Water quality A7 Surface water course quality factor 2 
quality 

Biota A8 Forestal air pollution prevailing category A - F 1 
zones 

A;, Ecological stability index ratio of relatively stable 1 
and unstable land 

AlO Barriers length of artificial- 2 
transportational 
ways km.km-2 

Note: *according to the assessment made by team of international experts 

(e. g. the surface mining of brown coal and quarries for building stone -
trachytes and phonolites). These have consequences not only the functional 
disturbances of the natural subsystem but also in terms of the devaluation of 
the total visual landscape's quality (Balej 2004). The presence of illegal and 
controlled dumping land-fills was evaluated by using a 0-3 rating scale. The 
potential of water and wind soil erosion was calculated by means of the 
Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) as defined by Wischmeier, Smith (1978). 
Air quality was monitored on the basis of emission concentrations of solid 
materials, S02 and NOx and also by the indicator of the air pollution from 
local sources (namely from houses heated by solid energy sources). The surface 
water quality is represented by the indicator of the quality of the water in 
streams. Ecological stress in the vegetation cover reflects of emission zones of 
forest areas (the proportion of forest areas with deteriorated health state, that 
is: the defoliation oftreetops measured in %), and the ecological stability index 
according to Michal (1992) (ratio of ecologically relatively stable and labile 
land use types). With respect to the completeness of the information about the 
stress in the natural subsystem the barrier effect calculation and the presence 
of noise or odour cannot be omitted. The landscape fragmentation first of all by 
transportation barriers (Andel et al 2005) was calculated as the density of 
transportation lines (railway and roads) with individual stages being moreover 
weighted by the intensity of traffic (by the number of vehicles or trains passing 
on them within 24 hours). The ecological stress (EcoS) is given by 
where w stands for the weight (1 or 2), n indicates the number ofindicators 1 
till 10 and An is the indicator of ecological stress. 
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Tab. 2 - Social stress indices 

Group Index Indicator Specification Weight* 

Population change Bj Natality 5 years average 1 
B2 Natural increase 5 years average 1 
Bg Index of vitality preproductive / 2 

postproductive 

Family relation B4 Divorce rate 5 years average 1 
B5 Incomplete families number 2 

Economic relation Bs Index of education university / elementary 2 
B7 Unemployment 5 years average 2 

Spatial relation Bs Natives in % 2 
Bg Migrational balance 5 years average 2 
BjQ Migrational change 5 years average 1 

Note: *according to the assessment made by team of international experts 

Social stress (SocS) reflects social aspects which we consider as having a 
negative effect on 0 human beings. A set of evaluating indicators should 
therefore indicate basic population features (Tab. 2). The population 
movement is evaluated by three indicators - the vitality index (rate of pre
productive and post-productive component), the level of the birth rate and the 
natural growth. In the case of the municipality scale of the research it is 
important to work with the last two mentioned indicators and a five-year of 
averages to eliminate random phenomena. Family disturbance indicates the 
rate of incomplete to complete families and we set the divorce rate as the 
number of divorces per 1,000 inhabitants in the given five-year period. We 
monitor the economic features with the help of the unemployment rate. As in 
the totalitarian period it did not exist statistically and it is correct to work 
with this indicator only in the last time horizon rather than to abstract from 
it. In the environmental stress methodological concept it nevertheless acts as 
an indicator which for the territories not having gone through the totalitarian 
era is not substitutable. An important indicator is the educational structure 
monitored via the index of education calculated as the proportion of 
inhabitants with university/college to those with basic education. Indicators 
monitoring the spatial movement of inhabitants form a distinctive group. 
They testify implicitly about the relationship of the inhabitants to the 
territory where they live. One of the indicators is the ratio of inhabitants born 
in the living place, the second is the migration balance indicating 
attractiveness or on the contrary unattractiveness of the study areas, and the 
third is the migration turnover testifying about a labile or stable relation to 
the living place. Both of the last indicators are, with respect to the possible 
contingency, monitored in a five-year time horizon (Haggett 1975). The social 
stress (SocS) is given by 

10 

SocS = Lw*Bn 

n=1 

where w is for the weight (1 or 2), n indicates the number of indicators 1 till 
10 and Bn is the indicator of social stress. 
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Results 

The "strongest" stressing factor, from the point of view of the influences 
rate on other components of the natural subsystem, are stressors causing 
'stress' in the air and which consequently and synergistically have an effect 
on the whole natural subsystem. Figure 4 shows the development of the A4 
indicator, which was changed in the most dynamic way. 

The ecological stress development confirms dynamic changes in the impact 
of the most prominent stressors especially where power stations produce 
multiplicative stressing effects on landscape components (Fig. 5). The high 
increase of the ecological stress until 1990 is connected to both air pollution 
and also the increasing deterioration of forest growth. Also affected are an 
increase in anthropogenic soil and relief transformation and a decrease in the 
quality of surface streams. On the other hand, there has been a markedly and 
even dynamic decrease in ecological stress after 1990 in all the study areas 
but this is compensated by stressing effects of increased traffic intensity. 
There also has been the affects of intensified noise and transport emissions, 
the expanding landscape fragmentation, the non-decreasing degree of the 
anthropogenic relief and soil transformation and a non-improving state in 
health of the forest growths. The amplitude of the ecological stress changes 
has reached, in this second half of the 20th century, its maximum values in 
Tfebenice area (more than 300 %), in Petrovice area (almost 300 %) and in 
Bilina area (more than 200 %). Among these three study areas Bilina is worse 
hit in that this area exceeds others as a distinctively impaired natural 
subsystem. It reaches the highest values in all monitored indicators of the 
ecological stress. 

Environmental stress (EnviS) is the sum of stress in two subsystems (social 
and natural): 

10 10 

EnviS = Lw*Bn + Lw*An 

n=1 n=1 

where w is the weight (1 or 2), n indicates the number ofindicators from 1 till 
10 and An and Bn are indicators of ecological and social stress respectively. 

While some partial indicators may act in different ways and even include 
opposite directions (such as registering positive immigration in the social 
subsystem but negative in relation to the natural one), in general such 
variability does not pose a significant problem.! 

The totalitarian period (the German occupation and the period of 
communism between1939-1990) is a final phase in the Czechia industrial 
society. For the northwestern part of Czechia this means a break with 
existing development practices and opening up to a dynamic growth of the 
ecological and social stresses. This turning point then also is, besides the 
intensive increase in anthropogenic stressors, connected to strong migration 
movements. The latter refers to the transfer of Germans to "new" settlements 
on the borderland. This relocation of the German population here and 
movement of people from the Czech interior have resulted in changes both 
quantitative and qualitative in character. The insufficient occupancy for 

1 The relation of indicators in both subsystems has been analysed by correlation coeffici
ents and will be further analysed in a future research. 
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emigrating population between 1930 and 1950 had resulted in a population 
deficit for Petrovice area of approx. 72 %, for Bilina area 30 % and for 
Tfebenice area 25 %. Other significant indicators include nationality, age 
categories and changes in economic development. This new settlement has 
certain distinguishing albeit negative specifics: a higher ethnic heterogeneity, 
an unfavorable educational structure and a distinctive social pathology (i. e. 
delinquencies, drug addiction, steep divorce rates). On the one hand these 
settlement gravity towns have grown dynamically but on the other there has 
been a "collapse" of the structure in the smaller settlements. Also there have 
been a number of settlements that have been abandoned in the post-war non
settlement period, such as the territory of the Czech-German borderland. In 
Petrovice area two-thirds of the settlements have disappeared. However, 
because of the brown coal mining in the Bilina area, the town of Bilina still 
remains as one out of eight settlements. Here new 'in-coming settlers' now 
live and have lost their historical connections to their landscape. In 1990 the 
proportion of natives in Petrovice area reached only 25 %. From the aspect of 
view of migration there are strong labile tendencies (resulting in a high 
migration turnover). In the totalitarian period a constant high negative 
migration balance resulted in the younger generations moving into larger 
towns. This had an effect on the life expectancy index with pronounced family 
disturbances noted as well as a rise in the number of 'incomplete' families. 
Throughout the totalitarian period the social stress factors continuously 
increased to reach a peak towards the end of the period (with gross 
accelerations in the 1980s). 

In the post-industrial period social stress again decreased and regressed to 
the levels noted at the beginning of totalitarianism (Fig. 5). These changes are 
apparent from research in the development tendencies of study areas. Here 
different geographic conditions, the population, social and natural features 
are brought in. A crucial point in social stress development is then the year 
1990. This was when the areas being studied here neared almost identical 
levels (about 25 points). The social stress in Tfebenice and Bilina areas then 
dramatically accelerated in this second half after a period of stagnation in the 
first half of the totalitarian period. This was due to decreases in the vitality 
index, a lowering of the natural growth index and a loss of migration through 
unattractive migrating prospects. On the contrary, in the Petrovice area the 
social stress remained very high from the beginning of the totalitarian period; 
there was a distinctive increase in the first half of the totalitarian period (the 
loss of the migration through factors of un-attractiveness) after which a phase 
of stagnation followed. In the post-industrial period the social stress in the 
areas studied develops in quite different ways. In the Tfebenice area there is 
a decreases due to a positive migration balance and an advancement in 
natural growth and surprisingly too in the educational structures. In the 
Petrovice area similar tendencies are evident. Here there is a dynamically 
expanding rate of natives that guarantees/consolidates the wholes area's 
social stability. The situation in the Bilina area however is different; here the 
positive changes of indicators assert themselves with great difficulties. 

Correlation analysis showed mutual cohesion of some indicators (e. g. 
natives or migration balance). It also revealed the existence of negative 
correlations in cases where groups of social stress were indicated nationwide 
or within Central European tendencies (e. g. population decline, divorce rate, 
increasing of the rate of single-parent families). Local specifics are not 
reflected such as spatial movement or economical relations. This is 
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Tab. 3 - The present-day typology of the study areas from the point of view of anthropogenic 
stressors effects and the environmental, ecological and social stresses (1950-2005) 

Indicator Mining-urban Recreational Agricultural 
Geolocation regionallyexposed semiperiphery periphery 

Location basin mountainous lowland 
(m above sea level) (195-215) (450-750) (170-260) 
The level of EcoS high low relatively low 
The level of SocS high relatively low Low 
The level of EnviS EcoS>SocS EcoS>SocS EcoS=SocS 

Bilina Petrovice Tfebenice 

documented through correlation indexes between groups. Natality, for 
example, has a high correlation with one-parent families (0.754) and a 
negative one with the natives ratio (-0.654) and the index of education (-
0.717). Inside these groups more or less expected correlations can be found, 
e.g. natives' ratio and migration balances (0.735). In the frames of the 
ecological stress it is shown that individual indicators of the ecological stress 
intensify synergistically (a positive correlation index). Low values of 
correlation indexes with the group of "biota" indicators document a different 
character of this component within the natural subsystem. The 
developmental inertia of qualitative parameters is stronger in this case. Also, 
dynamics and variability are less intensive. 

On the basis of the ecological, social and environmental stresses 
development, in the combination with the geographic-location factors a very 
simplified typology can be drawn (Tab. 3): the first type - regionally exposed 
areas with the prevailing mining and urban functions of the landscape are 
characterized by a high ecological and social stress, whereas the ecological 
stress exceeds the social stress significantly; the second type - the semi
periphery with the recreational function - has a low level of stress where 
social stress dominates over ecological stress. This then can be differentiated 
from the third type on the periphery that carries an agricultural function and 
where the ecological and social stresses reach balanced values. The results 
verify the occurrence of the given types as representatives of larger territorial 
units of the northwestern part of Czechia. The first type represents 
polycentric core basin areas under the Ore Mountains with the dominating 
energy industry and mining function. The second type exemplifies the Ore 
Mountains plateaus, from the greater part a marginal territory abandoned 
and after the transfer of the German population permanently under-settled 
with weakened historical relations to the landscape. The 3rd type is typical 
for intensively agriculturally managed territory with fertile soils suitable for 
plant production. 

Discussion and conclusions 

Prognoses suggest that by the year 2010 the emission concentrations will 
decrease to 10 J.lg m-3. In the next years still a slight decrease can be expected 
for the ecological stress and then rather stagnation. There may be even a 
minor increase. In the connection with the presupposed escalation of the 
electric power output or more precisely opening of heat power station blocks 
in the next years there can arise possible changes in the concentrations of 
sulphur dioxide or nitrogen oxides. The growing traffic intensity will 
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Tab. 4 - Main driving forces in the northwestern part of Czechia 

Year Driving forces EcoS SocS EnviS 
(intensity) 

1945 transfer of Germans, high landscape loss of the relations xx 
disruption of historical permeability, finely of man with the 
relations, traditions and grained mosaic landscape 
customs, break off of patches 
across-the-border 
cooperation 

1948 central planning, the end landscape unification high migration xxx 
of private property, 1 ,t - collective openfields turnover 

"<:l collectivisation wave, 0 . .: depletion of settlement Q) 

0- structure, new .: colonisation oj . .: 
oj 

1970 chemical industry growing air and river negative migration ~ xxxx ca development, 2nd pollution balance +' 
0 collectivisation wave, Eo-< 

development of quarry 
coal and bulding stone 
mining 

1980 development of second culmination of air effort to steady xxxxx 
dwelling, power and surface stream population - "death 
engineering, construction pollution, grant", prefab 
of prefab housing estates, forestdecline, housing estates 
dynamical decrease of monoculture planting 
surface water quality 

1990 market economy, improvement of air lowering of xxxxxx 
privatization and and surface streams migration turnover, 
restitution, building of quality increase of natives 

"<:l sewage processing plants, 
0 

gasification, . .: 
Q) 

rehabilitation of 0-

ca landscape . .: 
+' 

2005 building of transport noise and traffic 00 positive migration xxx ;:s 
"<:l infrastructure, tourism emissions, damaged balance, .: 
:c develoment, forest growths, strengthening of 00 
0 suburbanisation and anthropogenic identity of man with 0... 

urbanisation trends, dagradation of soil a landscape 
reclaiming works, and relief, barriers 
damping of surface 
mining 

definitely contribute to increased toxic levels. The variability of emission 
concentrations of solid polluting particles in the air, namely in rural areas 
and during winter months, is dependent on the in which real use of 
ecologically-more-friendly fuels in households. The air emissions of the 
polluting agents possess many additional effects on the other components of 
the natural subsystem. Also insulation intensity is decreased through the 
higher degree dust particles present in the air (PMIO). It has been noted that 
in topoclimatic conditions the air circulation has declined. The influence of 
the precipitations acidity on the chemical soil characteristics belongs among 
the most prominent impacts on other landscape components. Due to the acid 
rainfalls, the pH factor of soils in the northwestern Czechia has dropped by 
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an approximate average of 0.5 degree during the 1971-1981. It is hard to 
anticipate whether there will be improving tendencies within the indicators 
that relate to anthropogenic soil and relief transformations. It is expected 
that the health state of the forest growths will stagnate in direct relation to 
the soil pollution. Also, the global climatic changes will affect the planted 
spruce tree monocultures in lower locations and these will suffer from more 
distinctive damage. Increasingly, however, there is a tendency to respond to 
the intensity of the line stressors. Since the 1980s a twofold (in some cases 
even more) increase in the carrying capacity of the communications by 
vehicles has occurred. This increase has an unambiguous stress effect that 
results in higher landscape fragmentation and also alongside intensified 
communications and increased traffic. The noise and emissions from the 
transport will thus increase. 

Driving forces are a decisive factor in the environmental stress 
development (Tab. 4). The determining driving forces in the first phase of the 
totalitarian period were the transfer of the German population and the 
following non-settlement. It caused a break of continuity in the landscape 
trajectory and also the relationship between humans and the landscape. The 
second phase (after 1948) was distinguished by the abolition of private 
property, the collectivization and by negative developmental trends in the 
settlement structure. The environmental stress was increased namely by 
landscape "unification", homogenization (both of the function and the 
structure) and by a high migration turnover (lability of settlement). New 
settlers from the Czech interior were often unsuccessful in "growing together" 
with their place of living. The question is: Is a landscape a scene we are 
looking at, or a world we are living in? (Wylie 2007). The third phase of the 
totalitarian era (after 1970) is distinguished by a high pressure on the natural 
subsystem (the development of the quarry coal mining, energy and chemical 
industries). As the ecological stress increases dynamically, this has a 
consequent effect attached to the loss of the landscape attractiveness. Also, 
this results in "changing the polarity" balance of the migration to a negative. 
This tendency culminated in the threat of an ecological disaster in the 80s: the 
culmination of air and water pollution and, forests in decline etc. The 
disturbance of the natural subsystem shows itself negatively on the state of 
health of the population. The emigration of the inhabitants is regulated 
politically and in the form of so-called stability bonuses commonly known as: 
"death grants". 

The predominant driving forces in the post-industrial period are connected 
with the market economy and necessarily also with applying ecological 
disposals. The air quality and water in surface-streams is markedly 
improving, limits are being placed on coal mining and there is evidence of the 
landscape being reclaimed. Improvement to the quality of the environment is 
also attracting tourism which boosts the migration balance from a negative to 
a positive orientation. Slowly the identity of humankind with the landscape 
is strengthened. 

Between the totalitarian and the post-industrial periods we can find 
essential changes of the environmental stress development. While the 
totalitarian era is characterized by the dynamic increase of the ecolOgical 
stress and by a certain shift ("delay") of the social stress, in the post-industrial 
period we identify a decrease of the ecological stress and again with a definite 
shift also of the social stress. This fact together with the twofold higher 
amplitude of changes in the ecological stress as compared to the social one 
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thus undoubtedly testifies about a higher dynamic of the natural subsystem 
and about a higher persistence of the social subsystem. Regarding the 
indicators used in the research, those proposed by the authors and then 
refined by the team of international experts, this conclusion indicates taht the 
higher "vulnerability" of the natural subsystem, the greater the complexity of 
the social subsystem. Notwithstanding, it has to be mentioned that using 
another set of indicators (according to data accessibility and relevancy), this 
conclusion may not be valid generally. An important role is undoubtedly 
played by a greater merging of social items and where certain negative trends 
now can be neutralized by opposite tendencies. It is shown that for e.g. air or 
water quality changes, heading toward a positive development, can be carried 
out in a relatively shorter time horizon, whereas in the social subsystem 
changes can be reached only in a relatively long time horizon. Differences 
surface within individual components of the natural subsystem. It turns out 
that abiotic elements likewise are subject to developmental changes more 
quickly than biotic ones. The stress caused by polluted air decreases far more 
dynamically than the stress induced for e.g. by the deterioration of forest 
growths or soil acidification. Other argument is the unimproved health of 
forests in the Ore Mountains even after a rapid decrease of emissions 
concentrations. 
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Shrnuti 

vYvOJ ENVIRONMENTALNfHO STRESU V SEVEROZAPADNf CASTI CESKA: NOvE 
pfdSTUPY A METODY 

Clanek se vE'muje metodice hodnoceni krajiny z pohledu environmentalni geografie. Za
bYva se teoretickYm vstupem do problematiky, multikriterialni soustavou reprezentativ
nich indikatoru, ktere odrazi kvalitu jednotlirych slozek pnrodniho a socialniho subsyste
mu. Evnironmentalni stres (environmental stress) predstavuje prunik pusobeni stresoru na 
system kulturni krajiny. Lze jej chapat jako reflexi negativniho antropogenniho vlivu v ca
soprostorove dimenzi. Samotny proces hodnoceni environmentalniho stresu vychazi z mo
nitorovani negativnich vlivu. na pffrodni subsystem krajiny (relief, ovzdusi, voda, puda, bi
ota) a na humanni (socialni) subsystem krajiny (demograficke a ekonomicke parametry). 
Metodiku lze aplikovat na libovolne tizemi i v sirsich prostororych a funkcnich souvislos
tech. Oproti jinYm metodikam, ktere hodnoti antropogenni tlak na krajinu prostrednictvim 
zastoupeni jednotlirych kategorii vyuziti tizemi, navrhovany postup umoziluje zachytit i 
hybne sHy pffpadne stresory, lezicl mimo studovane tizemi, ovsem s vjraznYm vlivem naje
ho charakter ci kvalitu. 

Na trech modelorych tizemich, ktere se vyznacuji zcasti odlisnYm vyYojem a zejmena 
ruznYmi geografickymi predpoklady, dokumentujeme zmeny ve vyuziti tizemi v ruznych ty
pech krajin severozapadni casti cesko-nemeckeho pohranici od P9loviny 20. stoleti (obr. 1). 
Duvodu pro volbu zminene oblasti bylo nekolik. Severozapadni Cechy byly v minulosti ur
citym "barometrem", ktery avizoval zasadni zmeny ve vyYoji ceskych zemi a vetsinou sta
nul na cele techto zmen. At uz se jednalo 0 proces industrializace a urbanizace, ktera zde 
probihala v tesne vazbe na saska mesta v polovine 19. stoleti, ci otazky spojene s ekologic
kymi problemy. Ekologicky stres zesilil v 50. letech minuleho stoleti a 0 30 let pozdeji do
sahl jako v jedinem tizemi Ceska az kritickych hodnot. Zasazeny a poskozeny byly vsechny 
pffrodni slozky prostredi. Negativni dopad se projevoval a projevuje i dodnes na zdravi a 
psychice obyvatelstva. 

Negativni pusobeni Cloveka na krajinu, tedy zmeny v pusobeni antropogennich stresoru 
vyvolavajiclch ekologicky ci socialni stres v krajine, lze obecne casove seskupit do ruznych 
charakteristickych obdobi lidskych dejin. Muzeme rozlisit tfi zakladni vyYojove etapy ve ry
voji spolecnosti: preindustrialni, industrialni (ukoncena totalitni fazi) a postindustrialni. 

Ve vyYoji stresu sledujeme mezi totalitnim a postindustrialnim obdobim kardinalni zme
ny ve vyYoji environmentalniho stresu. Zatimco totalitni obdobi se vyznacuje dynamickym 
narustem ekologickeho stresu a s urcitYm posunem ("opozdenim") i stresu sOcialniho, v po
stindustrialnim obdobi sledujeme pokles tirovne ekologickeho stresu a opet s urcitYm posu
nem i stresu socialniho. Tato skutecnost spolu s amplitudou zmen (taje u ekologickeho stre
su v porovnanim se socialnim stresem dvojnasobna) nepochybne vypovida 0 vyssi dynami
ce zmen ekologickeho subsystemu a 0 vyssi setrvacnosti vyYojorych trendu subsystemu 
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socialniho. Tento fakt, uvazujeme-li indikatory vyuzite v ramci vYzkumu, ktere byly navr
zeny autory a zpresnEmy mezinarodni expertni komisi, muze svedcit 0 vyssi "zranitelnosti" 
ekologickeho subsystemu a 0 vetsi komplexnosti a yYvojove slozitosti subsytemu socialniho. 
Nepochybne dulezitou roli hraje velka propojenost socialnich prvku navzajem, kdy urcite 
negativni trendy mohou byt negovany protichudnymi tendencemi. Ukazuje se, ze napr. u 
ovzdusi ci vod lze provest relativne v kratsim casovem horizontu zmenu smefujici k pozi
tivnimu yYvoji, zatimco u socialniho subsystemu lze dosahnout zmen az v relativne dlou
hem casovem horizontu. Jista diferenciace je i u jednotlivYch elementu ekologickeho sub
systemu. Ukazuje se, ze rovnez i abioticke prvky podlehaji yYvojovYm zmenam rychleji nez 
bioticke. Stres zpusobeny znecistenym ovzdusim klesa daleko dynamicteji, nez stres "me
renY" napr. znehodnocenim lesnich porostu ci pudy. Pnkladem je spatny stay lesu v Krus
nych horach i po razantnim poklesu imisnich koncentraci. 

Obr. 1 - Geograficka poloha Bilinska, Petrovicka a Trebenicka v severozapadni casti 
Ceska 

Obr. 2 - Obecne schema pusobeni stresoru a vYskytu stresu v krajinnem systemu. V obraz
ku shora: hybne sHy, stresory, pnrodni subsystem (relief a pudy, ovzdusi, biota, 
vodstvo), socialni subsystem (rodinne vztahy, ekonomicke rysy, prostorova mobili
ta, populacni zmena), krajinny system. 

Obr. 3 - Schema DPSIR "Hybne sHy - Tlak - Stay - Impakt - Odezva". V obrazku shora: 
hybne sHy (hlavni odvetvove trendy, napr. v doprave, prumyslu, cestovnim ruchu 
a statni sprave), tlaky/stresory (lidske aktivity pnmo ovlivnujici system krajiny, 
napr. znecisteni OVZdUSl, odpady), stav/stres (zmeny stresu v krajine, napr. pfirod
ni a socialni stres), impakt (efekty zmeneneho prostredi, napr. pokles biodiverziy a 
environmentalni kvality), odezva (spolecnosti k reseni problemu, napr. vYzkum 
krajinne ekologickeho planovani). 

Obr. 4 - Prlimerne rocni koncentrace S02 and PM lO v modelovYch uzemich (J.lg.m-3). 
Obr. 5 - VYvoj ekologickeho (EcoS), socialniho (SocS) a environmentalniho (EnviS) stresu 

v modelovYch uzemich v obdobi 1950-2005. V legende shora: horska periferni kra
jina, intenzivni zemedelska krajina, tezebni krajina. 

Authors are with Departm~nt of Geography, Faculty of Science, J. E. Purkinje University, 
Ceske mlddeze 8,40096, Usti nad Labem, Czechia; e-mail: balej@sci.ujep.cz. 
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